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Chapter 1: Project Overview

1.1 Introduction
With the current transition from analog to digital instrumentation and control systems in nuclear 
power plants, the number and variety of software-based systems have significantly increased. The 
sophisticated nature and increasing complexity of software raises trust in these systems as a 
significant challenge. The trust placed in a software system is typically termed software dependability. 
Software dependability analysis faces uncommon challenges since software systems’ characteristics 
differ from those of hardware systems. The lack of systematic science-based methods for quantifying 
the dependability attributes in software-based instrumentation as well as control systems in safety 
critical applications has proved itself to be a significant inhibitor to the expanded use of modern 
digital technology in the nuclear industry.
Dependability refers to the ability of a system to deliver a service that can be trusted [Avizienis et al., 
2001]. Dependability is commonly considered as a general concept that encompasses different 
attributes [Avizienis et al., 2001; Littlewood et al., 2000; Basili et al., 2004], e.g., reliability, safety, 
security, availability and maintainability.
Dependability research has progressed significantly over the last few decades. For example, various 
assessment models and/or design approaches have been proposed for software reliability [Lyu, 1996; 
Gokhale et al., 2006; Littlewood et al., 2012; Bird et al., 2014; Smidts et al., 1998; Whittaker et al., 
2000], software safety [Leveson, 1986; McDermid et al., 2001; Leveson, 2004; Yuan et al., 2012], 
software security [Gilliam et al., 2001; McGraw, 2004; Ozment, 2006; Alhazmi et al., 2007; Okun et 
al., 2007; Alberts et al., 2010; Gegick et al., 2005], software availability [Huang et al., 1995; Tokuno 
et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 2002; Chan et al., 2006; Trivedi et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2013] and software 
maintainability [Oman et al., 1992; Riaz et al., 2009; Sjoberg et all, 2012]. Advances have also been 
made to integrate multiple dependability attributes, e.g., integrating security with other dependability 
attributes [Trivedi et al., 2009; Basili et al., 2004; Jonsson, 2006], measuring availability and 
maintainability [Brown, 2001], modeling reliability and availability [Laprie et al., 1992; Heimann et 
al., 1990], quantifying reliability and security [Sharma et al., 2007], exploring the dependencies 
between security and safety [Robinson et al., 2007] and developing integrated analysis models [Young 
et al., 2014]. However, there is still a lack of understanding of the dependencies between various 
dependability attributes as a whole and of how such dependencies are formed.
To address the need for quantification and give a more objective basis to the review process -
therefore reducing regulatory uncertainty -- measures and methods are needed to assess dependability 
attributes early on, as well as throughout the life-cycle process of software development.
In this research, expert opinion elicitation is used to identify the measures and methods for assessing 
software dependability. Semi-structured questionnaires were designed to elicit expert knowledge. A 
new notation system, Causal Mechanism Graphing, was developed to extract and represent such 
knowledge. The Causal Mechanism Graphs were merged, thus, obtaining the consensus knowledge 
shared by the domain experts. These graphs contain the primary mechanisms responsible for failing to 
In this report, we focus on how software contributes to dependability. However, software 
dependability is not discussed separately from the context of systems or socio-technical systems. 
Specifically, this report focuses on software dependability, reliability, safety, security, availability, and 
maintainability as defined below:

Software Dependability. The ability of a software system to deliver a service that can 
justifiably be trusted (adapted from [Avizienis et al., 2001]).
Software Reliability. The ability of a program to perform a required function under stated 
conditions for a stated period of time (adapted the software reliability definition in [IEEE, 
2008a]).
Software Safety. The contribution of software to prevent the system from endangering human 
life, health, property, or the environment (adapted from the “safety” definition in [ISO/IEC 
1998]).
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Software Security. The contribution of software to the protection of information so that 
unauthorized persons or systems cannot read or modify it, while at the same time those who 
are authorized are not denied access to it (adapted from “security” in [IEEE 2008b]).
Software Availability. The degree to which a software system or component is operational and 
accessible when required for use (adapted from [ISO/IEC/IEEE 2010]).
Software Maintainability. The ease with which a software system or component can be 
modified to change or add capabilities, correct faults or defects, improve performance or other 
attributes, and adapt to a new environment (adopted from [ISO/IEC/IEEE 2010]).

Our research was conducted in the sequence of stages found below. Each stage is further examined in 
its corresponding chapter.
Stage 1 (Chapter 2): Elicitation of causal maps describing the dependencies between dependability 
attributes. These causal maps were constructed using expert opinion elicitation. This chapter describes 
the expert opinion elicitation process, the questionnaire design, the causal map construction method 
and the causal maps obtained.
Stage 2 (Chapter 3): Elicitation of the causal map describing the occurrence of the event of interest 
for each dependability attribute. The causal mechanisms for the “event of interest” were extracted for 
each of the software dependability attributes. The “event of interest” for a dependability attribute is 
generally considered to be the “attribute failure”, e.g. security failure. The extraction was based on the 
analysis of expert elicitation results obtained in Stage 1.
Stage 3 (Chapter 4): Identification of relevant measurements. Measures for the “events of interest” 
and their causal mechanisms were obtained from expert opinion elicitation for each of the software 
dependability attributes. The measures extracted are presented in this chapter.
Stage 4 (Chapter 5): Assessment of the coverage of the causal maps via measures. Coverage was 
assessed to determine whether the measures obtained were sufficient to quantify software 
dependability, and what measures are further required.
Stage 5 (Chapter 6): Identification of “missing” measures and measurement approaches for concepts 
not covered. New measures, for concepts that had not been covered sufficiently as determined in 
Stage 4, were identified using supplementary expert opinion elicitation as well as literature reviews. 
Stage 6 (Chapter 7): Building of a detailed quantification model based on the causal maps and 
measurements obtained. Ability to derive such a quantification model shows that the causal models 
and measurements derived from the previous stages (Stage 1 to Stage 5) can form the technical basis 
for developing dependability quantification models. Scope restrictions have led us to prioritize this 
demonstration effort. The demonstration was focused on a critical system, i.e. the reactor protection 
system. For this system, a ranking of the software dependability attributes by nuclear stakeholders 
was developed. As expected for this application, the stakeholder ranking identified safety as the most 
critical attribute to be quantified. A safety quantification model limited to the requirements phase of 
development was built. Two case studies were conducted for verification. A control gate for software 
safety for the requirements stage was proposed and applied to the first case study. The control gate 
allows a cost effective selection of the duration of the requirements phase.
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Chapter 2: Elicit Causal Map Describing the Dependencies between
Dependability Attributes

Dependability attributes exhibit dependencies. For instance, improvements in reliability for a constant 
maintainability will improve availability. In this first task, a causal map is constructed using expert 
elicitation. This chapter describes the expert opinion elicitation process and the causal map obtained. 
More specifically section 1 describes the expert selection process, section 2 describes the 
questionnaire design, and section 3 describes the casual map construction method. Section 4 provides 
the causal maps established.

2.1. Expert Selection Process

One of the most important steps of expert opinion elicitation is the identification of the experts. 
The identification of experts followed some of the steps of a systematic review. This research 
investigates causal relationships between software dependability and its attributes (i.e., reliability, 
availability, safety, security and maintainability). Thus we need to identify a set of experts who have 
expertise on multiple characteristics. We start by identifying experts on each characteristic by 
searching their academic publications, and then from these experts we identify the ones who have 
publications on multiple attributes. Figure 2.1 displays the procedure followed for expert 
identification and selection.

Run the expert selection program to 
maximize the coverage of characteristics

Search publications for each dependability 
attribute (There are six characteristics)

Identify the experts who have expertise in 
multiple fields

Identify the authors of each publication and 
build a database for each characteristic

Figure 2.1 Procedure used for expert identification and selection

Step 1: Identify publications for each dependability characteristics
Criteria for expert identification are based on the experts’ publications. The search engine used is, 

Google Scholar. Research has shown that Google Scholar puts much weight on citation counts and 
hence is suitable for finding standard literature [Beel, 2009]. The number of occurrences of the search 
terms in the articles is also significant. This justifies our selection of Google Scholar since we want to 
identify the most knowledgeable experts for each dependability characteristic, and citation counts and 
relevance of the publications are appropriate indicators.

The keywords used in the search are “software ‘characteristic’ measurement” and “software 
‘characteristic’ measures”, where ‘characteristic’ stands for reliability, availability, safety, security, 
maintainability or dependability. For example, for “reliability”, the search string used was “software
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reliability measurement” and “software reliability measures”. We selected these keywords because 
experts that have measurement experience understand fundamental behavior of the software with 
respect to the dependability attributes. Therefore they should be able to define measurable and 
quantifiable causal relationships. For each set of keywords we identified the top 30 relevant papers 
and then stopped. The search was performed on May 30, 2014.

Step 2: Identify the authors of each publication and build an author database for each 
characteristic

Having identified 30 relevant papers for each characteristic, we constructed a database for the 
authors of each paper. Each author in the database is an object that is associated with his/her 
organization, contact information and the keywords in his/her papers. For each author, a secondary 
search to determine how many other relevant publications he/she might have was performed. The 
keywords used were “’expert’s last name’ software ‘characteristic’ measurement” or “’expert’s last 
name’ software ‘characteristic’ measures”. Here ‘expert’s last name’ was substituted with each 
expert’s last name; ‘characteristic’ was still substituted with each characteristic. For instance, for a 
virtual author John Smith who was identified as a potential reliability expert, we searched “Smith 
software reliability measurement” and “Smith software reliability measures”. The stopping criterion 
for this secondary search was the occurrence of 5 consecutive irrelevant papers (either irrelevant 
topics or other authors with the same last name). The resulting search yields a database DCharacteristics 
(...) of authors for each characteristic.

Step 3: Identify and score authors with expertise in multiple fields
Because we have six characteristics, there are = 15 combinations of interest, and ideally we

need experts for all the combinations. These databases for each characteristic are combined and 
authors with publications on multiple characteristics are identified. For example, suppose the virtual 
author John Smith has 6 publications on reliability, 3 publication on safety and 5 publications on 
dependability, then he is a potential expert on the combination of characteristics of <Reliability, 
Safety>, <Reliability, Dependability > and <Safety Dependability>. We also introduced a score for 
each author’s expertise with respect to the combination of characteristics. This score is the product of 
the number of publications. In the case of the virtual expert John Smith, his expertise can be 
represented by Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Expertise of the imaginary expert John Smith
# Combination of Characteristics Score
1 <Reliability, Safety> 6*3 = 18
2 <Reliability, Dependability^ 6*5 = 30
3 <Safety, Dependability^ 3*5 = 15

Step 4: Run the expert selection program to maximize the coverage of characteristics
The last step is to maximize the experts’ level of expertise. More specifically, our objectives are:

1) to maximize the coverage of combinations of characteristics; 2) to maximize the sum of the scores 
of each expert. Our literature review identified 24 potential experts who can cover at least one 
combination of characteristics. Because there are 15 different combinations, 15 experts should be 
selected out of the 24. The problem of selection falls in the category of knapsack problems and the 
computational complexity is NP-hard [Kellerer et al., 2004]. However, since the problem space is 
limited (i.e. the number of experts satisfying the selection criteria and number of experts required are 
close to each other), the computational time remained reasonable. The experts, the combination of 
characteristics and the respective scores are given in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 Characteristic combination, score of the experts and acceptance 
(Legend: RIA- reject after initial acceptance; A- accept)

Expert Index Characteristic Combination Score Acceptance

1 Re, A 315 RIA

2 Re, Se 14 A
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3 Re, Sa 70 RIA

4 Re, M 9 A

5 Re, D 20 A

6 A, Se 18 A

7 A,Sa 14 RIA

8 A, D 28 A

9 Se, Sa 10 RIA

10 Se, M 3 RIA

11 Se, D 91 A

12 Sa, M 6 A

13 Sa, D 204 A

14 M, D 6 A

Step 5: Refinement Based on Acceptance
Invitations were sent to the experts identified. Responses are shown in the last column of Table

2.2. Based on the responses, the selection was modified and is provided in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3 Characteristics combination, score of the experts and acceptance

Expert Index Characteristics
Combination Score

1 Re, A 35

2 Re, Se 14

3 Re, Sa N/A

4 Re, M 9

5 Re, D 20

6 A, Se 18

7 A,Sa N/A

8 A, D 234

9 Se, Sa N/A

10 Se, M N/A

11 Se, D 30

12 Sa, M 21

13 Sa, D 204

14 M, D 6

2.2. Questionnaire design

Questionnaire design is a multiple-stage process requiring iteration through testing. The 
information required to build a clear causal map for the dependencies between dependability 
attributes, the format, the sequence and layout of the questions have been considered in the design of 
the questionnaire. The issue of experts’ bias has also been addressed.

2.2.1. Information required

The aim of the questionnaires is to identify the dependencies between dependability 
attributes, as well as the possible mechanisms that are at the source of the dependencies. Therefore, 
the questionnaires are designed to collect four categories of information: 1) the attributes that
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constitute dependability, 2) the relations between these attributes, 3) the root causes of the problems 
that may affect each attribute, and 4) how and under what circumstances the root causes become 
dependability problems.

We designed two types of questionnaires. The first one is aimed at the relations between two 
attributes, and the other focuses on the relation between one attribute and dependability. The questions 
and the information that we aim to gather for each question are shown in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4 The questions designed
Questionnaire
Type Questions Aims of the questions

Part I. Detailed 
Discussions

How Attribute A and Attribute B Influence Each Other?
1.1 How does Attribute A Influences Attribute B?
1.2 How does Attribute B Influences Attribute A?

Obtain an overview on the relations 
between two attributes.

II.1 What are the root causes of Attribute A problems?
Obtain the root 
causes of Attribute
A problems.

II.2 What conditions, intermediate variables or events 
are required to transform the root causes into an
Attribute A problem?

Obtain intermediate 
variables or events 
of Attribute A 
problems.

mechanisms 
underlying 
Attribute A 
problems

II.3 What are the root causes of Attribute B problems?
Obtain the root 
causes of Attribute
B problems.

Obtain the 
mechanisms

II.4 What conditions, intermediate variables or events 
are required to transform the root causes into an
Attribute B problem?

Obtain intermediate 
variables or events 
for Attribute B 
problems.

underlying 
Attribute B 
problems

II.5 What are the common causes for Attribute A 
problems and Attribute B problems?

Redundant questions that help the
II.6 What causes specifically lead to Attribute A 
problems, but do not lead to Attribute B problems?

respondent differentiate the root 
causes of the two attributes and 
improve the confidence in the

II.7 What causes specifically lead to Attribute B 
problems, but do not lead to Attribute A problems?

corresponding causal map.

Paired attributes Part II.
Identification 
of Dependence 
Mechanisms

II.8 What conditions, intermediate variables, states or 
events are required to transform an Attribute A problem 
into an Attribute B problem? Obtain explicit information on the 

scenarios under which Attribute A
II.9 What conditions, intermediate variables, states or 
events are required to transform an Attribute B problem 
into a Attribute A problem?

problems are transformed into 
Attribute A problems

II.10 The relation from Attribute A to Attribute B tends 
to be (multiple choices): ( )

a. Attribute A has positive effects on
Attribute B, given the following 
assumptions/conditions/circumstances

b. Attribute A has negative effects on
Attribute B, given the following 
assumptions/conditions/circumstances

Obtain explicit information on how 
Attribute A influences Attribute B.

c. No relation, they are independent.

II.11 The relation from Attribute B to Attribute A tends 
to be (multiple choices): ( )

a. Attribute B has positive effects on
Attribute A, given the following 
assumptions/conditions/circumstances Obtain explicit information on how 

Attribute B influences Attribute A.

b. Attribute B has negative effects on 
Attribute A, given the following 
assumptions/conditions/circumstances
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c. No relation, they are independent.

Part III. Causal 
map

Please draw causal maps to illustrate how Attribute A 
and Attribute B affect each other based on the 
discussion and answers you provided to the questions
on Identification of Dependence Mechanisms (II)

Obtain explicit causal map

Please check the attributes (double click the 
appropriate box) that you think can directly influence
Software Dependability

Identify the attributes that constitute 
dependability.

Among the attributes that you chose above, please 
identify the attributes that interact directly with
Attribute C.

Identify the attributes that interact 
directly with Attribute C.

Attribute-
dependability

Part I.
Identification 
of Key
Attributes

Among the attributes you identified in Part I, Question
2, which attributes should be involved in a detailed 
discussion allowing you to meaningfully characterize 
the relationship between Availability and
Dependability. This discussion will be the object of
Part II.

Identify the attributes that interact 
directly with Attribute C and the 
expert is comfortable discussing.

Please discuss the interaction mechanisms between 
Attribute C and the attributes identified in Part I, 
Question 3. Further, discuss how these attributes and 
their interactions influence Dependability.

Obtain explicit information on how 
Attribute C-related attributes 
influence dependability.

Part II.
Identification 
of Dependence 
Mechanisms

Questions similar to Part II. of the “Paired attributes” 
questionnaire.

Obtain information on the
interaction mechanisms between the 
attributes.

Part III. Causal 
map Obtain explicit causal map.

2.2.2. Response format

“There are generally three types of response formats for questionnaire design: structured, 
unstructured and semi -structured.” [Hague, 1988]

Structured questionnaires consist of closed or prompted questions with predefined answers. The 
advantage of structured questionnaires is that it lends itself easily to quantitative analysis. The 
disadvantage is that the researcher has to anticipate all possible answers with pre-coded responses.

Unstructured questionnaires consist of open questions. These are guided conversations rather than 
structured interviews. The advantage of this type of questionnaire is that it is helpful to explore new 
territories. The disadvantages are that the questionnaire may fail to gather the information that the 
researcher requires, and has high requirements on the information elicitation method. Therefore, this 
type of questionnaires is used in qualitative research with in-depth interviews (face-to-face, depth 
telephone interviews). [Crawford, 1997]

Semi-structured questionnaires are comprised of a mixture of closed and open questions. The use 
of semi-structured questionnaires enables collection of a mixture of qualitative and quantitative 
information.

To collect and explore as much information as possible for our specific aim, our questionnaires 
are designed in semi-structured format. To ensure that we obtain the necessary variables for building 
the causal map, the questionnaire is “structured” at high level. We have identified six types of 
concepts: root causes; intermediate variables; scenarios (assumptions/conditions/circumstances); 
dependability attributes and dependability. To collect a broad range of information, individual 
questions are designed as open questions. “Open questions that are easy to answer and which are not 
perceived as "threatening", and/or are perceived as interesting, can greatly assist in gaining the 
respondent's involvement in the survey. [Hague, 1988]

2.2.3. Addressing expert bias

It is important to reduce expert bias during expert elicitation. The three typical biases ([Nadkarni, 
2003]) addressed in this research are as follows:
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1) Absence of a link between two concepts in a causal map may not mean that the concepts are 
independent. Concepts that are separated in the map may actually be related, but the expert 
may not explicitly state the link in his/her interview response.

We have addressed this issue at two levels, the dependability level and the attribute 
level. At the dependability level (“attribute-dependability” questionnaire), we ask the experts 
to identify the attributes that directly interact with the attribute assigned to him/her. The 
answers to this question provide us evidence on the links between multiple attributes while 
the questionnaire remains focused on examining the relation between a single attribute and 
dependability. At the attribute level (Paired-attributes questionnaire), we have designed 
redundant questions (part I and part II) to support the drawing of the causal map (part III) and 
to help the experts identify the relations and explicitly represent them.

2) The way in which the expert words his/her answers may result in a reverse direction of the 
relationship between concepts in the causal map. A link from cause to effect may be 
represented as effect to cause. In this research, we have designed questions that are redundant 
to the explicit definition of the causal map. These questions help experts differentiate between 
causes and effects by explicitly identifying the root causes, intermediate variables and 
scenarios. This process can support the respondents in the construction of the cause-effects 
chain.

3) “A link between two concepts in the causal map implies that the relationship may either be 
direct or indirect. It is important to ensure that all the direct and indirect links between 
concepts are represented accurately in the causal map.” [Nadkarni, 2003] We have introduced 
a question that requires the experts to provide intermediate variables, states or events that are 
required to transform problems with one attribute into problems with another attribute. Using 
the answers to this question, we can more accurately identify the relations as direct or 
indirect.

2.2.4. The sequence and layout of the questions

The ordering of the questions is important as it may stimulate logic reasoning (An Introduction to 
Questionnaire Design). “The respondent is eased into the task with relatively straightforward 
questions while the more difficult or sensitive ones are left until they are warmed up” to the process. 
[Hague, 1988]

The question “Detailed Discussion” is placed at the front of the questionnaire to initiate the 
respondent’s free flow thinking on the overall relations between two attributes. The answers to this 
question are the most important as far as extracting the overall dependencies between attributes. Then 
questions on “Identification of Dependence Mechanisms” follow to awaken the respondent’s causal 
thinking. The section titled “causal map drawing” is placed at the end of the questionnaire because it 
is the most difficult and is based on previous cognitive processes.

The layout of the questions is also important to improve the readability of the questionnaire. For 
each section, clear instructions are given. Sufficient space is provided for the answers. Larger amounts 
of space are left for the important open questions (e.g. “detailed discussion”).

2.3. Causal Map Construction Method

2.3.1. Causal map extraction

Causal maps are extracted from the expert’s response to semi-structured questionnaires. The 
causal map extraction method is outlined in Figure 2.2. The basic process consists of four steps: 
concept identification, concept categorization, relationship construction, and causal map construction. 
The process is iterative in nature and the researcher can reclassify the concepts when he/she is 
constructing the relations. The iteration stops when a stable causal map is obtained
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Causal map 
construction

Relationship
construction

Concept
categorization

Concept
identification

i

Figure 2.2 Causal map extraction process 

2.3.1.1 Concept identification

Concept identification is based on qualitative coding [Saldana, 2012, Smidts et al. 2014], which 
facilitates categorization and analysis of qualitative data. Our aim is to identify the salient concepts 
related to software dependability from the semi-structured questionnaire responses. To do so, the 
analyst first reviews and interprets the answers provided by the expert under specific questions, 
highlights the key words, and extracts concepts. This process is further enhanced by differentiating 
lexical categories and highlighting them in different colors. In general, the most important lexical 
categories are: noun, verb, adjective, conjunctions, prepositions and adverbial phrase. An example is 
shown in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5 Concept identification
The questions The highlighted answers Extracted concepts
What are the root 
causes of Software 
Availability problems?

Software with defects that are frequently triggered/activated by the 
operating environment
Inability to detect system failures caused by software
Inability to recover within the required time to failure events caused 
by..
Inability to detect failures caused by software
Inability to recover from failures caused by software even if 
detected

Nouns: operating environment,
software, events system failure, software 
failure, failure, defect, inputs, uses, 
hardware, resource failures, workload, 
detection mechanisms, anomalous 
events, absence.
Verbs: Trigger; cause (by); activate (by), 
detect, recover.
Adjectives: frequently,; Unanticipated, 
Insufficient
Conjunctions/Prepositions:
Even if, AND, OR, from, by, to, with 
Adverbial phase: 
within the required time

What conditions,
intermediate variables 
or events are required to 
transform the root 
causes into a Software 
Availability problem?

Unanticipated inputs
Unanticipated uses
Hardware or resource failures that are not accommodated by the.. 
Unanticipated workload
Unanticipated system configurations
Insufficient resources to recover from a software failure given that.. 
Absence of detection mechanisms for failures and anomalous events

How do software
reliability and software 
availability influence 
each other?

Assumption: “software reliability” is that aspect of system
reliability attributable to the presence or absence of requirements, 
design, or implementation defects in software.
Availability is defined by the ratio of uptime and total time on 
operation, the lower the failure rate (i.e., the greater the reliability), 
the higher the availability assuming that the restoration time and 
restoration probability are constant.

Nouns: Assumption, aspect system
reliability, defects, software, operation, 
failure rate, Availability, presence, 
absence.
Adjectives: higher, lower
Adverbial phase:
assuming that the restoration time and 
restoration probability are constant

2.3.1.2 Concept categorization

Based on the concepts identified, the analyst then categorizes these concepts. The aim of this step 
is to map the literal words to concepts in the problem domain, i.e. software dependability. Six 
categories of concepts are defined in this research:

1) Software dependability.
2) Software dependability attributes. For instance, the attributes of dependability are Reliability 

and Availability (see Table 2.4)
3) Root causes- the underlying causes of an event. Root causes describe “why” an event occurs. 

The root causes identified include software defect, operating environment, inability of detection 
etc. (see Table 2.5).

4) Intermediate states or events- a well-defined, recognizable and typically measurable, stage 
within the field of study that exists/occurs between the root cause and the terminal effect.
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Sample intermediate events identified include software failure and system failure (see Table 
2.5).

5) Scenarios- describe “when” an event happens or a relation exists. Scenarios could be conditions, 
assumptions, or the context. A sample scenario identified is “the restoration time and restoration 
probability are constant” (see Table 2.5)

Categorizing concepts is a two step process. First, each word is classified into low-level 
categories like error, object of the error, artifact, interaction, relation, state, event, trigger, property, 
measure, situation etc. Then, the words in each of the low-level categories are abstracted into the six 
high-level categories discussed above. For instance, a root cause is defined as a combination of error 
and object of the error, which could be an artifact. Intermediate variable is defined as the state or 
effect. The scenario is defined using the situation or assumption related information. The other low- 
level categories such as interactions, relation, conjunction and preposition etc. are used to build a 
relationship between different concepts.

2.3.1.3 Relationship Construction

Once the concepts are identified and categorized, the analyst constructs the relationships between 
the concepts. The concepts and propositions are translated into situation models [Kintsch, 1992] by 
the analyst using this step. These models are a product of combination of syntactic cues with the 
semantic principles identified in the text. These syntactic cues and semantic principles specify what 
leads to what, and why. A relationship consists of three groups: connections, constraints and 
interactions. The connections include “AND”, “OR”, “NOT”, Subset, Element or Property. The 
interactions include Influence, Imply, Activate/trigger and Conflict. The constraint restricts the scope 
of the interaction. The detailed categories of connections and interactions used in this research are 
described in Table 2.6.

2.3.1.4 The causal map Drawing

A causal map depicts the mechanism of a relation between different entities. In this paper, a causal 
map describes how a set of root causes interacts with intermediate variables/events, under some 
circumstances (scenarios), influence software dependability attributes, thus forming the relations 
between software dependability attributes and software dependability. The syntax and semantics for 
causal map representation are provided in Table 2.6. A sample causal map is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Table 2.6 Symbols used in establishing a causal map

Symbol Name Description

ai

a2

Connection Two entities (say a1 and a2) have a connection, the connection type is specified by the 
logical relations, i.e. AND, OR NOT, Subset, and Element.

ai ► a2 Influence Influence describes that there exists directed causal relations between two 
variables/events. For example event at causes event a2.

ai-------► a2 Imply Directed correlation, which means the relations between the two concepts (say a1 and 
a2) are formed through other factors.

< argl, arg2 > Constraints Describes the scenario when a positive or negative relation is present. Arg1 represents 
the scenario, while arg2 represents the positive or negative relation.

+ Positive relation A “positive” relation is said to exist from a1 to a2 when an increase in a1 leads to an 
increase in a2. It is arg2 of the constraint.

- Negative relation A “negative” relation is said to exist from a1 to a2 when an increase in a1 leads to a 
decrease in a2. It is arg2 of the constraint.

ai
a -►ba2 —

AND IF event a1 AND event a2 THEN event b. b: = a1 n a2
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OR
ai

a2
IF event a1 OR event a2 THEN event b. b: = a1 U a2

a1 — a2

a1 £S

Subset

Element or property

A set a1 is a subset of a set a2,that is, all elements of a1 are also elements of a2. For 
example a, — a2_____________________________________________________________

An element or property is any one of the distinct objects that make up that set, S. For 
example a1 E S

31 '/'KX—^b Conflict Effect b is present when a1 is in conflict with a2. b: = a1® a2
a2_________________________________________________________________________________________________

a1 —►b Activate/Trigger Effect b is present after event a1 Activates/Triggers event a2
a2_____________________________________________________________________________________________

The underlying cause of an event.Root cause

Intermediate
variable/event

The events that are required to transform the root causes into issues experienced with 
software dependability attributes.

Software Properties of software dependability, including software reliability, software safety,
dependability attribute software maintainability, software availability software security, etc.

The degree to which a [software] item is operable and capable of performing its 
required function at any (random) time during a specified mission profile, given item 
availability at the start of the mission.___________________________________________

Software
dependability

< S_1, + > Software
Availability

Software
Reliability

System
failure

< S_2, + >

Inability to 
detect

Inability to

latent defects

Software
failure

Anamolous
Event

Operating
environment

S_1: The restoration time and restoration probability are constant 
S_2: within the required time

Figure 2.3 An example of causal map extracted from one questionnaire 

Section 4. Causal Maps

The following are the resulting causal maps.
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Maintain
ability

Reliability Availability Safety Security

Dependability

< , + >

Figure 2.4 Causal map between Dependability and its attributes

Figure 2.5 Causal map between Maintainability and Reliability

Abbreviation
RC1
RC2

RC3

RC4
RC5
RC6
RC7
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Table 2.7 Legends for Figure 2.5
Definition

lack of completeness or correctness of the original requirements 
new requirements that are not appropriate for the existing architecture
the complexity of making serious changes to an existing system architecture with limited options for 
change
the maintainer may have limited knowledge of the system and where it needs to be changed 
incorrect, missing, ambiguous, or inconsistent requirements 
poor design or development
lack of sufficient validation or verification (reading, testing)
If the left out requirement is not possible to add given the architecture or design of the system 
If the new requirement is not possible to add given the architecture or design of the system 
If the requirement causes a great deal of restructuring to the system 
If the requirements problems are not caught as soon as they are made 
If the development problems are not caught as soon as they are made 
Poor modification of the changes that needed to be made
A failure that is hard to identify and hard to fix, given the existing design and architecture of the system
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Figure 2.6 Causal map between Safety and Maintainability

Table 2.8 Legends for Figure 2.6
Abbreviation

RC1
RC2
RC3
RC4

RC5

RC6

RC7

S1

52

53
54

Definition
Complex code requirements 
Changing code requirements 
Complex safety requirements
Lack of understanding of the system context in which safety problems can be triggered 
Development quality (which encompass process and people coding quality, quality of requirements 
engineering, etc)
failure to understand and implement the safety requirements will lead to safety problems - but not 
maintainability problems
a system without safety requirements will not have safety problems but it WILL have maintainability 
problems
Poor/inexperienced coders, Poor coding and documentation standards, Pressure to get working code early, 
Lack of peer review for code
if the safety requirements are not implemented properly - this can happen as a result of poor coding etc as 
above as well as lack of understanding of best practice coding standards for safety such as defensive 
programming etc.
if the development team is generally capable 
if the development capability is poor
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Software
Availability

Software
Security

Availability
< S3, - >

Global security 
control issue

Prevent
Intrusion<S2 , + >

< S2, + >
multiple actors

Poor management

Poor management

technologies
Poor operating 

procedure
Poor operating 

procedure

complexity of the 
management

Scenario list

S1: Confidentiality is not the main security property of interest 
S2: do not increase the attack surface
S3: Additional attack channels to potential intruders provided

multiple
heterogeneous
technologies

Redundancy

Design faults

Design faults

lack of security

Replication

Figure 2.7 Causal map between Availability and Security

< S_1, + > Software
Availability

Software
Reliability

System
failure

< S_2, + >

Inability to 
detect

Inability to

latent defects

Software
failure

Anamolous
Event

Operating
environment

S_1: The restoration time and restoration probability are constant 
S_2: within the required time

Figure 2.8 Causal map between Reliability and Availability
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< S_4, + >
< S_6, + >

Figure 2.9 Causal map between Reliability, Safety and Security
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Chapter 3: Extract causal mechanisms leading to the events of interest 
for software dependability attributes

This chapter discusses the extraction of causal mechanisms for the “events of interest” for each of the 
software dependability attributes. The “event of interest” for a dependability attribute is generally 
considered to be the “attribute failure”, e.g. security failure. The extraction is based on the analysis of 
expert elicitation results obtained. Experts were asked to identify the root causes of 
problems/issues/deficiencies affecting software dependability attributes, and how the root causes 
would give rise to such problems. These results which have been reported in Chapter 2 are important 
inputs to extracting the causal mechanisms for the events of interest. In this chapter, we first briefly 
review how the individual causal maps were constructed and elicited. We then discuss how the 
individual causal maps are merged into a joint map. Finally we define how causal mechanisms leading 
to the event of interest for software dependability attributes are extracted from the joint map.

3.1. Model of the process

The extraction of causal mechanisms proceeds through three stages.
In the first stage, we extract individual causal maps from the answers given by the experts 

to the questionnaire. This first stage includes four steps: concept identification, concept 
categorization, relation extraction and causal map construction.

In the second stage, individual causal maps are combined. We divide the individual causal 
maps into four groups: availability-related group, maintainability-related group, safety-related 
group and security-related group. The merging proceeds in two steps: first concept merging 
and then relation merging. We obtain the merged causal map for each attribute.

In the third stage, we extract the causal mechanisms from the merged results. The 
extraction proceeds in two steps: first we slice the merged causal map to obtain the causal 
mechanisms for the event of interest for each attribute, and then we analyze the major themes 
in each map.

Stage 3

Stage 2

Stage 1

Figure 3.28 Process model of extracting causal mechanisms
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3.2. Elicitation of individual causal maps

Causal maps are extracted from the expert’s responses to semi-structured questionnaires. The 
basic process consists of four steps: concept identification, concept categorization, relationship 
construction, and causal map construction. The process is iterative in nature and the researcher can 
reclassify the concepts when he/she is constructing the relations. The iteration stops when a stable 
causal map is obtained.

3.2.1 Concept identification

Concept identification is based on qualitative coding (Saldana, 2012, Smidts et al. 2014), which 
facilitates categorization and analysis of qualitative data. Our aim is to identify the salient concepts 
related to software dependability from the semi-structured questionnaire responses. To do so, the 
analyst first reviews and interprets the answers provided by the expert under specific questions, 
highlights the key words, and extracts concepts. This process is further enhanced by differentiating 
lexical categories and highlighting them in different colors. In general, the most important lexical 
categories are: noun, verb, adjective, conjunctions, prepositions and adverbial phrase. An example is 
shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.22 Concept identification

The questions The highlighted answers Extracted concepts
What are the root 
causes of Software 
Availability problems?

Software with defects that are frequently triggered/activated by 
the operating environment
Inability to detect system failures caused by software
Inability to recover within the required time to failure events 
caused by software
Inability to detect failures caused by software
Inability to recover from failures caused by software even if 
detected

Nouns: operating environment, software, 
events system failure, software failure, 
failure, defect, inputs, uses, hardware, 
resource failures, workload, detection 
mechanisms, anomalous events, absence. 
Verbs: Trigger; cause (by); activate (by), 
detect, recover.
Adjectives: frequently, Unanticipated,
Insufficient
Conjunctions/Prepositions:
Even if, AND, oR, from, by, to, with 
Adverbial phase: 
within the required time

What conditions,
intermediate variables 
or events are required to 
transform the root 
causes into a Software 
Availability problem?

Unanticipated inputs
Unanticipated uses
Hardware or resource failures that are not accommodated by the 
Unanticipated workload
Unanticipated system configurations
Insufficient resources to recover from a software failure given that 
Absence of detection mechanisms for failures and anomalous 
events

How do software
reliability and software 
availability influence 
each other?

Assumption: “software reliability” is that aspect of system
reliability attributable to the presence or absence of requirements, 
design, or implementation defects in software.
Availability is defined by the ratio of uptime and total time on 
operation, the lower the failure rate (i.e., the greater the 
reliability), the higher the availability assuming that the 
restoration time and restoration probability are constant.

Nouns: Assumption, aspect system
reliability, defects, software, operation, 
failure rate, Availability, presence,
absence.
Adjectives: higher, lower
Adverbial phase:
assuming that the restoration time and 
restoration probability are constant

3.2.2 Concept categorization

Based on the concepts identified, the analyst then categorizes these concepts. The aim of this step 
is to map the literal words to concepts in the problem domain, i.e. software dependability. Five 
categories of concepts are defined in this research:

1) Software dependability.
2) Software dependability attributes. For instance, the attributes of dependability are Reliability 

and Availability.
3) Root causes- the underlying causes of an event. Root causes describe “why” an event occurs. 

The root causes identified include software defect, operating environment, inability of 
detection etc.

4) Intermediate states or events- a well-defined, recognizable and typically measurable, stage 
within the field of study that exists/occurs between the root cause and the terminal effect. 
Sample intermediate events identified include software failure and system failure.
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5) Scenarios- describe “when” an event happens or a relation exists. Scenarios could be
conditions, assumptions, or the context. A sample scenario identified is “the restoration time 
and restoration probability are constant”.

Categorizing concepts is a two-step process. First, each word is classified into low-level 
categories like error, object of the error, artifact, interaction, relation, state, event, trigger, property, 
measure, situation etc. Then, the words in each of the low-level categories are abstracted into the five 
high-level categories discussed above. For instance, a root cause is defined as a combination of error 
and object of the error, which could be an artifact. Intermediate variable is defined as the state or 
effect. The scenario is defined using the situation or assumption related information. The other low- 
level categories such as interactions, relation, conjunction and preposition etc. are used to build a 
relationship between different concepts.

3.2.3 Relationship extraction

The relationship extraction is an iterative process that combines inductive and deductive thinking. 
We reviewed the questionnaires to discover the patterns of relationships in the software dependability 
domain using axial coding, which allows us to extract an initial base of relations.

3.2.3.1 Axial coding

Once the concepts are identified and categorized, the analyst constructs the relationships between 
the concepts. This step is known as axial coding, which is the process of relating codes (categories 
and concepts) to each other (Axial coding, 2014), strategically reassembling data that were “split” or 
“fractured” (Saldana, 2012).”

In this step, the concepts and propositions are translated into situation models (Kintsch, 1992) by 
the analyst. These models are a product of combination of syntactic cues with the semantic principles 
identified in the text. These syntactic cues and semantic principles specify what leads to what, and 
why. To do so, the researcher identifies text segments from the questionnaires where more than two 
concepts are discussed and determines if relations are implied. For example, from the following 
segment:

“If we want to measure security, it would depend on /*Phrase a*/
-The vulnerabilities present in the software /* Phrase b*/
-The probability that a vulnerability will be exploited /* Phrase c*/

• Phrase a & Phrase b imply: vulnerability influences security, because when a variable is 
used to measure a concept, the variable probably influences the concept. We obtain the 
following relation in Figure 3.2.

Security

Vulnerability

Figure 3.29 An example of relation extraction—segment 1

• Phrase b & Phrase c imply: vulnerability is triggered (exploited), forming the event of 
“vulnerability has been exploited”.

First, “exploit” is a verb, a verb implies a relation.
Secondly, concerning what the relation involves, we extract a relation of type: trigger. In English 

“to exploit” has the meaning of “to use something for one’s advantage” (Exploit (computer security),
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2014), which contains an implication on one’s intention or motivation. The word “exploit” used in the 
security context echoes the word “malicious” in the definition of “security”—“the degree to which 
system items are protected from accidental or malicious access, use, modification, destruction, or 
disclosure” (ISO/IEC 15026-3, 2011). In the context of this research, we are concerned with the 
causal mechanisms of software system failure, thus we view the concepts from a system perspective. 
We need to extract a relation that can be used to describe similar circumstances existing in software 
dependability domain, e.g. how software faults interact with operational environments to lead to 
software failures. From these viewpoints, we think that “vulnerability” is a static flaw property 
existing in the software system; it manifests itself only when some other entities provoke it. The word 
“trigger” has the meaning “to make something happen”, which is exactly the word to describe this 
context. Thus we extract the relation “trigger” to describe this situation.

Furthermore, the words “will be” imply that a time sequence exists: the vulnerability is present 
first, then it is exploited. The time sequence implies that the vulnerability is a predecessor to the event 
“vulnerability has been exploited”. We refine the relation shown in Figure 3.3.

• Phrase a & Phrase b & Phrase c imply: vulnerability is a necessary but not 
sufficient precondition of security problems; only when a vulnerability is triggered 
and forms the event “vulnerability has been exploited”, will it influence security.
The structure of the text:

“Phrase c depends on:
-- Phrase a;
--Phrase b”

indicates that more than one condition exists for Phrase c: vulnerability is present (Phrase a); 
vulnerability is triggered (Phrase b).

Furthermore, the passive voice of the words “is exploited” implies that there are some other 
entities to implement the exploitation. “By whom or what” is not described in this fragment of text, 
but it implies an interface for further coding. Therefore, we add an empty dashed oval to represent the 
presence of this yet unknown concept.

We obtain the relation shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.30 An example of relation extraction—segment 2

Figure 3.31 An example of relation extraction-trigger
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3.2.3.2 Relations extracted

Based on the process defined in Section 2.3.1, we extract a set of candidates that are used to 
represent the relations between software dependability concepts, shown in Table 3.2. A relationship 
consists of five groups: logical connections, membership, property, constraints and interactions. The 
group of logical connections includes “AND”, “OR” and “NOT”. The membership group includes 
“Subset” and “Element”. The property group solely includes “Property”. The interactions group 
includes “Influence”, “Imply”, “Trigger/Activate” and “Conflict”. Constraints are used to restrict the 
scope of the interaction.

Table 3.23 Concept categories and relations extracted for causal maps

Symbol Name Description

a1
Connection

a2

Two entities (say a1 and a2) share a connection, with no information on the connection 
type. The type of connection is specified by other symbols, i.e. AND, OR, NOT, Subset, 
Element and Property.

a and
IF event a1 AND event a2 THEN event b. b: = a1 n a2

£^>a OR
IF event a1 OR event a2 THEN event b. b: = a1 U a2

a1 N a2 not Event a2 is the complement of event a1 . a2: = aj"

ax—----- • a2 Subset
A set ax is a subset of a set a2, that is, all elements of ax are also elements of a2. ax Q 
a2.

ax__ E__ . S Element An element a1 is a singleton of the distinct objects that make up that set, S.

ai__ *=__. S ftoperty A property a1 is special quality or characteristic of an entity, S.

a1---------- ► a2 Influence Influence describes that there exists directed causal relations between two 
variables/events. For example event a1 causes event a2.

a1--------- a2 Imply Directed correlation, which means that the relations between the two concepts (say a1 
and a2) are formed through other factors.

< arg1, arg2 > Constraints Describes the scenario for which either a positive or a negative relation is present. Arg1 
represents the scenario, while arg2 represents the positive or negative relation.

+ Positive relation A “positive” relation is said to exist from a1 to a2 when an increase in a1 leads to an 
increase in a2. It is one of the values taken by the constraint arg2.

- Negative relation A “negative” relation is said to exist from a1 to a2 when an increase in a1 leads to a 
decrease in a2. It is one of the values taken by the constraint arg2.

a1
^----► b Conflict

a2^
Effect b is present when a1 is in conflict with a2. b: = ax® a2

a1
Q—► b Trigger/Activate

a2
Effect b is present after event a1 Triggers/Activates event a2

Root cause The underlying cause of an event.

Intermediate
variable/event

The events that are required to transform the root causes into issues experienced with 
software dependability attributes.

Software
dependability attribute

Properties of software dependability, including software reliability, software safety, 
software maintainability, software availability software security, etc.

■ Software
dependability

The degree to which a [software] item is operable and capable of performing its 
required function at any (random) time during a specified mission profile, given item 
availability at the start of the mission [9].
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In the process of relation extraction, some relations require analyst to extract based on semantic of 
the text, e.g. “inconsistent requirements” are a subset of “requirement problems”. Some relations have 
cues in the text that can help analyst identify these relations. We have built a dictionary to map the 
common expressions (in the questionnaires provided by the experts) to the extracted concepts and 
relations, see a sample in Table 3.3.

Table 3.24 Common causal expressions for the extracted concepts and relations

Relations/Concepts Common expressions

Influence Cause, depend on, influence, affect, effect

Scenario When...., circumstance, situation, context, in.. ..case, given

Conflict .. ..not appropriate for..

Trigger/Activate Trigger, activate, provoke

3.2.4 Causal map construction

A causal map depicts the actual mechanism of a relation between different entities. In this chapter, 
a causal map describes how a set of root causes interacts with intermediate variables/events, under 
some circumstances (scenarios), influence software dependability attributes, thus forming the 
relations between software dependability attributes and software dependability.

We defined a set of symbols to represent the concept categories and relations, shown in the first 
column in Table 3.2. Causal maps are drawn by using these symbols. Sample individual causal maps 
are shown in Chapter 2. The security-related individual causal maps are contained in Appendix A to 
display the use of the methods described in the following sections.

3.3. Causal map merging

We have built the individual causal maps based on the answers given by the experts to the 
questionnaires. Each individual causal map is built based on one questionnaire. Since our 
questionnaires were designed to be redundant, each software dependability attribute was covered by 
several experts. Now we concern ourselves with the aggregated knowledge provided by the experts on 
failure mechanisms for each attribute. Therefore, we will merge the individual causal maps related to 
each attribute.

3.3.1 Merging methods

1) Select an individual causal map as the initial map for merging

Let us first choose an individual causal map as the initial causal map for the merging process, 
denoted as CME . CME is used to record the intermediate results during causal map merging. We 
label with a capital “E” to emphasize the fact that this is an intermediate map result of an ongoing 
merging process. The subscript “0” in CME indicates that it is the initial map from which one

initiates the merging process. Similarly, “1” in CMf indicates that it is the merged map after the first 

individual causal map (CM[, where the capital “I” is label to emphasize it is an individual causal 
map) is merged to CM0E .
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Theoretically, any individual causal map can be selected as the initial causal map. However, it is 
our belief that analysts are less likely to make errors when adding new elements on a small map than 
when identifying missing elements for a large map, since humans tend to omit the missing parts of a 
whole picture (Reason, 1990). Furthermore, causal map merging is an iterative process; adding new 
elements progressively may allow the analyst to rethink the map bit by bit. Therefore, we use the 
individual map with the fewest nodes as the initial map.

2) Merge a second individual causal map to the initial causal map.

Causal map merging follows the following processes and rules.

a. Add the concepts and the relations that do not exist in CME.

For the concepts that are completely different from those in CME, simply add them to 
CME . This step is straightforward and will not be explained further.

b. Merge the concepts.

Concepts in a causal map may have similar semantic interpretation, overlap in content or share 
common characteristics with concepts in another causal map. When we combine two causal maps, we 
need to address these issues. This is done using either synonym standardization or pattern coding. 
These are explained next:

• Synonyms standardization

Variables that have similar or close semantic interpretation are labeled using a generic name. We 
use the “Synonyms” list of the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary (Merriam-Webster Dictionary) to 
ascertain whether two words are synonyms. For example, the root cause denoted “inadequate design” 
in one of the causal maps and the root cause “insufficient design” in another causal map are evaluated 
to be synonyms. In the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, the synonyms for “insufficient” include: 
deficient, short, inadequate, lacking, low, etc. , shown in Figure 3.5. We choose one of the synonyms 
(e.g. inadequate) as label for the set of synonyms (e.g. inadequate and insufficient) at random. The 
concepts are thus merged into a unique root cause of “inadequate design” in the aggregated map.

Quizzes & Games Word of the Day Video New Words My Favorites

Encydo. Spanish Central ►Medical

insufficient
Merriam- 

, Webster t
Dictionary Thesaurus

Related to INSUFFICIENT

Synonyms
deficient, inadequate, short, lacking, low, scarce, 
shy, wanting

Antonyms
adequate, enough, sufficient

[+] more

Figure 3.32 An example of evaluation of Synonyms using the Merriam-Webster Online
Dictionary

• Pattern coding
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Pattern Coding is a way of grouping the concepts identified into a smaller set (Saldana, 2012). It 
enables us to organize and group concepts that share some characteristics. It is a necessary step to 
arrange things in a systematic order.

Take the merging of security-related causal maps for example, several phrases like “protection 
mechanisms that are designed to detect or prevent potential intrusions”, “protection against such 
attacks”, “intrusion detection/prevention mechanisms”, and “protection mechanisms” are mentioned 
in the experts’ responses. As detection and prevention designs are closely associated to each other— 
detection is one precondition for prevention, these phrases are coded in one group: design for the 
detection/prevention of intrusion. The cognitive processes underlying the coding are shown in Figure
3.6.

— Syntax Information Identification —

A- protection mechanisms that are designed to detect or prevent potential 
intrusions = “protection mechanisms” + “design” + “ to ” + “detect/prevent 
intrusions”;

B- intrusion detection/prevention mechanisms= “intrusion” + 
“detection/prevention” “mechanisms”;

C- protection mechanisms= “protection mechanisms” ;

D- protection against such attacks= “protection” + “against” + “attacks”;

— Extraction Rules Used—

“Intrusion”= “attack” (synonym);

“Protection”= “against attack” (antonym), “against intrusion” (antonym);

D- rewritten as - Protection against intrusion= “Protection” + “against” + 
“intrusion”;

“A” contains “more information” than “C”- “C” should subsumes unless we 
want details in which case “C” wins;

A+C=A (more information);

D+A= A (more information);

A+B=A (more information).

A=> design for detection/prevention of intrusion (more concise; more information: “to 
detect /prevent intrusion”, the object of “design” includes more contents than “protection 
mechanisms”).

Figure 3.33 An example of cognitive process underlying pattern coding

When several aspects of a variable are used in different maps in similar situations—i.e. influence 
a same concept, e.g. these aspects of the variable are the root causes of “software defect”, these 
aspects should be abstracted to a higher level category. For example, when there is “incomplete or 
incorrect requirements”(A) in one map, “incomplete or inconsistent requirements”(B) in a second map
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, “incomplete, incorrect or ambiguous requirements”(C) in a third map, the analyst can aggregate 
these root causes into a more general root cause of “problematic requirements”, which encompasses 
“incomplete, incorrect, inconsistent, and ambiguous requirements”(D). The cognitive processes 
underlying the coding are as follows:

A = incomplete requirements (S1) + incorrect requirements (S2);
B= incomplete requirements (S1) + inconsistent requirements (S3);
C=incomplete requirements (S1) + incorrect requirements (S2) + ambiguous requirements (S4)
D=AUBUC'.

c. Merge the relations

We have three principles for merging relations.

Principle 1: Transitivity. If a relation “A influences B” is defined in one map and “B influences 
C” is defined in another map, then “A influences B influences C” is true in the merged map. 
Influence relations are transitive whether they are defined in a same map or not. This is shown as 
MR_1 in Table 3.4. When new root causes (i.e. A in MR_1) are identified as the root causes of an 
existing root cause (i.e. B in MR_1), the existing root cause is converted to be an intermediate 
variable, and a new cause-effect chain is formed. For example, “software residual defect” is a root 
cause in one individual causal map, in another map “inadequate testing” and “inability to 
test/reproduce/fix” are identified as the root causes of “software residual defect”, then “software 
residual defect” is converted into an intermediate variable in the merged map (see Figure 3.15).

Principle 2: Aggregation. This principle applies on the effects produced by one variable or the 
causes of one variable. When variable A influences B in one causal map, while B is also influenced by 
C in another causal map, the symbol “OR” is used to connect A and C, forming the aggregated 
relation, shown as MR_2 in Table 3.4. The same principle applies to the effects, and we obtain rule 
MR_3 in Table 3.4.

Principle 3: Detailed relation applies. When there is one relation between two concepts in one 
causal map (e.g. A influences B), and there is a more detailed version of the same relation in another 
causal map—more concepts or relations are involved with the two concepts (e.g. A and C influence 
B), we retain the most detailed relation in the merged causal map (i.e. A and C influence B).

The basis for this principle is the expert bias theory (Nadkarni, 2003): “absence of a link between 
two concepts in a causal map may not mean that the concepts are independent; concepts that are 
separated in the map may actually be related, but the expert may not explicitly state the link in his/her 
interview response”.

The merging rules that derive from Principle 3 are MR_4 to MR_9 in Table 3.4.

Principle 4: Extension. When an element, property or a subset of a concept is present in one 
causal map (the concept is present in another causal map), the symbol E, e or £ is added to connect
them to the concept in the merged map. The merging rules based on Principle 4 include MR_10, 
MR_11 and MR_12 in Table 3.4. See an example in Figure 3.8.

Table 3.25 The rules of relational merging

Principles Rule
identification

Relations
in CM E

Relations in CM I Merged Relations 
in CME

Applicable
contexts

Principle MR_1 A^B B^C A^B^C All

1 Plus and union are interchangeable.
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1

Principle
2

MR_2 A^B C^B A r-x

o^>^B

All

MR_3 A^B A^C a^t-^b All

Principle
3

MR_4 A^B A _T\
o^>^B

All

MR_5 A^B A__—x
Wb

c __J
A_—x

)—►B
C __J

All

MR_6 A^B a^T^b A^T^B All

MR_7 A^B
A v__y~B

A___f^C
A V__b*B

All

MR_8 A^B A\
—► B

A\
—► B

C^

All

MR_9 A^B A\ B A\ B
CX

All

Principle
4

MR_10 A^B C^D B D

B 3 B
A C

CEA

MR_11 A^B C^D B D

B 3 D
A C

CeA

MR_12 A^B C^D BD

B 3 B
A C

C E A

d. Inconsistency resolution
Inconsistencies may exist between two causal maps. There could be three types of 

inconsistencies:
1) One expert claims that variables A and B influence C, but another expert only identifies A as 

the influence factor of C. In this case, we will apply “Principle 3” of relation merging, including all 
the potential variables and connections.

2) One expert claims that A positively affects C, while another expert thinks A negatively affects
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C. In this case, we should carefully check the constraints (assumptions/pre-conditions/scenarios) 
given by these two experts. If the scenarios are different, we include the two propositions in the 
merged causal map.

3) One expert claims that A positively affects C, while another expert thinks A negatively affects 
C, under the same constraints. The following methods can be employed to resolve the disagreements:

• If other experts exist that provided claims on this relation, a majority rule may be used.
• If the majority rule does not apply, one can employ the Delphi method to resolve 

disagreements. “The Delphi method involves summarizing the disagreements of 
individual responses and then circulating the results back to the participants in the form of 
a questionnaire. In the questionnaire, the participants are given the opportunity to revise 
their previous responses and are asked to explain ‘why’ and ‘how’ they arrive at the 
revised responses. These questionnaires are then collected and analyzed. If an agreement 
is not achieved, the process will be repeated until a consensus is reached. In the process of 
resolving the disagreements using the Delphi method, new concepts or links may be 
proposed which further clarify and enrich the causal map method” (Linstone, 2002).

e. Update the frequency of occurrence.
For each node added in the merged map, increase the frequency number in the bracket beside the 

node, e. g. from (1) to (2). If a positive relation is added, increase the number on the edge by “+1”. If 
a negative relation is added, decrease the number on the edge by “-1”.

For a node that is merged, replace it with the new name if the corresponding concept has been 
“generalized”; increase the frequency at the node; in the case when the original concepts (e.g. A and B 
are merged to A) influence a same concept (e.g. C), since the two edges have been merged to be one 
edge (i.e. A to C), increase the frequency at the merged edge.

3) Repeat step 2) until all the individual maps are merged.

3.3.2 Merged results

To obtain the major themes of the causal mechanisms of the events of interest, we divided the 
individual causal maps into 4 groups: the availability-related group, the maintainability-related group, 
the safety-related group and the security-related group.

Then we merged the individual maps in each group and obtained a merged causal map for each 
attribute. The merged results are shown in Appendix B. Red dashes were added by the analyst to the 
merged maps to highlight the major themes and improve readability.

3.4. Extraction of causal mechanisms

Based on the merged maps, we will focus on the identification of causal mechanisms leading to 
the event of interest related to each attribute. We first define the event of interest of each attribute, 
then extract causal mechanisms from the merged maps using a slicing approach, and finally perform 
major theme analysis.

3.4.1 Definitions of the events of interest

We use the phrase “attribute + failure” to represent the event of interest for each attribute, e.g. 
security failure, safety failure and maintainability failure. According to the answers given by the 
experts, “failure” is the most commonly used word to describe a “problem” with an attribute. 
However, for different attributes, the term “failure” has different interpretations or emphasis, e.g. 
safety failure emphasizes a “failure” state that has the consequence of endangering human life, health,
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property, or the environment. Therefore, we use the specific attribute as the prefix of “failure”. The 
events of interest used are therefore:

Software availability failure: the inability of a software system or component being operational 
and accessible when required for use” (Adapted “failure” from (IEEE Std 610.12-1990) and 
“availability” from (ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765:2010(E)).

Software maintainability failure: the inability of a software system or component being modified 
to change or add capabilities, correct faults or defects, improve performance or other attributes, or 
adapt to a changed environment in a specified time (Adapted “failure” from (IEEE Std 610.12-1990, 
1990) and “maintainability” from(ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765:2010(E), 2010).

Software safety failure: A state of the software system which can lead to a system state in which 
human life, health, property, or the environment are endangered (Adapted from ISO/IEC 
15026:1998).

Software security failure: the inability of a software system or component to protect from 
accidental or malicious access, use, modification, destruction, or disclosure (Adapted from (IEEE Std 
610.12-1990) and “security” from (ISO/IEC 15026:1998).

3.4.2 Causal map slicing

Causal map slicing is a strategy in which the researcher extracts a segment of interest from the 
whole causal map. Through slicing, the researcher can focus on the point of interest. Causal map 
slicing can be conducted at different levels, e.g. extract the mechanisms of safety failure from the 
safety-related merged causal map, and extract a segment concerning root causes of software residual 
faults in a causal map of software availability failure. The slicing criteria depend on the researcher’s 
points of interest.

To obtain the causal mechanisms for an event of interest, we conduct map slicing on the 
corresponding merged causal map, i.e. the causal mechanisms of availability failure from Figure 3.15, 
the causal mechanisms of maintainability failure from Figure 3.16, the causal mechanisms of safety 
failure from Figure 3.17 and the causal mechanisms of security failure from Figure 3.18.

The slicing is performed top-down, through the following steps (taking the slicing of security 
failure mechanism for example):

Step 1. Identify the beginning point of slicing, i.e. the attribute: software security;

Step 2. Identify the lower-level concepts connected to the current concept from top to bottom;

Step 3. If a concept is connected to two attributes or more, retain the concept and its connections 
in lower levels (i.e. its causes), and remove its connections in higher level (i.e. its effects) and 
belonging to another attribute;

Step 4. Adjust the layout of the causal map so that the causal map appears modular (closely group 
related concepts and relations).

Through the four steps above, we obtain the merged causal mechanisms of failures for each 
attribute, shown in Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10.

3.4.3 Major theme analysis

Major theme analysis is to identify the most important concepts and relations for an event of 
interest. We assume that concepts or relations for which consensus was achieved are major themes. 
The set of questionnaires administered was such that each attribute was assessed by more than one 
expert.
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The criterion to determine whether a concept or relation pertains to a major theme is defined as 
follows: if a concept or relation has been proposed by more than one expert, it pertains to a major 
theme.

We have recorded the frequency of occurrence of a concept or relation when we merged causal 
maps, i.e. Section 3.1-2)-e. Thus, the major theme consists of concepts and relations whose frequency 
of occurrence is more than 1, to the exception of those whose frequency of occurrence is strictly more 
than 1, but are proposed by the same person in different questionnaires.

After having identified the major concepts and relations, we highlight them with a red color, as 
shown in Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10.The most important causal mechanisms of 
the events of interest for each attribute are given by the red colored paths.
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3.5. Look ahead

In this chapter, we have extracted causal mechanisms for the events of interest for each of the 
software dependability attributes. We have also performed a major theme analysis of the causal 
mechanisms. Results show that the experts are in agreement on the main causal mechanisms, but the 
structure of causal mechanisms diverges as the analysis deepens, e.g. root causes identified by 
different experts tend to be varied. The results are as anticipated as they are extracted from 
exploratory research, which is designed to explore as many concepts, relations and insights as 
possible. In the next stage, confirmatory research will be conducted based on the exploratory results. 
We will use the major themes identified as main content for a follow-up questionnaire. We will ask 
more experts to identify the root causes and corresponding measurements for each theme in the causal 
mechanism map. Answers to measurements can provide more insights into the causal mechanisms of 
the events of interest.
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Chapter 4: Eliciting Measures for Events of Interest in Software
Dependability

This chapter discusses the elicitation of measures for the “events of interest” for each of the software 
dependability attributes. The “event of interest” for a dependability attribute is generally considered to 
be the “attribute failure”, e.g. security failure. In this chapter, we first briefly summarize previous 
work, then present the questionnaires designed to elicit expert opinion on measures. Expert selection, 
data and analysis methods are discussed next. Finally the results in the form of extracted measures are 
presented.

4.1. Background

The work presented in this chapter builds on the achievements of the previous two stages 
documented in Chapters 2 and 3 (see Figure 4.1). The previous stages were used to derive preliminary 
versions of the “dependencies between software dependability attributes” and “the causal mechanisms 
leading to the events of interest”. During these stages, two sets of methods were used: expert opinion 
elicitation and causal mapping. Expert panel 1 provided the necessary data. The research reported in 
this chapter focuses on measurements and is the result of expert panel 2. Expert panel 2 will also help 
us revise/update/upgrade the causal mechanisms leading to the event of interest. These revisions 
however are not discussed here.

Time dimension Research content 
dimension

Research
Methods

dimension

Expert 
Panel 2

Expert 
Panel 1

Figure 4.38 Stage 3 within the context of the entire project 

4.2. Questionnaire design

The questionnaires in this stage are designed to achieve two goals: elicit measures for the “events 
of interest” and enrich the causal mechanisms obtained in the previous stage. Measures and causal 
mechanisms are closely interrelated to provide the foundation for software dependability 
quantification: measures provide the basic units needed to quantify software dependability, while 
causal mechanisms provide the structures that organize these basic units.
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Therefore, our questionnaires in this stage integrate these two features: measures and causal 
mechanism. For each dependability attribute, a consensus causal map obtained in the previous stage 
(Stage 2) was used to portray the main causal mechanism of the events of interest, i.e. software 
availability failure, software maintainability failure, software safety failure and software security 
failure. The concepts and relations included in these causal maps are considered to be the most 
important since they were the result of expert agreement. A sample of the consensus causal maps used 
in the questionnaires is shown in Figure 4.2.

Notes

< argl, arg2 > Describes the scenario for which either a positive or a negative 
relation is present. Arg1 represents the scenario, while arg2 represents the positive or 
negative relation.

Sl: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which operating 
environments trigger software residual defects.

/ "" S2: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which software
failures are not detected or recovered.

+ Positive influence: a “positive” influence is said to exist from A to B when an 
increase in A leads to an increase in B, and a decrease in A leads to a decrease in B.

- Negative influence: a “negative” influence is said to exist from A to B when an 
increase in A leads to a decrease in B, and a decrease in A leads to an increase in B.

Software
Availability Part C

Software Availability Failure: the inability of a software system or component 
being operational and accessible when required for use.

E5 Software
availability

failure

b Effect b is present when a: is in Conflict with a2.

Part B
•b Effect b is present when a2 Triggers/Activates a,.

<S2, + >

C3: Conflict

Design for 
software failure 
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recovery

E4 Software failure
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C2: Triggei
Operating error

Intermediate
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(E1)

CFG4

Operating
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Connection! 
Ul (Cl): Subset

Software 
residual defects E2

CFG3
CFG2Causal factors 

group 1 (CFG!)

Figure 4.39 Main mechanisms leading to Software Availability Failure

Each consensus causal map is then divided into several sections based on the logic underlying the 
concepts. Each such section is then circled using red dashes and identified by a unique label, e.g., Part 
A, Part B and Part C in Figure 4.2. The necessary notations are provided right beside the causal map 
to improve the readability of the causal map. Each concept and relation is labeled, so that experts can 
easily refer to these later when asked to verify the causal map. An empty ellipse with a question mark 
is inserted below nodes (and therefore concepts) for which we wish to gather more detailed root cause 
information (i.e. extract root cause factors which are currently not defined in the map). These visual 
designs enable immediate comprehension of the causal maps so that the experts can easily capture the 
causal mechanisms and the essence of the questionnaire.

Based on the consensus causal maps, questions are proposed to elicit data. Taking Software 
Availability as an example, the questions are shown in Table 4.1.Three groups of questions are 
proposed. The first group (Question I in Table 4.1) is designed to elicit the measures for each concept 
in each section of the causal map. Questions concerning causal factor identification then follow as the 
second group (Question II in Table 4.1). The last group focuses on the verification and enrichment of 
the causal map (Question III in Table 4.1).
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Table 4.26 A sample of questions to elicit measures and enrich causal maps (for software
availability)

Question I.
Measurements

Part A

1) How should one measure software residual defects? Please list possible measures.
2) How should one measure operating environments? Please list possible measures.
3) How should one measure operating error? Please list possible measures.
4) How should one measure the intermediate variable “software failure”? Please list 
possible measures.
5) Under what Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts are software residual 
defects likely to be triggered?
6) How can one measure the relations between “software residual defects”, “operating 
environments”, “operating error” and “software failure” in Part A? Please list possible 
measures.

Part B

1) How should one measure software availability failure? Please list possible measures.
2) How should one measure “design for the software failure detection and recovery? 
Please list possible measures.
3) Under what Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts are software failures 
unlikely to be detected and recover?
4) How can one measure the relations between “design for software failure 
detection/recovery”, “software failure” and “software availability failure” in Part B? 
Please list possible measures.

Part C
1) How should one measure Software Availability? Please list possible measures.
2) How can one measure the relation between “software availability failure” and 
“software availability” in Part C? Please list possible measures.

Question II: Causal 
factor
identification

❖ Causal Factor Group 1 (CFG1) in Figure 4.1
Please identify the causal/shaping factors that affect software residual defects, and the 
scenarios/conditions under which these factors will cause/influence the presence of software 
residual defects. (Please also identify if the effects are positive or negative).
❖ CFG2 in Figure 4.1
What categories/types of operating environments affect the occurrence of software failures?
❖ CFG3 in Figure 4.1
Please identify the causal/shaping factors that affect “operating error”, and the 
scenarios/conditions under which these factors will affect the occurrence of operating error. (Please 
also identify if the effects are positive or negative).
❖ CFG4 in Figure 4.1
Please identify the causal/shaping factors that affect “design for software failure detection and 
recovery”, and the scenarios/conditions under which these factors will affect this design. (Please 
also identify if the effects are positive or negative).

Question III:
Causal Map
Verification

❖ What are the additional concepts missing from Figure 4.1? Please elaborate on what they are 
and suggest ways to incorporate them in Figure 4.1.

4.3. Expert selection

The experts for panel 2 were selected from the data bases constructed for each dependability 
attribute (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety, Security and Dependability) in Stage 1. 
However, only Availability, Maintainability, Safety and Security were investigated because: (1) 
Reliability causal mechanisms and measurements have already been studied in our previous research 
(Smidts and Li, 2000); (2) Based on the results of our first panel, Dependability is just a superset of 
the other five attributes. Thus there is no need to specifically collect failure causal mechanisms and 
measurements for dependability.

Experts’ qualifications are based either on 1) publications (labeled as “Academia” in Table 4.2, 2) 
industry experience (labeled as “Industry”) which is typically not reflected as a publication record. 
Experts selected via their publications are sorted based on their total number of relevant publications,
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from high to low. Those who have the most relevant publications are deemed to be the most qualified 
experts. Invitations were sent based on this ranking. If some experts did not reply or rejected our 
invitation, other experts with lower level of expertise were invited. Experts with number of relevant 
publications less than 4 (3 for safety) were not considered. The “Industry” experts were identified by 
our industry collaborator who has over 35 years of working experience on digital I & C for safety 
critical systems. Table 4.2 summarizes the number of experts contacted and those who actually filled 
out the Panel 2 questionnaire. Some of the experts were initially considered to be in conflict with 
experts that had been invited. These conflicts have since been resolved and these experts might be 
considered in the next stage of this study.

Table 4.27 Summary of the number of experts for each dependability attribute

Dependability Attribute

Total Number of 
Experts Qualified for 

Panel 2 (Excluding 
those already 

contacted for Panel l)

Number of Experts 
Contacted for Panel 
2(Percent of Experts 

Contacted from 
Qualified Pool)

Number of 
Experts who 
Accepted to 

participate in 
Panel 2(Percent 
of Acceptance 
from Qualified 

Pool)

Total number of 
responses for 

causal 
mechanisms 
(Result from 

Panel 1 and 2 
Questionnaires )

Security

Academia 20 15 (75%) 5 (25%)

12Industry 2 2 (100%) 2 (100%)

Total 22 17 (77.3%) 7 (31.8%)

Availability

Academia 7 7 (100%) 5 (71.4%)

10Industry 6 6 (100%) 0 (0%)

Total 13 13 (100%) 5 (38.5%)

Maintainability

Academia 24 18 (75%) 3 (12.5%)

9Industry 4 4 (100%) 2 (50%)

Total 28 22 (78.6%) 5 (17.9%)

Safety

Academia 9 7 (77.8%) 3 (33.3%)

10Industry 5 5 (100%) 2 (40%)

Total 14 12 (85.7%) 5 (35.7%)

Academia 60 47 (78.3%) 16 (26.7%)

All Attributes Industry 17 17 (100%) 6 (35.3%) 41

Total 77 64 (83.1%) 22 (28.6%)

The number in the fourth column constitutes the number of experts providing input on measures 
in Panel 2, while the number in the fifth (last) column is the total number of experts providing input 
on causal mechanisms through Panel 1 and 2 questionnaires.

4.4. Data Analysis

Data analysis in this stage focuses on measure extraction. In addition to the qualitative coding 
technique used to label and extract semantic concepts from natural language discourse and described 
in a previous chapter (refer to Chapter 3), we employ new approaches discussed below.
To extract measures, we first need to define the set of concepts directly associated to a “measure” and 
develop templates for extracting these related concepts. The different aspects of what constitutes a 
“measure” need to be identified, and a taxonomy rich enough to encompass these aspects, as well as 
related characteristics, and data items needs to be defined. An ontology of measurement is introduced
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to clarify and integrate these related concepts.

4.4.1 The ontology of measurements for software dependability failures

The term “ontology” is used to depict an explicit specification of a conceptualization (Gruber, 
1995). The term is borrowed from Philosophy where an Ontology is a systematic account of 
Existence. An ontology is used to systematically organize the knowledge in a field. We introduce the 
concept of “ontology” (Garcia et al. 2006) in this research to enable us to provide comprehensive 
viewpoints on software dependability measurements. The ontology of software measurements should 
not only be hierarchical, but also be able to capture the collective knowledge of the domain in a 
generic manner so that it can be reused by different analysts.

Two problems are mainly of concern for the ontology of software measurement: what are the 
categories and semantic interpretations of existing entities, and how do these entities relate to each 
other. To address these problems, we first introduce and clarify related concepts in Section 4.1.1. 
These definitions are adapted from existing standards (ISO/IEC 15939:2007, ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765, 
ISO/IEC 25000:2005, ISO/IEC TR 14143) and our previous work on structural classification of 
software reliability measures (Smidts and Li, 2000). In section 4.1.2 we analyze the relationships 
between these entities.

4.4.1.1 Definitions

An Entity is an “object that is to be characterized by measuring its attributes. For instance, a program 
is an entity.” (ISO/IEC 15939:2007)

An Entity class is the “collection of all entities that satisfy a given predicate.” (Garcia et al. 2006) 
For example, software defects constitute an entity class that causes software failures.

An Attribute is an “inherent property or characteristic of an entity that can be distinguished 
quantitatively or qualitatively by a human or automated means.” (ISO/IEC 15939:2007) For instance, 
length is an attribute of a program.

A Measure is a “variable to which a value is assigned as the result of measurement in order to capture 
the attribute.” (ISO/IEC 15939:2007) For example, Lines of Code (LOC) is a measure for the length 
of a program.

A Base Measure is a “measure of an attribute that does not depend upon any other measure.” (Garcia 
et al. 2006) For example, LOC is a base measure for the length of a program.

A Derived measure is a “measure that is defined as a function of two or more values of base 
measures.” (ISO/IEC 15939:2007) For example, McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity is a derived 
measure based on the base measures of the numbers of nodes (n), edges (e) and connected 
components (p).

An Indicator is a “measure that provides an estimate or evaluation of specified attributes derived 
from an analysis model. ” (ISO/IEC 15939:2007) For example, the estimate calculated by the Jelinski 
and Moranda (JM) model is an indicator for the attribute reliability of the software (Smidts and Li, 
2000). An attribute (e.g., reliability) may have different indicators based on different analysis models.

A Scale is an “ordered set of values, continuous or discrete, or a set of categories to which the 
attribute is mapped.” (ISO/IEC 15939:2007). For example, the set of real numbers in the interval [0,
1] is the scale for software reliability. The scale may be categorized into scale types with given 
properties. The best known scale types are: nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio, and absolute (Fenton, 
1994). The scale type determines the set of authorized transformations of the values obtained through
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measurement. When measuring the attribute “understandability” of code documentation (entity), a 
subjective measure of understandability may require the user of said documentation to score on a 
scale of “Low”, “Medium” “High”. Such scale is ordinal.
A Measurement is the act or process of assigning a number or category from a scale to a measure to 
describe an attribute of an entity. (Adapted from ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765:2010(E), Systems and software 
engineering-Vocabulary)

A Value is a “numerical or categorical result assigned to a base measure, derived measure, or 
indicator. ” (ISO/IEC 15939:2007) For instance, the LOC of a program is 1005, the JM reliability 
indicator is 0.999 per hour.

A Measurement method is a “logical sequence of operations, described generically, used in 
quantifying an attribute with respect to a specified scale.” (ISO/IEC 15939:2007) For instance, 
manually counting the lines of code excluding commented LOC is a measurement method for LOC.

A Measurement function is an “algorithm or calculation performed to combine two or more base 
measures.” (ISO/IEC 15939:2007) For instance, the formula V(G)=e-n+2p is the measurement 
function associated to McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity.

An Analysis model is an “algorithm or calculation combining one or more base and/or derived 
measures with associated assumptions and decision criteria. ” For example, the calculation formula

-J f (t) dT

R(t) = e 0 is an analysis model for software reliability.

A Measuring instrument is “the device intended to be used to make measurements, alone or in 
conjunction with supplementary device(s).” (ISO/IEC TR 14143-3:2003) For example, the code 
analysis tool LDRA Testbed is the measuring instrument for automatically counting LOC.

A Measurement approach is “the sequence of operations aimed at determining the value of a 
measurement result. A measurement approach is a measurement method, a measurement function or 
an analysis model.” (Garcia et al. 2006)

4.4.1.2 Relations between software measurement concepts

The ontology of software measurement is concerned not only with the concepts existing in this 
field, but also with the relationships between these concepts. These relationships explain how the 
concepts can be grouped and related within a hierarchy. The main relationships between the most 
important concepts are displayed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.28 Relationships between software measurement concepts

Concept 1 Relation Concept 2
Entity class Includes Entity
Entity (class) Has Attribute
Attribute Characterized by Measures
Measures Include Base measure

Derived measure
Indicator

Measure Has Scale
Base measure Calculated by Measurement method
Derived measure Calculated by Measurement function
Indicator Calculated by Analysis model
Analysis model Uses Decision criteria
Measurement Produces Value
Measurement Performed on Entity
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Measurement Uses Measuring instrument
Measurement
approach

Include Measurement method 
Measurement function 
Analysis model

4.4.2 The framework for measure extraction

Based on the ontology of software measurement, we provide a template to extract the measures 
for software dependability failures. The template given in Table 4.4 provides a systematic taxonomy 
to analyze the text responses provided by the experts. As our questionnaires are designed to follow the 
existing causal map structure, and provide the entity (class) to be measured as well as questions 
directed towards extraction of the corresponding measurements, some of the responses can be directly 
mapped to the categories in Table 4.4.

However, for particular sections of the experts’ responses to the questionnaire, the analyst will 
still need to use “qualitative coding” (Saldana, 2012) to perform the data extraction. For instance, for 
the following text:

“(Question) how should one measure missing, incorrect, ambiguous or inconsistent 
requirements? Please list possible measures.
(Expert responses) Count the number per baseline or per individual function or per 
requirement category....”

The analyst may map the concept “missing, incorrect, ambiguous or inconsistent requirements” 
into the category of “Entity class” in Table 4.4. Then the analyst should extract the attribute to be 
measured using qualitative coding. Here the analyst may extract the attributes “Density”.

Table 4.29 The template for measure extraction

Entity class Entity Attributes Measures

Measurement Causal factors and 
dependencies

Measurement
Approaches

Measuring
instruments

Causal
factors

Correlative
factors

missing, 
incorrect, 
ambiguous or 
inconsistent 
requirements

Density

Base measures:

1) Number (of
missing, incorrect, 
ambiguous, 
inconsistent) per
baseline

2) Number (of
missing, incorrect, 
ambiguous, 
inconsistent) per
individual function

3) Number (of
missing, incorrect, 
ambiguous, 
inconsistent) per
requirement category

Counting

4.4.3 Data analysis procedure

The following procedure is applied to perform the data analysis:

Step 1: The analyst should take the excerpts of responses to a measurement question provided by the 
experts and assemble them. For instance, five experts provided answers to the question “how should
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one measure software residual defects?” Excerpts of their original texts under this question were 
collated and are displayed in Table 4.5.

Step 2: The analyst should read the answers, understand their meaning and form a coherent mental 
model of the concepts embedded in the text. This process involves surface, propositional and 
situational representation, with the strategies provided in Stage 2 (Chapter 3).

Step 3: The analyst should classify the information contained in the text according to the taxonomy 
provided in Table 4.4. Qualitative coding may be used to extract or condense the sentences. For a 
more detailed exposure to qualitative coding one can refer to (Saldana, 2012). The analyst may use 
different fonts to highlight the coded concepts. For instance, words in the square brackets with red 
font in Table 4.5 indicate the coded concepts. It is also suggested that the analyst make notes around 
the text whenever necessary, e.g. words in /* */ means notes.

Step 4: In this step, the analyst should integrate the information collected until this point with 
information gathered on causal factors. For the entities (e.g., software residual defects) which appear 
in the Section “Causal Factor Identification” of the questionnaire (i.e. Question II in Table 4.1), 
answers are integrated in the same result table (Table 4.6) under columns with headings “causal 
factors” or “correlative factors”. These causal factors may be further used to construct prediction 
models for the entity, while correlative factors may be employed in estimation models.

Step 5: In this step, the analyst should review and refine the results. For instance, he/she should check 
whether similar concepts are reported multiple times. If so, these concepts should be generalized to 
one concept and labeled with the name of the experts who suggested them, e.g., “Insufficient V&V” 
proposed by one expert encompasses “no sufficient testing “ and “not enough code reviews” proposed 
by another expert. So the analyst may decide to reclassify these terms as causal factor “Insufficient 
V&V” in Table 4.6 records the names of the two experts who proposed these concepts.

Step 6: In this last step the analyst should summarize his/her results. The analyst thereby provides an 
overall insight on the measurement of the entity or entity class. The final results of software residual 
defects measurements are provided in Table 4.6.

Table 4.30 An Illustration of the Data Analysis Procedure - How should one measure software
residual defects?

1) How should one measure software residual defects? Please list possible measures.

Expert_Rich:

The number of software features that do not fully meet specification is a good measure because it can cluster 
related problems (particularly in systems with good fault isolation). Residual defect counts (either from sample 
methods or SE report-outs) should be weighted by when, in the development cycle, they were discovered. Early 
discovered residual defects should carry greater weight [derived measure for the attribute “impact”].

Expert_Yennun:

• Number of bugs fixed/found in the previous version [correlative factor]
• Program complexity (code size, number of features, number of condition statements) [contributory 

cause]
• Amount of code changed in the new version [contributory cause]
• Resource utilization - files opened, process memory size, communication channels opened, CPU 

utilization [contributory cause]

Expert_Miroslaw
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Since there is a considerable disagreement regarding the definitions of defects, errors, faults, and failures, I will 
adhere mainly to your terminology in this survey but please be aware that in [4] residual defects are called 
faults.

Typical measure for software residual defects (faults) is the number of defects left in the program or defects 
density per 1000 lines of code (f/KLOC). Please note that counting the number of lines of code can have 
different forms (see e.g. Pearson’s book): [Attribute: density, measure: number of defects per KLOC]

_ Count only executable lines.
_ Count executable lines plus data definitions.
_ Count executable lines, data definitions, and comments.
_ Count executable lines, data definitions, comments, and job control language.
_ Count lines as physical lines on an input screen.
_ Count lines as terminated by logical delimiters.

The number of failures per KLOC can be related to MTTF and therefore availability. /*Relation between defect, 
failure and availability*/

Expert_Matias

Based on the defect density that is the number of defects divided by the size of the software (e.g., LOC) [defect 
density]. However, given that not every defect has the same impact level when activated, I consider important to 
classify the defects differentiating them based on their impact level. Assuming that the higher impact residual 
defects require a higher number of causal factors occurring concomitantly, one could use the number of causal 
factors to derive the classification of residual defects in terms of their system impact. Hence, counting the defect 
density per impact level can give a more realistic measure. [Impact on the system]

Expert_M

Software defects could be broadly classified as requirement defects, development/coding defects and testing 
defect. Requirement defect could be caused by the misunderstanding of the true requirement of the users, 
development/coding defect are those caused by the development process, and testing defect are through from the 
debugging and testing phase, introduced when fixing a detected bug.
I would define software residual defects as the defect remaining in the software after release. Software reliability 
models can be used to estimate those defects. They are probably effective in estimating the number of defects 
originated from development and testing [origins: different stages]. Software metrics could be used to enhance 
the accurate of the prediction. [contributory cause]
Causal factor identification

Please identify the causal/shaping factors that affect software residual defects, and the scenarios/conditions 
under which these factors will cause/influence the presence of software residual defects. (Please also identify if 
the effects are positive or negative).

Expert_Rich:

The number of input parameters that are outside the range of parameters tested is a positive shaping factor. For 
known residual errors, the number of input parameters that have caused defects to be exposed is a positive factor 
[testing coverage].

Expert_Yennun:

• Incorrect implementation (positive)
• Bad system provisioning (positive)
• Unexpected boundary/environment conditions (positive)
• No sufficient testing (positive) [Insufficient V&V]
• Not enough code reviews(positive) [Insufficient V&V]
• Insufficient/incorrect specifications (positive)
• Too many code changes over time (positive)
• Bad programming practice (positive)
• High software complexity (positive)___________________________________________________
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Expert_Miroslaw

This list can be very long but some factors are:

1) Education and experience of developers with a particular application
2) New type of system (e.g. parallel program for multicore)
3) Usage patterns
4) Unexpected or rough environmental conditions
5) Timing/synchronization problems
6) Type of application, specifically

• critical applications
• real-time applications

7) Cyber-physical systems where physics is at play
8) Highly distributed or parallel applications
9) Number of simultaneous users
10) Fixing bugs and incorrect recovery
11) Overlays, updates, upgrades and boundary conditions

Most of these factors are negative but 1) can be either one as it depend on quality of education and experience 
Expert_Matias

1) Poor software quality control
2) Poor project management practices
3) Lack of effective test plans, automation and execution
4) Lack of preventive programming techniques (e.g., exception handling and validation of input values) 

Expert_ M
The residual defects can be introduced due to misunderstanding or [Insufficiency in the requirement 
specification], [Problems in design and implementation]. When the testing process is not sufficient and the 
V&V process ignored these problems, even problems in the requirement, the defects can be positive introduced
[Insufficient V&V].

• Good programming languages (negative)

Table 4.31 Information extracted for software residual defects

Entity class Software residual defects
Entity sub
class or
Entity 
(Types)
Attributes Origin Impact (Expert_Rich, Matias) Amount

(Expert Yennun, 
M)

Density (Expert_Miroslaw, 
Matias)

Measures Base measure:
1) stages of 
software 
development
2) structural or 
functional 
components

(Expert_Rich) Cost impact:
sum of defects number at 
different development stages 
(Expert_M) with different
weights: earlier defects weight 
more.
RD

i
1) i is the stage sequence number, 
let 1 represent requirement stage, 
2-development; 3-testing; 4-after
testing; (Oi is the weight.

> a>2 > a>3 > <d4

2) Ni is the number of defects 
found in stage i.

System impact: impact levels to 
the system, derived from the 
density and origin in terms of 
components (Expert_Matias).

(Expert_ M) The
number of defects 
remaining in the 
software after
release

(Expert_Miroslaw, Matias)
The number of defects left in 
the program per lines of code 
(f/LOC).
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Measurement
Approaches

(Expert_Miroslaw)
LOC can have different 
forms:
_Count only executable 
lines.
_Count executable lines plus 
data definitions.
_Count executable lines,
data definitions, and
comments.
_Count executable lines,
data definitions, comments, 
and job control language. 
_Count lines as physical 
lines on an input screen. 
_Count lines as terminated 
by logical delimiters.

Measurement
instruments
Causal
factors

1. Testing coverage (Expert_Rich)
2. Program complexity (code size, number of features, number of condition statements)

(Expert_Yennun)
3. Amount of code changed in the new version(Expert_Yennun)
4. Resource utilization - files opened, process memory size, communication channels opened, CPU 

utilization (Expert_Yennun)
5. Bad system provisioning (positive) (Expert_Yennun)
6. Unexpected boundary/environment conditions (positive) (Expert_Yennun)
7. Too many code changes over time (positive) (Expert_Yennun)
8. Bad programming practice (positive) (Expert_Yennun)
9. High software complexity (positive) (Expert_Yennun)
10. Good programming languages (negative) (Expert_Yennun)
11. Education and experience of developers with a particular application(Expert_Miroslaw)
12. New type of system (e.g. parallel program for multicore) (Expert_Miroslaw)
13. Usage patterns(Expert_Miroslaw)
14. Unexpected or rough environmental conditions(Expert_Miroslaw)
15. Timing/synchronization problems(Expert_Miroslaw)
16. Type of application(Expert_Miroslaw)
17. Cyber-physical systems where physics is at play(Expert_Miroslaw)
18. Highly distributed or parallel applications(Expert_Miroslaw)
19. Number of simultaneous users(Expert_Miroslaw)
20. Fixing bugs and incorrect recovery(Expert_Miroslaw)
21. Overlays, updates, upgrades and boundary conditions(Expert_Miroslaw)
22. Poor software quality control(Expert_Matias)
23. Poor project management practices(Expert_Matias)
24. Lack of effective test plans, automation and execution(Expert_Matias)
25. Lack of preventive programming techniques (e.g., exception handling and validation of input 

values) (Expert_Matias)
26. Insufficiency in the requirement specification (Expert_ M, Yennun)
27. Problems in design and implementation. (Expert_M, Yennun)
28. Insufficient V&V(Expert M, Yennun)

Correlative
factors

1. Number of bugs fixed/found in the previous version (Expert_Yennun)
2. Software metrics (Expert Yennun, M).

Analyzer’s
summary

The number of defects remaining in the software after releasing, originating from different stages or 
components of residual defects, produces different levels of impacts on costs or the system (e.g., in terms of 
hazards). Derived measure is residual defect density calculated by number of residual defects divided by 
lines of code. It can be predicted by causal factors, and estimated by program metrics, etc.

4.5. Results

This section discusses the measures obtained using the methods described in sections 1 to 3. 
Software dependability measures are comprised of: software reliability, software availability, software 
maintainability, software safety and software security measures. Software reliability measures were 
addressed in our previous research (Smidts and Li, 2000). In this chapter, we focus on measures for 
the other four attributes of software dependability.

For each attribute, the resulting measures are organized according to the attribute’s consensus
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causal map (main causal mechanisms). Each consensus causal map contains several sections. To each 
section corresponds a sequence of questions on measurements for the concepts contained in that 
section. For each question, a table in the format of Table 4.6 was generated using the analysis methods 
described earlier to report the results on the measurement for the related concept. All detailed results 
for security, availability, maintainability and safety can be found in Appendix C to F, respectively. The 
following tables (Table 4.7 to Table 4.10) list the high level results (Entity class, entity, attribute, 
number of measures, number of measurement approaches and number of measurement instruments) 
for each attribute.

4.5.1 Summary

Table 4.32 High level results for security

# Entity class Entity (sub
class) Attribute Measur

e
Measuremen 
t Approaches

Measuremen
t

Instruments

1 Vulnerabilities

Known
vulnerabilities;

Unknown
vulnerabilities

Existence 1

3 1

Probability 
of being 
activated

1

Exposure
risk 2

Exploitabilit
y

3

Impact 3
Total 10 3 1

2 Attacks Attack

Likelihood 4
2 2Difficulty 4

Impact 3
Total 11 2 2

3 The events “vulnerabilities have 
been exploited”

The event
“vulnerabilities 
have been
exploited”

Existence 1
1 1Quantity 2

Impact 5
Total 8 1 1

4

Scenarios/Conditions/Assumption 
s/ Contexts under which 
vulnerabilities are likely to be 
exploited

12 scenarios
identified shown in 
Table 4.15

N/A. N/A. N/A. N/A.

5

Relations between
“vulnerabilities”, “attacks” and 
“vulnerabilities have been
exploited”

A relation between 
these concepts

Components 7
0 1Structure 1

Strength 7
Total 15 0 1

6 Software security failures Software security 
failure

Occurrence 1

1 1
Time of

occurrence 2

Quantity 2
Impact 9
Total 14 1 1

7 Designs for the
detection/prevention of intrusion

Design for the 
detection/preventio 
n of intrusion

Effectiveness 4 1 0

Total 4 1 0

8

Scenarios/Conditions/Assumption 
s/ Contexts are exploited 
vulnerabilities unlikely to be 
detected/prevented

11 scenarios
identified shown in 
Table 4.19

N/A. N/A. N/A. N/A.

9

The relations between “design for 
the detection/prevention of
intrusion”, “vulnerabilities have 
been exploited” and “software 
security failures”

A relation between 
these concepts

Components 14

1 0

Structure 
(organization 

s between 
components)

4

Strength 2
Total 20 1 0

10 N/A. Security Quantity 13 1 0
Total 13 1 0

11 The relations between “software 
security failures” and “security”

A relation between 
these concepts

Relation
structure 2

0 0
Relation
strength

5

Total 7 0 0
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Tota
l

11 33 25 102 10 6

Table 4.33 High level results for availability

# Entity class Entity(sub-class) Attribute Measure Measurement
Approaches

Measurement
Instruments

1 Operating
environments

Hardware

Memory Size 0 0 0
CPU Speed 0 0 0
Disk Size 0 0 0
I/O Speed 0 0 0
Power Not provided 0 0 0

Software OS Version 0 0 0
Database Size 1 0 0

Network

Capability 0 0 0
Speed 0 0 0

Communication
Protocol 0 0 0

Physical environment
Temperature 0 0 0

Humidity 0 0 0
Vibration 0 0 0

System status
Performance 0 0 0

Maintainability 0 0 0
DFPP 0 0 0

Usage

Updates Frequency 0 0 0
Human
system
interaction

Human errors 0 0 0

Users Quantity 0 0 0
Usage
varying Usage profile 0 0 0

Total 1 0 0

2 Operating errors

Operating error visible to 
the interface 
Misconfiguration

Quantity 2 2 1

Total 2 2 1

3 Software failures Software failure
Quantity 1 0 0

Frequency 2 0 0
Total 3 0 0

4 S1

Overload Likelihood 4 1 0
Software update Frequency 0 0 0
Unexpected inputs Quantity 0 0 0

Harsh physical conditions
Temperature

0 0 0Vibration
Humidity

Human errors Error rate 0 0 0
Hostile environment Hostile attacks 0 0 0

Total 4 1 0

5

The relations between 
“software residual
defects”, “operating 
environments”, 
“operating error” and 
“software failure”

A relation between these 
concepts

Structure 1 1 0
Strength 1 2 0

Total 2 3 0

6 Software availability 
failures

Crash
Unexpected/incorrect
output
Process too slow or hang 
CPU/network overloaded

Quantity 1
1 0

Duration 1

Total 2 1 0

7
Designs for the
software failure
detection and
recovery

Design for the software 
failure detection and
recovery

Size 2 4 0
Coverage 6 4 0

Effectiveness 1 0 0
Total 9 8 0
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8 S2 15 scenarios identified 
(shown in Table 4.30) 0 0 0 0

9

The relations between 
“design for software 
failure
detection/recovery”, 
“software failure” and 
“software availability 
failure”

A relation between these 
concepts

Structure 0 1 0
Strength 5 3 0

Total 5 4 0

10 N/A
Software Availability Quantity 9 3 0

Total 9 3 0

11
Relations between
“software availability 
failure” and “software 
availability”

A relation between these 
concepts

Relation type 1 3 0
Strength 3
Total 4 3 0

Total 11 43 43 41 25 1

Table 4.34 High level results for maintainability

# Entity class Entity(sub-
class) Attribute Measur

e
Measuremen 
t Approaches

Measuremen 
t Instruments

1

software maintenance requirements
Software

maintenance
requirement

Effort 2 0 0
Size 8 6 1

Cost multiplier 4 0 0
Quality of 

requirement 15 9 0

Total 29 15 1
2

available maintenance resource

Documentatio 
n Resource

Types 7 5 0
Quality 3 1 0

People
Resource

Staff Amount 9 0 0
Human effort 1 1 1

maintenance
environment

Type 1 0 0
Maturity 2 0 0

Total 29 15 1
3

maintenance capability

Tool
capability

Availability/successfu 
l usage of tools 5 5 0

Staff
capability

Experience 6 0 0
Compatibility of 

maintenance process 
established

1 0 0

Total 12 5 0
4

software maintainability failure
Failures at the 
project level Quantity 8 6 0

Total 8 6 0
5 Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contex 

ts under which the available maintenance 
resources and maintenance capability are 

unlikely to meet maintenance requirements

15 scenarios 
identified (see 

Table 4.38)
N/A N/A N/A N/A

6 relations between “software maintenance 
requirements”, “available maintenance 

resources”, “maintenance capability” and 
“software maintainability failure”

A relation 
between these 

concepts

Structure 0 2 0

Strength 11 1 0
Total 11 3 0

7
N/A

software
maintainabilit

y

Effort 3 2 0
Strength 1 1 0

Total 4 3 0
8 Relations between “software 

maintainability failures” and “software 
maintainability”

A relation 
between these 

concepts

Strength 2 3 0
Structure 0 2 0

Total 2 5 0
Tota

l 7 25 20 95 52 2

Table 4.35 High level results for safety

# Entity class Entity (sub-class) Attribute Meas
ure

Measure
ment

Approach
es

Measure
ment

Instrume
nts

1 Missing, incorrect, ambiguous or 
inconsistent requirements

Missing, incorrect,
ambiguous or

Density 3 3 1
Significance 2 2 0
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inconsistent requirement Amount 1 3 0

Change 1 1 0

Total 7 9 1

2 Errors in design and
implementation

Error in design and 
implementation

Density 2 1 0
ANY 0 1 1

Correctness 0 1 1
Type 0 1 0
Total 2 4 2

3 Software faults Software fault

Density 2 2 0
Amount 1 2 0
Severity 1 0 0

Frequency 1 1 0
Type 1 1 0

Location 1 1 0
ANY 1 1 2
Total 8 8 2

4

Relation between ‘software 
faults’, ‘missing, incorrect, 
ambiguous or inconsistent
requirements’, and ‘errors in 
design and implementation’

Relation between
‘software faults’,
‘missing, incorrect,
ambiguous or
inconsistent
requirements’, and
‘errors in design and 
implementation’

Existence and 
strength 2 5 0

Strength 1 1 0
ANY 0 3 0

Total 3 9 0

5 Anticipated operating conditions Anticipated operating
condition

Operational
profile 2 2 2

Total 2 2 2

6 Software safety failures under 
anticipated operating conditions

Software safety failures 
under anticipated
operating condition

ANY 1 0 0
Existence 0 1 0

Total 1 1 0

7

Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptio 
ns/Contexts are software faults 
likely to produce software safety 
failures under anticipated
operating conditions

2
Scenarios/Conditions/As 
sumptions/ Contexts are 
software faults likely to 
produce software safety 
failures under anticipated 
operating conditions

N/A 0 0 0

8

Relation between ‘software 
faults’, ‘anticipated operating 
conditions’ and ‘software safety 
failures under anticipated
operating conditions’

Relation between
‘software faults’,
‘anticipated operating
conditions’ and ‘software 
safety failures under 
anticipated operating
conditions’

Existence and 
strength 0 2 0

Total 0 2 0

9

Relationship between
‘anticipated operating condition’ 
and ‘unanticipated operating 
conditions’

Relationship between 
‘anticipated operating 
condition’ and 
‘unanticipated operating 
conditions’

N/A 0 0 0

10
Software safety failures under 
unanticipated operating
conditions

Software safety failures 
under unanticipated
operating condition

ANY 0 2 0
Existence 0 1 0

Total 0 3 0

11 Unanticipated operating
conditions

Unanticipated operating 
condition

Size 0 1 0
Total 0 1 0

12 Hardware platform faults Hardware platform fault ANY 2 3 2
Total 2 3 2

13 Faults originating from other 
systems

Fault originating from 
other systems

ANY 0 1 0
Total 0 1 0

14 Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptio 
ns/Contexts under which

Scenario/Condition/Assu 
mption/Context under ANY 0 2 1
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unanticipated operating
conditions are likely to produce 
software safety failures under 
unanticipated operating
conditions

which unanticipated
operating conditions are 
likely to produce
software safety failures 
under unanticipated
operating conditions

Total 0 2 1

15

Relations between ‘hardware 
platform faults’, ‘faults
originating from other Systems’, 
‘unanticipated operating
conditions’, ‘other unknown 
factors’ and ‘software safety 
failures under unanticipated 
operating conditions’

Relation between
‘hardware platform
faults’, ‘faults originating 
from other Systems’, 
‘unanticipated operating 
conditions’, ‘other
unknown factors’ and 
‘software safety failures 
under unanticipated
operating conditions’

ANY 0 1 0

Total 0 1 0

16 System safety failures/accidents
System safety
failure/accident

ANY 0 2 0
Total 0 2 0

17
Safety design to control software 
safety failures

Safety design to control 
software safety failure

Coverage 2 1 0
Redundancy 0 0 0

Diversity 0 0 0
Total 2 1 0

18

Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptio 
ns/Contexts under which
software safety failures under 
anticipated operating conditions 
are unlikely to be controlled

3
Scenarios/Conditions/As 
sumptions/ Contexts
under which software 
safety failures under 
anticipated operating
conditions are unlikely to 
be controlled

N/A 0 0 0

19

Relations between ‘software 
safety failures under anticipated 
operating Conditions’, ‘safety 
design to control software safety 
failures’, ‘software safety failures 
under unanticipated operating 
conditions’ and ‘system safety 
failures/accidents’

Relation between
‘software safety failures 
under anticipated
operating Conditions’, 
‘safety design to control 
software safety failures’, 
‘software safety failures 
under unanticipated
operating conditions’ and 
‘system safety
failures/accidents’

ANY 0 1 0

Total 0 1 0

20 Safety Safety
ANY 0 2 0
Total 0 2 0

21
Relation between ‘system safety 
failures/accidents’ and ‘safety’

Relation between ‘system 
safety failures/accidents’ 
and ‘safety’

ANY 0 1 0

Total 0 1 0

Tot
al 21 24 36 27 54 10

4.5.2 Conclusions and Future Research

The chapter has discussed the identification of measures for various elements appearing in the 
causal maps leading to the event of interest. The overall results are summarized in Table 4.11. Having 
benefited from the robust design of the questionnaires, these results cover diverse dimensions of 
software dependability measurements, e.g., entities (class) to be measured for an event of interest, 
properties (attributes) an entity possesses, measures that can be used to describe these properties, 
measurement approaches and instruments that can be used to conduct the measurement. Furthermore, 
we obtained abundant data for causal factors and correlative factors. Causal factors can be used to 
develop prediction models for an event of interest, while correlative factors support the development 
of estimation models. These results provide the basis to assess software dependability at different 
stages of the software development lifecycle.
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Table 4.36 Overall summary of software dependability measurements

Software
Dependability

attributes

Identified
Entity
Class

Identified
Entity(sub-

classes)

Identified
Attribute

Identified
Measures

Identified
measurement
approaches

Identified
measurement
instruments

Software
Security 11 33 25 102 10 6

Software
Availability 11 43 43 41 25 1

Software
Safety 21 24 36 27 54 10

Software
Maintainability 7 25 20 95 52 2

Total 50 125 124 265 141 19

Further work is required to refine the results. For instance, the experts may have pointed to 
measures without indicating the type of measurement, the measurement scale, the measurement 
approach. There is a need therefore to complete the study by sending back structured confirmatory 
questionnaires to the experts who participated in this stage. In addition while the attributes have been 
assigned by the analyst using qualitative coding, these should be verified by other analysts. It will be 
necessary to perform cross-verifications between attributes to determine if certain measures appear 
consistently across attributes. Finally, there is a need to determine whether certain entities have not 
been addressed satisfactorily by any of the experts.
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Chapter 5: Assessing the Coverage of Measures for Software
Dependability

This chapter discusses the assessment of coverage of measures for software dependability attributes 
(i.e. security, availability, maintainability and safety). In this chapter, we first briefly summarize 
previous work, and then present the coverage assessment criteria. The coverage data are collected 
next. Finally the results of the coverage assessment are presented.

5.1. Background

The work presented in this chapter builds on the achievements of the previous three stages of our 
project documented in Chapter 2 (for Stage 1), Chapter 3 (for Stage 2) and Chapter 4 (for Stage 
3). In Stage 1 we designed a set of notations to extract and model the “dependencies between software 
dependability attributes”. In Stage 2 we defined a set of principles and rules to merge experts’ 
knowledge and extracted “the main causal mechanisms leading to the events of interest”. In Stage 3 
we extracted measures for the concepts contained in the main causal mechanisms.

In this stage, we assess the coverage of the causal maps via measures, to determine whether the 
measures obtained are sufficient to quantify software dependability, and what measures are further 
required. To do so, we first propose coverage assessment criteria, then collect the related data, and 
finally provide the assessment results.

5.2. Coverage Assessment Criteria

The coverage of measures for each software dependability attribute is assessed at three levels: 
attribute level, entity level and relation level. These three levels provide a structural perspective on the 
coverage. They together provide insights into whether transitive relations exist from the concepts at 
the bottom of the causal map to those at the top of the causal map.

5.2.1 Coverage Assessment Criteria at the Attribute Level

Coverage assessment at the attribute level is concerned with whether each attribute of an entity is 
covered by measures. The coverage assessment criterion for this level is direct: if the number of 
measures provided by the experts for an (entity) attribute is one or more than one, this attribute is 
covered. The coverage criterion is expressed in Formula (1).

f 1, when M(a, e) > 0
CA (a, e) = < (1)

[0, whenM (a,e) = 0
where e is the sequence number of an entity contained in the main causal map, a is the sequence 

number of an attribute for the entity e, CA (a, e) is Measure Coverage (at the attribute level) of the
attribute a for the entity e, and M(a, e) is the number of measures for the attribute a of the entity e 
provided by the experts.

Then the Overall Measure Coverage for a software dependability attribute is calculated the total 
number of covered attributes divided by the total number of attributes contained in the main causal 
map, shown in Formula (2):

CA (Software Dependability Attribute)
Y*Lca (ae)

ZZ1
(2)

where E is the total number of entities, and A is the total number of the attributes for the entity e.
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5.2.2 Coverage Assessment Criteria at the Entity Level

Coverage assessment at the entity level focuses on whether the attributes (properties) of an entity 
provided by the experts are covered. Attributes are the properties used to describe an entity existing 
in the real world. With increased knowledge of an entity, one can identify or extract an increasing 
number of attributes for the entity. Thus, our judgments on whether an entity’s attributes have been 
fully discovered are inherently limited by the state-of-the-art knowledge. It is reasonable to presume 
that an assessment of the degree to which attributes have been fully identified will depend on the 
degree to which experts consent.

We use capture-recapture models to estimate the extent to which an entity’s attributes are covered. 
Capture-recapture models were originally developed to estimate the size of a closed animal 
population. They are now widely used in various domains to estimate coverage [Lee, 1994] [Hook, 
1995]. In this research this methodology is adopted to estimate the number of attributes of each entity. 
The model is described as follows.

1) Statistical Model

Basic capture-recapture models include the following three models [Lee, 1994]:
• Model Mt, which allows capture probabilities to vary by time
• Model Mb, which allows behavioral responses to capture
• Model Mh, which allows heterogeneous animal capture probabilities
Models such as Mtb, Mth, Mbh and Mtbh were also considered for different combinations of these 

three basic types. In this chapter Mth was used because:
• The inspectors (i.e., our experts) are different and hence their capabilities of identifying 

attributes are different (Mt)
• The attributes are different and hence the probabilities that they are captured vary (Mh)

2) Model Mt

Two estimators of N, the number of attributes can be derived, respectively N andN, where:
D f,

N = " + J4r2 (3)
c c
D f,

N = ^ + 4r2 (4)
C C

Theoretically these two estimators should provide close results. C and C are estimated as follows:
Ac = 1

C = 1

ZjUi kfk

fi
/~2

't- 1

The estimator for r2 and f2 are:

r2 = max{

lk=i kfk

D £kk(k- 1)fk

C 2 (YiYij<k njnk) 
D Tkk(k- 1)fk

(5)

(6)

-1,0} (7)

-1,0} (8)
f =maX{C 2(XIj<,njn,)

Note that the term £ T.j<k njnk in formulas (7) and (8) contains a nested loop. The definitions of 
the variables in (3) to (8) are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.37 Variables used in the capture-recapture models

Variable Definition

N The actual number of attributes for a certain entity
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N, N The estimated number of attributes for a certain entity 

D The total number of attributes identified by t experts
t The total number of experts

The number of attributes identified by exactly k experts. Thus fi is the number of 
fk attributes identified by exactly one expert; f is the number of attributes identified by

exactly two experts.
nj The number of attributes identified by the j -th expert

The coverage at the entity level, the Attribute Coverage is then estimated by Formula (9):

a D D
A , ~
N N

Note that when N is less than D, it should be rounded up to D.

(9)

5.2.3 Coverage Assessment Criteria at the Relation Level

Coverage assessment at the relation level is concerned with whether cause-effects paths contained 
in the main causal maps are covered. Such paths are important for software dependability 
quantification, as they provide the structure for modeling the relations between the concepts contained 
in the causal map. A deep path provides possibility to quantify a top concept (e.g. Security) at 
different stages of the software development lifecycle. For instance, the path from “security failure” 
to “security” allows one to estimate Security based on “security failure” data. This estimation is 
performed after relevant data is collected during software system operation. The deeper path from 
“vulnerability” to “security” allows one to predict “security” based on “vulnerability” data; such 
prediction can be started at an earlier stage of software development lifecycle, e.g. software design 
stage.

As the relations between concepts contained in the main causal maps were derived from experts 
in the previous stages, the existence of these relations has already been guaranteed. Now we focus on 
whether the relations can be measured. Whether a relation (represented as an “edge” in the causal 
map) between two concepts (represented as “nodes” in the causal map) can be measured is determined 
by the Measure Coverage of the two concepts. If either of the two concepts is not covered, the relation 
between these two concepts is not covered. The relation coverage assessment criteria are proposed in 
formula (10):

f 1, when both of the entity i and the entity j on the edge ij are covered 
C (i,j)-|o, others (10)

where CR (i, j) is the link coverage between the node i and node j .
The uncovered entity can be only allowed to propagate at the same structural level and to the 

adjacent higher level. For example, if there is no attribute provided for the entity “operating 
environments” (highlighted by a red line) in Figure 5.1, then Edge 1.1 and Edge 2.1 are not covered 
(Edge 1.x means the edge is at the first level, while Edge 2.x indicates that this edge is at the second 
level). A higher level edge is covered only when all of its adjacent lower level entities are covered.
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Software
Availability

Edge 5.1

Edge 4.1

Edge 3.2
Edge 3.1

Edge 2.2

Edge 2.1

Edge 1.1 Edge 1.2

Operating
environments

Software
availability

failure

Software 
residual defects

Operating error

Design for 
software failure 
detection and 

recovery
Software failure

Figure 5.40 An example for the structure level definitions

The Overall Relation Coverage for a software dependability attribute is then calculated using (11):
Number of the Total Edges - Uncovered Edges 

CR (Dependability Attribute) = (11)
R Number of the Total Edges

5.2.4 Coverage Assessment Criteria at the Path Level

Coverage assessment at the path level focuses on the extent to which each of the paths contained 
in the main causal map is measurable. Each path implies a way to quantify the related software 
dependability attribute. As discussed in Section 2.3, the depth of a path indicates at which stage of the 
software development lifecycle we can possibly start software dependability quantification.

To assess the Path Coverage, we first need to identify the possible paths to quantify the concepts 
of interest. The identification of paths follows the following processes:

1). Identify the concept of interest. Here we are solely concerned with the paths that can be used 
to quantify software dependability attributes. Thus, a software dependability attribute is the concept of 
the interest, the top concept in the main causal map, and the end point of the paths that need to be 
identified.
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2) . Divide the main causal map into hierarchical levels. The concepts contained in the main 
causal map are placed at different hierarchical levels according to the “cause-effect” flows: causes are 
at a low level, and the effect of these causes is placed at the adjacent higher level. Each level is then 
labeled by an identification number: the smaller the number, the higher the hierarchical level (Level 0 
means the top of the causal map), see Figure 5.2. When there are multiple independent causes or 
causes connected by “OR”, the path bifurcates into multiple branches. The branching point is 
identified by “•”. For example, in Figure 5.2 “software failure” bifurcates into two branches: 
P(3 - 2.1 -1 - 0) andP(3 - 2.2 -1 - 0) .

3) . Calculate the Measure Coverage for each concept contained in the main causal map. The 
algorithm is proposed in (12):

N
N S ^ (ae)

Cea (e) =---------— • ------ (12)
Mean( N, N) N

_ . . N
where Cea (e) is the Measure Coverage for the entity e, -----------—— represents to what

Mean( N, N)
N
S Ca (a e)

extent the obtained attributes cover the possible attributes of the entity, while ———------ represents

to what extent the obtained measures cover the obtained attributes. Simplifying (12), we obtain (13):
N
S Ca (ae)

Cea (e) = -**----— (13)
Mean( N, N )

The result Cea (e) is then indicated next to the concept, shown in Figure 5.2.
4) . Calculate the Path Coverage for the path segment between two adjacent levels. Suppose a1, a2 

and a3 are causes at Level A, and b is the effect at Level B (B < A), Cp (A-B) is the Path Coverage 
for the path segment A-B. The propagation rules in Table 5.2 apply.

Table 5.38 Path coverage propagation rules

Relations involved between
Level A and Level B

Cp (A-B)

a1 —► b Min ( CEA (a1), Cea (b) )

a1___
y—►ba2--

Min (CEA (b), Max(CEA (a1 ),CEA (a2 )))

a1________ x
)—►b

a2 ------ y
Min (CEA (b) Min(CEA (a1 ),CEA (a2 )))

a1 ► b
a2

Min (CEA (b) Min(CEA (a1 ),CEA (a2 )))

Note that if a: and a2 are subsets of a3, the related cause-effect path ends at a3. This is due to the 
fact that a1, a2 and a3 pertain to the same concept group, thus, a1 and a2 share an equivalent hierarchical 
level with a3 in the cause-effect chain, i.e., they are all causes of b.
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Software 100% 
Availability

Path ID Path Coverage (Cp)

P(0) 100%

P(1-0) 100%

P(2.0-1-0) 41.5%

P(3-2.1-1-0) 41.5%

P(3-2.2-1-0) 11.5%

Figure 5.41 An example of path coverage assessment (for software availability)

Level 0

93.75%

5). Calculate the Path Coverage for each of the paths. List all paths, and calculate their Path 
Coverage based on the path segment coverage results obtained in Step 4), using the propagation rules 
provided in Table 5.2. An example final Path Coverage for software availability is shown in the table 
contained in Figure 5.2.

5.3. Results
We present the coverage results with the main causal mechanisms for each of the software 

dependability attributes. A table is given besides each node in the causal map to present the coverage 
assessment results, shown in Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8. In these tables, the first 
column indicates the name of the entity (class) and the coverage at the entity level. Then detailed 
measurement data are presented in other columns, i.e. subclass, attribute names, number of measures, 
number of measurement approaches and number of measurement instruments for each attribute.

We use a red color to indicate the measures, attributes or relations that require further study: a “0” 
in the “M” column means that this attribute is not covered by measures (coverage at the attribute level 
is 0), a red Ce indicates that the coverage at the entity level is unknown, and red edges in the causal 
map indicate the fact that the corresponding relations are not covered.

5.3.1 Software Availability Coverage

The detailed coverage assessment results at the attribute, entity and relation levels for software 
availability are shown in Figure 5.3. The Overall Measure Coverage is 47.1%. All of the entities 
contained in the main causal map have been provided with attributes to be measured, thus the Overall 
Relation Coverage for software availability is 1.

The quantification paths identified for software availability and the path coverage assessment 
results are summarized in Figure 5.2.
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Software
availability

failure

a

Software Subclass Attribute M A

Availability N/A Quantity 9 0 3

CE [100.0%, 100.0%]

Software Subclass Attribute M A

availability N/A Quantity 1 1 0

failure Duration 1 0

Ce [100.0%, 100.0%]

Design for 
software failure 
detection and 

recovery

Design for Subclass Attribute M A

software failure N/A Size 2 1 0

detection and Coverage 6 0 0

recovery Effectiveness 1 0 0

Ce [41.5%, 41.5%]

Software Subclass Attribute M A

failure N/A Quantity 1 0 0

Probability 2 0 0

Ce [57.7%, 57.7%]

Operating Subclass Attribute M A

Operating error

visible to the

interface

Quantity 2 2

Misconfiguration

Ce [100.0%, 100.0%]

Software 
residual defects

Operating

environments

Sub-class Attribute M A I

Hardware

Memory Size 0 0 0

CPU Speed 0 0 0

Disk Size 0 0 0

I/O Speed 0 0 0

Power Not provided 0 0 0

Software
OS Version 0 0 0

Database Size 1 0 0

Network

Capability 0 0 0

Speed 0 0 0

Communication Protocol 0 0 0

Physical environment

T emperature 0 0 0

Humidity 0 0 0

Vibration 0 0 0

System status

Performance 0 0 0

Maintainability 0 0 0

DFPP 1 0 0

Criticality 1 0 0

Usage

Updates Frequency 0 0 0

Human system

interaction
Human errors 0 0 0

Users Quantity 0 0 0

Usage varying Usage profile 0 0 0

Ce [69.4%, 91.6%]

Software

residual

defects

Subclass Attribute M A

N/A Origin 2 0 0

Impact 2 0 0

Amount 1 0 0

Density 1 1 0

Ce [85.7%, 100.0%]

Notations 
M: measure
A: measurement approach 
I: measurement instrument 
Ce: coverage at the entity level

Figure 5.42 Coverage assessment results at the attribute, entity and relation levels for software

availability

5.3.2 Software maintainability coverage

The detailed coverage assessment results at the attribute, entity and relation levels for software 
availability are shown in Figure 5.4. The Overall Measure Coverage is 100%. All of the entities
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contained in the main causal map have been provided with attributes to be measured, thus the Overall 
Relation Coverage for software maintainability is 1.

The quantification paths identified for software maintainability and the results of path coverage 
assessment are shown in Figure 5.5.

Ce

Notations
M: measure
A: measurement approach 
I: measurement instrument 
CE: coverage at the entity level

Mainte Subclass Attribute M A I

nance N/A Effort 2 0 0

require Tool 4 0 0

ments Staff 2 0 0

Content 15 12 0

Property

Size 8 5 1

[44.9%, 51.5%]

Software
maintainability

Software

maintainability

Subclass Attribute M A I

N/A Maintainability

requirement

1 0 0

Maintenance

effort

5 0 0

Quantity 1 0 1

Ce [41.5%, 41.5%]

Software maintainability 
failures ;

Softwa Subclass Attribute M A I

re Product Probability 1 0 0

maintai Level Deviation 6 2 1

nabilit Quantity 3 1 1

y Project Probability 1 0 0

failures Level Quantity 6 0 0

Ce [50.6%, 59.3%]

Available

maintenan

resource

Subclass Attribut M A I

Staff Amount 9 0 0

Documentati Type 7 5 1

Quantit

y

3 0 0

Finance Personn

el cost

2 2 1

Maintenance

environment

Type 1 0 0

Maturit

y

2 0 0

Ce [48.6%, 62.5%]

Main Subclas Attribute M A I

tena s

nce Tool Availability 5 0 5

capa Staff Expertise 9 0 0

bility Amount 1 0 0

Ce [38.8%, 38.8%]

Figure 5.43 Coverage assessment results at the attribute, entity and relation levels for software

maintainability
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41.5%

Level 0
Software

maintainability

Level 1 54.95%Software maintainability 
failures

Branch 
)oint 2.2

Branch 
point 2.1

Level 2 Available
maintenance

Maintenance
capability

Maintenance
requirements

48.2% 55.55% 38.8%

Path ID Path Coverage (Cp)

P(0) 41.5%

P(1-0) 41.5%

P(2.1-1-0) 41.5%

P(2.2-1-0) 38.8%

Figure 5.44 Path coverage assessment for software maintainability 

5.3.3 Software safety coverage

The detailed coverage assessment results at the attribute, entity and relation levels for software 
availability are shown in Figure 5.6. The Overall Measure Coverage is 47.8%. The Overall Relation 
Coverage for software safety is 50.0%.

The quantification paths identified for software safety and the results of path coverage assessment 
are shown in Figure 5.7.
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design

control

software

failures

Subclass Attribute M A I

n/a

Coverage 2 0 1

Redundancy 0 0

Diversity 0 0 0

ce [30.0%, 100.0%]

Attribute M

' afety

System safety fa 
accidents

System

failures/ac

cidents

Subclass Attribute M A I

n/a
Existence 0

2Likelihood 0

ce [53.3%, 100.0%]

Notations 
M measure
A: measurement approach 
I: measuremmt instrument 
Ce: coverage at Ihe entity level

Missing,

incorrect,

ambiguous, or

inconsistent

requirements

Subclass Attribute M A I

n/a

Density 3 1

4Criticality 2 1

Amount 2 0

ce [100.0%, 100.0%]

design

imp lem

entatio

Attribu
m A I

n/a

Density 2 1

2
Existen

0 0

Type 1

CE [44.1%, 75.0%] originating from

other systems

Subclass Attribute M A I

N/A Impact 2 1

CE Unknown

[100.0%, 100.0%]

100.0%, 100.0%]

Figure 5.45 Coverage assessment results at the attribute, entity and relation levels for software

safety
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100%

Path ID Path Coverage (Cp)

P(0) 0%

P(1.0-0) 0%

P(2-1.1-0) 0%

P(3.0-2-1.1-0) 0%

P(4-3.1-2-1.1 -0) 0%

P(4-3.2-2-1.1-0) 0%

P(3-2-1.2-0) 0%

P(2-1.2-0) 0%

Figure 5.46 Path coverage assessment for software safety

5.3.4 Software security coverage

The detailed coverage assessment results at the attribute, entity and relation levels for software 
security are shown in Figure 5.8. The Overall Measure Coverage is 100%. All of the entities contained 
in the main causal map have been provided with attributes to be measured, thus, the Overall Relation 
Coverage of software security is 1.

The quantification paths identified for software security and the results of path coverage 
assessment are shown in Figure 5.9.
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Notations
M: measure
A: measurement approach 
I: measurement instrument 
CE: coverage at the entity level

Design for the 
detection/prevention 

of intrusion

Security Subclass Attributes M A I

N/A Quantity 12 0 1

Ce [100.0%, 100.0%]

Design for the

detection/prevention

of intrusion

Subclass Attributes M A I

N/A Effectiveness 4 1 0

Ce [100.0%, 100.0%]

Software

security

failures

Subclass Attributes M A I

Softwar

security

failure

Occurrenc 1 1 1

Time of

occurrence

2

Quantity 2

Impact 3

Ce [70.1%, 77.5%]

Vulnerabilities have 
been exploited

Vulnerabili Subclass Attributes M A I

ties have N/A Existence 1 1 1

been Quantity 2

exploited Impact 5

Ce [72.4%, 72.4%]

Vulner Subcl Attributes M A I

abilitie ass

s N/A Existence 2 3 1

Probabilit 1

y of being

activated

Exposure 2

risk

Exploitab 3

ility

Impact 3

Ce [90.4%, 93.3%]

Attacks Subclass Attributes M A I

N/A Quantity 1 2 2

Likelihood 3

Difficulty 4

Impact 3

Ce [87.5%, 95.8%]

Figure 5.47 Coverage assessment results at the attribute, entity and relation levels for software

security
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Path ID Path Coverage (Cp)

P(0) 100%

P(1-0) 73.8%

P(2-1-0) 72.4%

P(3-2-1-0) 72.4%

72. 4%

91. 85% 91. 65%

Figure 5.48 Path coverage assessment for software security 

5.4. Conclusion and future work

This chapter has discussed the coverage assessment for software dependability measures. A 
structural framework of coverage assessment criteria has been developed. Based on the framework, 
we assessed whether attributes have been covered by measures (at the Attribute Level), estimated the 
extent to which the proposed attributes covered the possible properties of an entity (at the Entity 
Level), assessed whether the relations between entities were covered (at the Relation Level), and 
assessed the extent to which cause-effect paths are covered by measures.

The results show that a good coverage is achieved for software availability, software 
maintainability and software security, but the coverage of safety is quite low. Missing measures will 
be developed in the following research stage. We will design questionnaires to elicit missing measures 
for the low-coverage locations in the main causal map.
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Chapter 6: Identification of Missing Measures for Software
Dependability

In this chapter we discuss new measures identified for the software dependability attributes (i.e. 
reliability, security, availability, maintainability and safety). First, we briefly summarize previous 
research. We then discuss the design of questionnaires introduced in this stage of the research and the 
process of expert selection. Finally, specific results for each attribute are presented. The results 
encompass the causal maps, with the updated number of measures and coverage assessment, and 
tables that detail the new measures and measurement approaches.

6.1. Background

The research presented in this chapter is built on the previous four stages of our project 
documented in Chapter 2 (for Stage 1), Chapter 3 (for Stage 2), Chapter 4 (for Stage 3) and 
Chapter 5 (for Stage 4). In Stage 1 we designed a set of notations to extract and model the 
“dependencies between software dependability attributes.” In Stage 2 we defined a set of principles 
and rules to merge experts’ knowledge and extracted “the main causal mechanisms leading to the 
events of interest.” In Stage 3 we extracted measures for the concepts contained in the main causal 
mechanisms maps. In Stage 4 we assessed the coverage of the causal maps via specifically designed 
coverage indicators and determined whether the measures obtained were sufficient to quantify 
software dependability, and what measures were further required.

This stage is designed to obtain “missing” measures and measurement approaches as determined 
by the coverage indicators from Stage 4. For this purpose we designed new questionnaires for each 
dependability attribute (except reliability which was completed during previous NRC-funded 
research). We identified new experts for each concept of interest in the causal maps. We also 
conducted a literature review to cover the portions of the map that experts were not able to assess. The 
resulting new measures and measurement approaches will be combined with the existing ones, 
forming the foundation of the dependability quantification framework.

6.2. Questionnaire Design

The goal of this stage is twofold: (1) Identify the measures and corresponding measurement 
approaches that were missing from Stage 4; (2) Verify the causal mechanisms that we have developed 
so far. Both sub-goals depend on the causal maps used in this stage. Because we have obtained new 
information since Stage 4, the causal map for each dependability attribute has evolved accordingly 
(i.e., Chapter 4 for Stage 3). The new causal maps are provided in Appendix G.

To make the causal mechanisms more easily accessible to the experts, we partition the concepts in 
each causal map into several sections based on the underlying logic of these concepts. Each section is 
circled with red dash lines and is labeled with a unique tag. For instance, the evolved causal map for 
software availability displayed in Figure 6.1 is partitioned into four sections. These four sections are 
labeled “Part A” to “Part D,” respectively. Each section corresponds to a group of concepts whose 
internal relations are of interest. Questions are designed to elicit experts’ knowledge on each concept 
as well as the relation between these concepts. The section that corresponds to a certain expert’s 
knowledge is shadowed such that he/she can focus on it. Legends and necessary instructions are 
provided in the figure as well.
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Notes

/ \
/ \

Software
Availability

<>

Part D

\

Software
availability

failures

/'

>

< arg1, arg2 > Describes the scenario for which either a positive or a negative 
relation is present. Arg1 represents the scenario, while arg2 represents the positive or 
negative relation.

S1: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which operating 
environments trigger software residual defects.

S2: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which software 
failures are not detected or recovered.

+ Positive influence: a “positive” influence is said to exist from A to B when an 
increase in A leads to an increase in B, and a decrease in A leads to a decrease in B.

- Negative influence: a “negative” influence is said to exist from A to B when an 
increase in A leads to a decrease in B, and a decrease in A leads to an increase in B.

Software Availability Failure: the inability of a software system or component 
being operational and accessible when required for use.

\
Part C

v/"
Software failures

/ <.

Design for software 
failure detection and /

Part B

/

► b Effect b is present when ai is in Conflict with a2. 

b Effect b is present when a2 Triggers/Activates ai.

Operability: the capability of the software component to enable the user 
(system developer) to operate and control it.

Part A

Figure 6.49 Main causal mechanisms of Software Availability Failures and Availability

Each questionnaire encompasses three categories of questions: 1) Measurements of individual 
concepts, 2) Measurements of relations, and 3) Causal map verification.

1) Measurements of individual concepts:
Experts are asked to fill in tables that list key information for a given concept. “Part A” of the new 
software availability causal map (Figure 6.1) is provided as an example. Table 6.1 displays the 
questions for the concept “software residual defects.” It can be seen that experts should first 
clarify the definition of “software residual defects,” and then categorize the defects as either 
“entity sub-class”/ “entity”/ “type. Experts should then propose attributes for “software residual 
defects,” and then provide measures, measurement approaches, causal factors and correlative 
factors (the definition of these concepts can be found from Chapter 4 for Stage 3). Experts’ 
responses to such questions are easy to process and integrate since they are already codified.

Table 6.39 Measurements of software residual defects

Entity class Software residual defects

Definitions
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Entity sub-class/
Entity/ Types

Attributes Attribute #1: Attribute #2: Attribute #N:

Measures

Measurement
Approaches

Causal factors or 
mechanisms

Correlative factors

2) Measurements of relations:
The second category of questions is comprised of two sub-questions. The knowledge to be elicited
is identical for both questions, but experts can choose to answer either in free format or by filling
in a table similar to Table 6.1. A sample question for free format discussion is as follows: “

❖ Please discuss how the relations between “software residual defects”, “software errors”, and 
“operating environments” in Figure 6.1 should/can be measured. You can either freely 
discuss AND/OR use the template in Table 6.6 if possible. Freely Discuss Below:”

The question table is not shown in this chapter because it is identical to Table 6.1.

3) Causal map verification:
Causal map verification questions are shown below: “

❖ Are there any incorrect or missing concepts/relations in Figure 6.1? Please provide specific 
details below.

❖ Identify resources available in the literature that support your claims if available and/or as 
time permits.”

6.3. Expert Selection

Experts for this panel are identified based on their publications on measures for software 
dependability attributes. Each entity class with Entity Coverage (Ce) lower than 100% was 
investigated. The key words used to search related papers are shown in Table 6.2. For each paper, the 
most qualified expert was selected. An expert is considered qualified if: 1) His/her number of 
publications in specified field is more than 10, and 2) His/her total number of citations is superior to 
500.

Table 6.40 Key words for searching related papers

Dependability Attributes Key words

Safety

Software safety design accident

Software safety operating

Software safety failure

Software safety design

Software safety measure

Security

Software security measurement

Software security attack surface

Software security vulnerability

Software security design

Software security attack
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Vulnerability

Maintainability

Available maintenance resource maintainability

Software maintenance documentation maintainability

Software maintenance tool

Software "maintenance requirement"

Software maintenance capability

Software maintenance capacity

Software maintenance engineer

Software maintenance requirement

Software maintenance request

Availability

Design for software fault detection and recovery

Software fault detection design

Software fault detection

Software failure recovery

Software fault tolerance

Software operating error

Software operating fault

Software "human operating"

Software residual defects

Software residual fault density

Operating environment software failure

Environment dependent software failure

Operating system software failure

Software failure

Operating environment software defect

Table 6.3 summarizes the number of experts identified for each dependability attribute, the 
number of responses obtained and the response ratios. The new expert panel allows us to improve the 
quality of our map and measures for security and safety, while availability and maintainability 
measurements remain unchanged. Thus a literature review was conducted on these two attributes to 
remedy the lack of experts in this stage, and is discussed in section 4. Table 6.4 summarizes the 
number of times a dependability attribute is covered by the experts.

Table 6.41 Summary of the number of experts for each dependability attribute

Dependability Number of Experts Number of Response
Attribute Identified Responses Obtained Ratio

Security 9 4 44.4%

Availability 10 0 0.0%

Maintainability 9 0 0.0%

Safety 8 2 25.0%

In Total 36 6 16.7%
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Table 6.42 Summary of the number of experts for each expert panel

Software dependability Covered by # Covered by # Covered by # Total # of times
and attributes Expert Panel 1 Expert Panel 2 Expert Panel 3 covered

Software dependability 8 0 0 8

Software reliability 7 0 0 7

Software safety 5 5 2 12

Software security 5 7 4 16

Software availability 5 6 0 11

Software maintainability 4 6 0 10

6.4. Results

In this section results for each dependability attributes are provided. Inputs were received for 
security and safety while no inputs were received for availability and maintainability. Therefore, a 
literature review was conducted to gather the missing attributes and the corresponding measures.
In Chapter 5, we assessed coverage at various levels:

1) Attribute level (Ca): Focuses on whether each attribute of an entity is covered by measures
2) Entity level (Ce): Focuses on whether the attributes (properties) of an entity provided by the 

experts are covered
3) Relation level (Cr): Focuses on whether cause-effects paths contained in the main causal maps are 

covered
4) Path level (Cp): Focuses on the extent to which each of the paths contained in the main causal 

map is measurable

Mathematical formulas were developed to evaluate the coverage at different levels, which are not 
repeated here. Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.6 directly provide the updated coverage assessment results at the 
attribute, entity and relation and path levels for availability, security, maintainability and safety, 
respectively. Note that these figures only list the number of measures, measurement approaches and 
instruments. The detailed information regarding the missing measures can be found in Appendix H.

6.4.1 Software Security Results

Figure 6.2 displays the updated causal map for security. The coverage assessment results at the 
attribute and entity levels are provided. For most entity classes the number of measures improves. The 
Entity Coverage, Ce, generally increases except for “software security failures.” In this case Ce 
decreases because one new expert proposes two additional attributes: duration and magnitude. Since 
these two attributes had not been identified by the previous experts, CE decreases as determined by the 
capture-recapture model (see Chapter 5). The bubble for “attack surface” is new in this version of the 
causal map and hence all the entities, measures and so forth are new. Also because no experts 
answered questions regarding the entity class “Vulnerabilities,” there is no change in the 
corresponding results. The result table for “Vulnerabilities” obtained in Stage 4 is not repeated in this 
chapter. The Overall Measure Coverage CA is 100%.

Figure 6.3 displays the updated relation and path coverage results for security. Since measures are 
associated to each entity class in the main causal map, the Overall Relation Coverage, CR, for 
software security is 1. The Path Coverage values, Cp, for P(1-0), P(2-1-0) and P(3.1-2-1-0) were 
73.8%, 72.4% and 72.4%, respectively. The updated values are 59.25%. This is because the Path 
Coverage highly depends on the minimum value of the entity coverage of all bubbles on that path. 
Therefore, P(1-0), P(2-1-0) and P(3.1-2-1-0) are all affected by the reduced Entity Coverage of
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“software security failures” since it is the minimum value found on these three paths. Cp for P(3.2-2- 
1-0) cannot be evaluated because there is only one expect input for “attack surface”.

Two of the four experts proposed modifications for the security causal map. Expert Pratyusa 
Manadhata, suggested swapping the bubbles for “Attack” and “Vulnerabilities”. He also suggested 
introducing an intermediate event labeled “Attackable system” at the intersection of “Vulnerabilities” 
and “Attack surface”. Expert Richard Kuhn suggested adding “Accidental events” and 
“Misconfigurations” as subsets of “Vulnerabilities”. However, because there is no consensus among 
experts’ for these proposed changes, the causal map will not be modified at this point.
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Figure 6.50 Updated causal map with coverage and measure information for software security
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Figure 6.51 Updated path coverage assessment for software security

6.4.2 Software Maintainability Results

Level 0

Level 2 72. 4%

Level 3

Because experts were unable to answer maintainability questionnaires, a literature review was 
conducted to fill in the gaps in measurement. Figure 6.4 displays the updated maintainability causal 
map. Note that the bubble named “Program to be maintained,” as well as its two properties “Code 
characteristics” and “Architecture,” are new in this version of the causal map. Therefore, there is no 
available measurement or coverage indicator data for comparison.

“Available maintenance resource” is further specified as “Software documentation” and “Tool.” 
Ce decreases slightly compared to results obtained in the previous stage because “Tool” is a new 
subclass added in this phase. The number of measurement approaches for the Type of Documentation 
decreases from five to zero. This is because our understanding evolved and the five approaches were 
moved to other attributes. Similarly, the number of measurement instruments decreases from one to 
zero.

“Maintainability capability” is further specified as “Personnel capability” and “Process 
capability.” Both Ce and the number of measures increases. In addition, the coverage indicators for 
“Software maintainability,” “Software maintainability failures” and “Maintenance requirements” 
generally increase due to our improved knowledge and the continuous refinement of the 
maintainability measurement tables.

Since measures are associated with entities, the Overall Measure Coverage for software 
maintainability is 100% and the Overall Relation Coverage is 1.

Figure 6.5 displays the updated Path Coverage results. One can see that all Cp’s improved when 
compared to Stage 4 results. This is due to the fact that Ce for “Software maintainability” and 
“Software maintainability failures” which were the main bottlenecks for path coverage in Stage 4 
have increased significantly.
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Figure 6.53 Updated path coverage assessment for software maintainability4.3 Software Safety

Results

Figure 6.6 displays the updated safety causal map with coverage and measure information. The 
causal map differs significantly from the one provided in Stage 4. Three out of the six bubbles 
considered in this phase (the highlighted ones) cannot be compared with Stage 4 results. More 
specifically, “Hazards originating from software,” “Software safety (defensive) design” and “Software 
safety requirement” have been newly introduced based on our recent findings. “Software safety 
failures” and “Operating conditions” exist in the previous safety causal map, but they were divided 
based on “anticipated operating conditions” and “unanticipated operating conditions.” Thus they can 
only be indirectly compared with Stage 4 results. In addition, because the new causal map is too 
different from the previous version, the Overall Measure Coverage, CA, and Entity Coverage, CE, of 
many bubbles cannot be evaluated. Similarly, the Relation Coverage, Cr, and Path Coverage, Cp, 
cannot be evaluated either.
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6.4.4 Software Availability Results
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Although ten experts were identified for availability, none of them were able to provide responses 
to our questionnaires. Thus we conducted a literature review on the entity class whose Entity 
Coverage, Ce, was the lowest, i.e., “software failure” (see Figure 6.1). However, no useful literature 
was found and thus the availability results did not evolve.

6.5. Conclusion and future work

In this stage we conducted a third round of expert opinion elicitation to identify the measures and 
causal mechanisms that were missing from the previous stages. Another six responses were obtained 
from new experts, four in software security and two in software safety. Availability and 
maintainability questionnaires could not be answered by any of the experts and hence a literature 
review was conducted to fill in the gaps. The coverage of entities, measures, relations and paths 
significantly evolved for security, maintainability and safety. These results form a solid foundation for 
the software dependability quantification framework.

6.6 Acknowledgement

We acknowledge the following experts serving on the Expert Panel 3 (in alphabetical order): Matt 
Bishop, Eduardo B. Fernandez, John Knight, Richard Kuhn, Pratyusa Manadhata and John 
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Chapter 7: Conduct experiment(s) to study the feasibility of the 
measurement approach for software dependability quantification

This chapter describes 1) the ranking of the software dependability attributes by nuclear stakeholders; 
2) an initial application of our research to the requirements phase of development for a reactor 
protection system.

7.1. Ranking the Importance of the Software Dependability Attributes

Research focused on establishing the relative importance of software dependability attributes.
We designed a structured questionnaire to collect importance information and invited stakeholders 

to participate in the elicitation. Twelve experts were involved in this part of our research. Their 
affiliations can be classified into eight categories including Utilities, Government, Vendors, Developer 
of Standards, etc.

The questionnaire is provided in Appendix I. The questionnaire was divided into three main 
sections: a) identification of stakeholder goals; 2) ranking of the goals provided; 3) ranking of the 
dependability attributes with respect to the goals. Results obtained for each section are discussed 
below.

7.1.1 Stakeholder Goals

Using the questionnaire (Question I- See Appendix I), the experts specified the goals that the 
nuclear industry should attempt to fulfill. A commonly shared goal would be public safety. The 
experts identified eleven goals as shown in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Goals identified by Stakeholders from the nuc ear industry

Expert’s Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Goals

Public safety X X X X X X X X X X X X
Electricity Production X X X X X X X X X X X X
Environmental Protection X X
Community Involvement X
Social Responsibility X
Reliability X
Industrial safety X
Economic Development X
Efficient Regulatory
Process X

Cyber Security X
CO2 FreeGeneration X
Cost-effective X
LTO X

7.1.2 Stakeholder Goals Comparisons

The experts were also asked to compare the goals (see Question II- Appendix I). An example is 
provided in Table 7.2 for Expert 1. As an example the expert rates the respective intensities of public 
safety as 9 while he/she ranks the intensity of electricity production as 1. In other words, the expert 
considers public safety to be at least 9 times more important than electricity production. It should be
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noted that the comparison method used restricts the relative importance to a factor of 9 maximum.

Table 7.2 Paired comparisons of the Goals of Expert 1

Goal 1 Intensity Goal 2
Intensi

ty
Explanation

Public Safety 9 Electricity
Production

1 Public health and safety must be the overriding 
consideration for employment of any 
technology

Public Safety 9 Environmental
Protection

5 Public health and safety are significantly more 
important than environmental protection; 
however, the protective measures for one often 
provide adequate protection for the other.

Electricity

Production

1 Environmental
Protection

5 Even though there is a strong preference for 
environmental protection over electricity 
production, electrical production is still, in its 
own right, a vital national good.

7.1.3 Dependability Attribute Comparisons

The experts were then asked to perform paired comparisons of the software dependability 
attributes with respect to their stated goals in Table 7.1 in the context of a reactor protection system 
(RPS). The RPS is the example system to be used for application of our methodology. Table 7.3 
illustrates the results provided by one of the experts (i.e. Expert 1) for the goal “public safety”. For 
instance the expert ranks Reliability and Availability as being equally important and of intensity 8. 
The highest possible intensity score is 9. This can be interpreted as follows: “it is equally important to 
strive, in a reasonably achievable manner, for the RPS to be reliable and available if one wants to 
meet the public safety goal”. On the other hand the expert ranks Safety as being more important than 
Security. The respective intensities are 9 to 8 in the meeting of the public safety goal. Therefore the 
relative importance of Safety and Security for achieving the public safety goal is 9/8.

Table 7.3 Paired comparisons of the Software Dependability Attributes by Expert 1 for the goal 

“Public Safety” (Legend: The subscript “re” is used to denote the fact that the dependability 

___________________________ attribute is met in a reasonably achievable manner)___________________________

Attribute 1 Intensity Attribute 2 Intensity Explanation
Rere 8 Avre 8 both subsets of safety
Rere 8 Mare 5 Maintainability is less important than any of the 

other attributes
Rere 8 Sare 9
Rere 8 Sere 8
AVre 8 Mare 5 both subsets of safety
AVre 8 Sare 9
AVre 8 Sere 8 both subsets of safety
Mare 5 Sare 9 Maintainability is less important than any of the 

other attributes
Mare 5 Sere 8 Maintainability is less important than any of the 

other attributes
Sare 9 Sere 8 Safety and security are closely related and have 

critical overlaps
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7.1.4 Analysis

The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) was used to analyze the data obtained. AHP is a structured 
technique for organizing and analyzing complex decisions, based on mathematical and psychology 
principles [Saaty, 1986]. AHP is used to extract rankings from the paired comparison data provided by 
the experts.

7.1.4.1 AHP Structures

Several AHP structures were used in the analysis.
The first AHP structure is provided in Figure 7.1. The AHP structure shows how to combine all 

experts’ ranks of the dependability attributes for a particular nuclear industry goal, e.g., electricity 
production. The bottom level of Figure 7.1 shows the dependability attributes, the middle level 
displays the experts and the top level displays the ranking of the attributes for a particular nuclear 
industry goal. Assuming all stakeholders are equally competent and therefore that their score is equal, 
this allows us to extract the ranking of dependability attributes per goal using the AHP analysis 
methods as defined in various publications [Saaty, 1986].

What is the comparison matrix 
for Electricity Production

Figure 7.1 AHP Structure for the Ranking of Dependability Attributes for the Goal “Electricity

Production”.

The second AHP structure links the dependability attributes to all nuclear industry goals (see 
Figure 7.2). At the bottom of the figure one can find the dependability attributes, in the middle the 
figure one finds the nuclear industry goals and at the top of the figure one obtains the overall relative 
importance of each dependability attribute for satisfying all the goals. The dependability attribute with 
the highest relative importance will be the object of our experimental case study.

Figure 7.2 AHP Structure for the Ranking of Dependability Goals

It should be noted that this requires merging of the results obtained for the various goals. While 
“Public Safety” and “Electricity Production” were ranked by all experts, other goals were not. To
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perform the ranking modifications to the traditional AHP process were made. These are explained 
below.

In the goals level, three categories of paired comparisons are considered for building the 
comparison matrix:

1. A goal ranked by all experts is compared with another goal ranked by all experts;
2. A goal ranked by all experts is compared with another goal ranked by one expert;
3. A goal ranked by one expert is compared with another goal ranked by one expert.

In the first case, the average of ranks from all experts is used as the new rank. In the second case, 
the rank from the one expert is directly used. In the third case, we use the ratio of the goal compared 
with public safety over the ratio of the other goal compared with public safety as the rank since public 
safety is considered by all experts.

7.1.4.2 Results Obtained

Various results can be obtained using the structures provided in section 7.1.4.1. Table 7.4 provides 
the ranking of the goals, Table 7.5 provides the ranking of the dependability attributes for all goals, 
Table 7.6 provides the ranking of the dependability attributes per goal. As can be seen from Table 7.6, 
the most important dependability attribute is Safety, followed by Reliability then Security, Availability 
and finally Maintainability. Consequently, the next section of this chapter will focus on the 
dependability attribute of Safety.

Table 7.4 Ranking of the Goals

Goals Priority
Public safety 0.2385
Electricity Production 0.04689
Environmental Protection 0.1831
Community Involvement 0.01830
Social Responsibility 0.02041
Industrial safety 0.2983
Economic Development 0.09870
Cyber Security 0.09578

Table 7.5 Ranking of the Dependability Attributes for All Goals

Rere 0.2071

AVre 0.1948

Mare 0.1268

Sare 0.2666

Sere 0.2045
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Table 7.6 Ranking of the Dependability Attributes per Goal

Criteria Public
safety

Electricity
Production

Environmental
Protection

Community
Involvement

Social
Responsibility

Industrial
safety

Economic
Development

Cyber
Security

Priority

Rere 0.221 0.269 0.211 0.0769 0.0769 0.198 0.310 0.111
AVre 0.197 0.249 0.211 0.0769 0.0769 0.193 0.266 0.111
IM&re 0.140 0.150 0.132 0.0769 0.0769 0.0971 0.201 0.111
SUre 0.291 0.158 0.237 0.692 0.692 0.353 0.0381 0.111

Sere 0.152 0.175 0.211 0.0769 0.0769 0.158 0.185 0.556

7.2. An initial case study on a reactor protection system

A software-based reactor protection system is considered as the object of the case study. As 
specified by the experts for such a system, safety is the dominant dependability attribute. The case 
study proceeded with processes described in the following sub-sections.

7.2.1 Selecting causal mechanisms for the case study

As stated in the project proposal, the purpose of the case study is to evaluate the feasibility of 
using the measures obtained in the previous stages of this research to quantify software dependability 
attributes, rather than to validate the full set of models obtained. Thus, the case study will focus on the 
quantification of a selected portion of causal mechanisms that influence software dependability, 
within the limited budget and time of the project.

The selection of the causal mechanisms is based on the main causal mechanism graph of software 
safety, shown in Figure 7.3. The main causal mechanism graph shows the entities that influence 
software safety and the interaction mechanisms between these entities. From the quantification 
perspective, Figure 7.3 tells what should be measured in order to quantify software safety.

The selected portion of causal mechanisms for this case study is highlighted with a yellow 
background in Figure 7.3. We chose Part B and Part C because the corresponding causal mechanisms 
are the most significant determinants of software safety. For instance, an “unanticipated operating 
condition” can propagate as a “missing software safety requirement”, which in turn can propagate as a 
set of missing safety protection mechanisms, and expand into thousands of missing lines of code. 
From a cost-effectiveness perspective, these causal mechanisms have the largest impact on software 
development, as they are at the very early stages of the system development lifecycle. Fixing the 
faults introduced at the early stages of software development is much more difficult and/or costly 
down the line. The quantification model will terminate at Part E, hazards originating from software, as 
software is the focus of this project, rather than the whole system.
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Figure 7.3 The proportions of causal mechanisms selected for the case study

7.2.2 Unanticipated Conditions

Unanticipated operating conditions can be considered as “unknown unknowns”. A very limited 
body of knowledge is dedicated to the nature of unknown unknowns and ways to assess them 
[Okashah et al., 1994; Feduzi et al., 2014]. Of most interest to our research is the description of the 
four dimensions of unknown unknowns discussed in [Feduzi et al., 2014]. These are as follows: 
novelty of a project, phase of project development, type of industry (mostly as it relates to the 
maturity of the industry or experience with respect to the project), bias of various types (mostly
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organizational and cognitive biases [Raydugin et. al, 2014]). Using this information we can further 
refine the causal map associated of Safety by detailing the causal factors that contribute to 
unanticipated operating conditions (see Figure 7.4).

7.2.3 Missing requirements

Experts identified various classes of requirements faults. These include missing requirements, 
ambiguous requirements and incorrect requirements. A complete taxonomy includes in addition 
superfluous, inconsistent, not-conforming-to-standards, not-implementable and risk prone 
requirements (see for instance [Walia et al., 2009]). Carver identifies in [Margarido et al., 2011] the 
human errors at the source of these requirements faults and Alshazly [Alshazly et al., 2014] links 
these error types to the classes of requirements faults (see Table 7.7).

________________________Table 7.7 Human Errors leading to Requirements Faults________________________

Classes/Types of
Requirements Faults

Associated Human Errors

Missing requirement People Error/Communication
People Error/Concentration,
People Error/Domain Knowledge, People Error/Specific Application 
Knowledge
Process Error/Elicitation
Process Error/Analysis,
Documentation Error/Specification, Documentation Error/Organization,

Ambiguous requirement People Error/Concentration,
Process Error/Analysis,
Documentation Error/Specification

Inconsistent requirement People Error/Concentration,
Process Error/Analysis,
Documentation Error/Specification, Process Error/Traceability, 
Documentation Error/Organization, Documentation Error/No Usage of 
Standards

Superfluous requirement People Error/Concentration,
Process Error/Analysis

Incorrect requirement People Error/Concentration,
Process Error/Analysis,
Documentation Error/Specification, Documentation Error/Organization, 
People Error/Domain Knowledge, People Error/Specific Application 
Knowledge

Not implementable requirement People Error/Participation

Requirement not conform to 
standards

Documentation Error/Specification

Risk prone requirement

This information is further used to flush out the Safety map in Figure 7.4
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7.2.4. Relating requirement errors to defect prediction factors

We then link the human errors that lead to requirement defects to the defect prediction factors that 
are quantifiable, shown in Table 7.8. The defect prediction factors (the third column of Table 7.8) are 
all the variables that influence defect introduction during software development process, e.g., process 
maturity, tools and people. One type of requirement errors may relate to multiple defect prediction 
factors. The factors that may influence the unanticipated operating conditions are also included, 
shown as the second column in Table 7.8.

Table 7.8 Relation between requirement errors to defect prediction factors
Type of errors leading to 
requirements defects

Factors influencing unanticipated 
operating conditions

Defect prediction factors

PplE-communication
Communication errors include errors resulting from 
miscommunications among various stakeholders 
involved in authoring the requirements document.

Team Cohesion Factor
Team accounts for the sources of project turbulence and 
extra effort caused by difficulties in synchronizing the 
project’s stakeholders.

Development Site Factor
Site collocation and communication support

Management Style Factor
Impact of management style on the quality of a project

PplE-domain knowledge
Domain knowledge errors occur when the requirements’ 
authors lack knowledge or experience about the problem 
domain.

Type
Maturity of the industry and accumulated project 
experience in general

Application Experience
Project team’s level of experience with this type of 
application

Platform Experience
Project team’s equivalent level of experience with the 
development platform

Language and Tool Experience
The level of programming language and software tool 
experience of the project team

PplE-concentration
Concentration errors indicate errors caused by adverse 
mental states, mental fatigue and lack of motivation, and 
errors caused by the impact of environmental conditions 
on requirements author

Development Schedule Factor
The schedule constraint imposed on the project ream 
developing the software

Analyst Capability
Analyst: works on requirements, high-level design and 
detailed design

PplE-specific application
knowledge
Specific application knowledge errors occur when the 
requirements’ authors lack knowledge about some 
aspects about the application or problem domain.

Novelty
Obviously, a new technology may lead to some 
technical unknown unknowns. However, this might be 
a source of non-technical unknown risks too

Application Experience
Project team’s level of experience with this type of 
application

Personnel continuity
PplE-participation
Participation errors are errors that result from inadequate 
or missing participation of important stakeholders 
involved in developing the requirements document

Management Style Factor
Impact of management style on the quality of a project

Process Maturity Factor
The capability level of an organization based on the 
software engineering Institute’s capability maturity model.

PrcE-analysis
Analysis errors include errors committed during the 
requirements analysis process

Application Experience
Project team’s level of experience with this type of 
application

Platform Experience
Project team’s equivalent level of experience with the 
development platform

Language and Tool Experience
The level of programming language and software tool 
experience of the project team

Analyst Capability

Process Maturity Factor
The capability level of an organization based on the 
software engineering Institute’s capability maturity model

PrcE-elicitation
Elicitation errors are produced from the use of an 
inadequate requirement elicitation process

Application Experience
Platform Experience
Language and Tool Experience
Process Maturity Factor
Analyst Capability
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PrcE-traceability
Traceability errors result from an inadequate or 
incomplete requirement traceability process to
predecessors and successors, and the change 
management process

Application Experience
Platform Experience
Language and Tool Experience
Process Maturity Factor
Personnel continuity
The project’s annual personnel turnover

DocE-no usage of standards
No-usage of documentation standard errors result from 
writing requirements in a way that is not conforming to 
the documentation standards that have been determined 
bv the quality assurance representative

Type Process Maturity Factor
The capability level of an organization based on the 
software engineering Institute’s capability maturity model.

DocE-organization
Organization errors arise during listing and organizing 
the requirements illogically and ineffectively during the 
documentation process

Process Maturity Factor
The capability level of an organization based on the 
software engineering Institute’s capability maturity model.

DocE-specification
Specification errors occur during describing the 
requirements regardless of whether the developers 
correctly understood the requirements or not. Examples 
include typo errors, repetition of some steps, and 
mistakes in naming and referencing requirements

Process Maturity Factor
The capability level of an organization based on the 
software engineering Institute’s capability maturity model.

Analyst Capability

Phase of project

Organization Bias
Organizational bias that points to shortage of budget or 
time allocated to identification and quantification of 
risks, qualification of risk assessors, availability of well 
maintained corporate risk databases of historic risk 
data, information and methods used to develop 
baselines, involvement of third parties in project risk 
reviews, benchmarking, etc.

Development Schedule Factor
The schedule constraint imposed on the project ream 
developing the software

Cognitive Bias
A cognitive bias refers to a systematic pattern of 
deviation from norm or rationality in judgment, 
whereby inferences about other people and situations 
may be drawn in an illogical fashion. Individuals create 
their own "subjective social reality" from their 
perception of the input.

7.2.5 Final Map

The final map obtained for the detailed Safety map in the requirements phase is provided in Figure 
7.4.
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Schedule Factor Factor Site Factor Style Factor

Figure 7.4 The revised Software Safety Map for the Requirements Phase 

7.2.6 Mathematical model development

A preliminary quantification method has been developed to assess the various quantities found in 
Figure 7.4. The quantification method possesses two distinguishable components: 1) a quantification 
of the number of requirements faults as well as their sub-types; 2) a quantification of the hazard rates 
of the requirements faults remaining. Our next chapter will target improving the proposed 
quantification method.

7.2.6.I. Assessing the number of requirements faults

NUREG CR-7042 provides a number of approaches for determining the number of faults. In 
chapter 13, the number of requirements faults is based on introduction and removal rates per lifecycle 
phase based on industry averages corrected using a Success Likelihood Index [Dougherty et al., 1988; 
Embrey, 1983; Fenton et al., 1999]. In chapter 11, a correlation between numbers of faults, number of 
activities and Success Likelihood Index is proposed which we will use for this chapter. This equation 
can be rewritten as:

N = AKF1-2SLI
where N is the number of faults, A is the number of activities, K and F are two constants and SLI 

is the success likelihood index. This equation can be rewritten as:
N

= KF1-2SLI

where N/A is the density of faults or else the probability P that a requirement be faulty.
The information obtained at this level should be propagated in a consistent manner to the lower 

levels of the causal graph hierarchy. It should be noted that data could be available at any level of the 
hierarchy and might to be propagated downward or upward depending on the particular case. We
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establish in this section equations that can be used to satisfy these objectives. Further let us consider 
an example hierarchy such as those found in Figure 7.5.

5plE-specifTc"
application
.knowledge,.,

PplE-domain
knowledge

Application
Experience

Personnel
continuity

software safety 
requirements

Missing 
software safety 
requirements

safety requirements

Figure 7.5: An extract from the causal hierarchy found in Figure 7.4

We first rewrite the success likelihood index SLI as a failure likelihood index FLI:
FLI = 1 - SLI

It follows that:
P = kf2FLI-1

Let us set:

a = InF2 , B = ln-F
We then have:

InP = alnF + ft

We now decompose the FLI as a function of the various influencing factors/causal factors that make 
up the SLI and we obtain:

InP = a * ^ WiFLIi + ft
i= factor in 

this level
where wt is the weight of causal factor i. We also define contributing factors CTRi as:

CTRi = Wi (aFLIi + ft)
where CTR is the weighted contribution of factor i to lnP. For Figure 7.XX, we have that:

1n{Pdefects) = CTRAE + CTRPC

where AE and PC are indexes for Application Experience and Personnel Continuity respectively.
In the same manner we can express:

1
waeFLIAe + 2 wpcFLIpc

a + pCTRSak = CTRae +1CTRPC = (wAE + — _

WAE + 2 WPC

where SAK stands for people error due to deficiencies in specific application knowledge, and

CTRdk = — wpc * [FLIpc * & + fi]
where DK stands for people error due to deficiencies in domain knowledge. Note that it was assumed 
that the impact of personnel continuity (from a FLI perspective) is equally divided between SAK and 
DK. In the same manner we obtain contributions for missing requirements (CTRmr) and incorrect 
requirements (CTRinc):

.................3

CTRMr = CTRsak + ^ CTRDK = (wAE + 3 wPC)* 4 *a + ftWAE + 4 WPC
WAE + 4 wPC
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CTRjnc = 4 wPC * [FL1PC * a + fi]
From these equations we derive that:

FL1Mr =
waeFLIAe + 4 wpcFLIPC

wAE + 3 wPC 

3
WMR = WAE + 4 WPC

This approach is used in section 2.7.1 to calculate the various numbers of missing requirements, 
incorrect requirements, unanticipated conditions, etc.

7.2.6.2. Assessing the hazard rates

The relation between missing software safety requirements, incorrect, inconsistent, ambiguous etc 
software safety requirements and hazards originating from software is assessed using a distribution of 
hazard rates. This distribution allows us to characterize the probability with which the effects of these 
faults will be experienced.

Let us define as pI(x)dx, the probability that one will introduce a requirement fault such that the 
normalized exponent of its hazard rate (i.e. the hazard rate equals io-xBound) is between x and x+dx. 
Bound is what we assume to be the lowest observable hazard rate and x therefore varies between 0 
and 1. The fault is introduced during the development process due to various errors such as those 
discussed in section 2.7.2. Let us define as pd(x) the conditional probability of observing a fault 
whose hazard rate exponent is x given that it was introduced. We also define as pR(x) dx the 
probability that there will remain a fault whose hazard rate exponent is between x and x+d x after 
being observed and corrected. For now we will assume that a fault once observed is corrected.

We have that pR(x)dx= (pi(x)- pi(x)pD(x))dx and pR(x)dx is the unknown of interest.
The distribution pi(x)po(x) is observable while pi, pD, and pr are not. We will make the 

assumption here that:
1. The distribution pi(x) can be written as : pj (x) = a2x + b2

2. The distribution pd(x) can be written as : pD (x) = a1 (x — 1)2 + b1

3. The distribution of remaining requirements defects per category and observed 

requirements defects per category follow the same distribution, then the percentage of 

remaining defects per category should be the same as the percentage of defects 

observed in different categories.

The distribution pi(x)pD(x) can be therefore written as: Pi(x)pD (x) = (a1 (x — 1)2 + b1)(a2x + 
b2). The parameters of these distributions can be obtained using available data, constraints and 
Maximum Likelihood estimation.
The constraints used are:

r0 <pD(x) < 1

I pI(x)dx = 1 
< Jo

Pd d = 1 

< a2 < 0

The first constraint specifies that pd(x) is a conditional probability, the second constraint states 
that pi(x) is a p.d.f The first constraint specifies that if a fault were to have a hazard rate of 1, it would 
be detected with probability 1. Indeed a fault such as that should be obvious to a requirements’ 
inspector. The fourth constraint specifies that the probability of introducing faults increases when their 
hazard rate decreases. Indeed it is expected that low hazard rates correspond to complex situations 
that may not well understood or not even considered by the developers.
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7.2.7 Application and Results

The application currently being studied is a typical Reactor Protection System (RPS) trip function. 
The function is designed to prevent power operation with reactor power greater than that defined by a 
function of reactor coolant system flow and reactor core neutron flux imbalance (i.e., flux in the top 
half of the reactor core minus flux in the bottom half of the reactor core). This application was 
described and analyzed in [Smidts et al., 2011] for software reliability quantification. Future research 
may consider another reactor protection system as data becomes available. APP contains both discrete 
and analog inputs and outputs. Input signals are read from the plant and outputs are calculated that can 
be used to provide trips or actuations of safety system equipment, control a process, or provide alarms 
and indications. The data used in the application is given in Table 7.9.

The Requirements defects hazard rates data used in Table 7.9 is for the entire APP system while 
our case study focused on a sub-system of APP, the ppl system. This assumes a homogeneous 
behavior of the system with respect to hazard rates.

Table 7.9 Data used in the case study

Requirements size 563 From
nureg
/CR-7042 
pp. 175

SLI Development Schedule Factor 0.8347 From
nureg/c
R-7042 pp. 
193

Team Cohesion Factor 0.67
Development Site Factor 0.5
Management Style Factor 0.75
Application Experience 0.67
Platform Experience 0.67
Language and Tool Experience 0.5
Analyst Capability 0.67
Personnel Continuity 0.67
Process Maturity Factor 0.5
Tool Factor 0.5

Weights Development Schedule Factor 0.0635 From
nureg/c
R-7042 pp. 
194

Team Cohesion Factor 0.0847
Development Site Factor 0.0847
Management Style Factor 0.0847
Application Experience 0.0399
Platform Experience 0.0399
Language and Tool Experience 0.2867
Analyst Capability 0.0326
Personnel Continuity 0.0635
Process Maturity Factor 0.1270
Tool Factor 0.0961

F value 20 From
nureg/c
R-7042 pp. 
175

K value 0.036
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Bound 14

Requirements defects 
hazard rates

Hazard Rate #Defects From
NUREG
/CR-7042 
pp.127-134 
& 82-86

1 3.340*10-11
4 <10-13
12 defects together 1-10-13
7 defects together 2.58*10-2
5 defects together 1.37*10-2
1 6.73*10-13
6 together 5.41*10-9

7.2.7.I. Results Obtained for Requirements Faults and Unanticipated Conditions

Results in this section are obtained using the approach discussed in 2.6.1 and the data presented in 
Table 7.9. Table 7.10 provide the FLI (=1-SLI) and contributions of the lowest level of the causal 
graph.

Table 7.10 Defect Prediction Factors, their FLI and CTR

Defect prediction factors FLI CTR
Development Schedule Factor 0.1653 -0.3385
Application Experience 0.3300 -0.3678
Platform Experience 0.5000 -0.2815
Language and Tool Experience 0.2500 -0.4084
Analyst Capability 0.3300 -0.1733
Personnel continuity 0.3300 -0.1733
Development Site Factor 0.5000 -0.9530
Team Cohesion Factor 0.3300 -0.1417
Management Style Factor 0.3300 -0.2759
Process Maturity Factor 0.5000 -0.4223
Tool Factor 0.5000 -0.3196

The next table provides the FLIs, Weights and CTRs and number of errors for the various human 
error types. These various types of errors correspond to the second level of the causal graph.

Table 7.11 FLI, Weight, CTR and number of occurrences for the various types of human
errors

Type of human errors FLI Weight CTR #errors
PplE-communication 0.4704 0.3703 -1.2965 5.0081
PplE-domain knowledge 0.3621 0.0593 -0.2460 0.6172
PplE-concertration 0.1877 0.0735 -0.3819 0.3965
PplE-specific application knowledge 0.3300 0.0369 -0.1602 0.3500
PplE-participatition 0.3918 0.0499 -0.1983 0.5622
PrcE-analysis 0.4075 0.1066 -0.4136 1.2491
PrcE-elicitation 0.4075 0.1066 -0.4136 1.2491
PrcE-traceability 0.4008 0.1166 -0.4570 1.3438
DocE-no usage of standards 0.5000 0.0181 -0.0603 0.2609
DocE-Orgnization 0.5000 0.0374 -0.1242 0.5372
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| DocE-specification 0.4397 | 0.0281 | -0.1037 | 0.3555 |

The next table provides the FLI, weight, CTR and number of faults for the various categories of 
requirements faults. These correspond to the third level of the causal graph.

Table 7.12 FLI, Weight, CTR and number of occurrences for the various types of human

errors

Type of requirement faults FLI Weight CTR #faults
Missing software safety requirements 0.4393 0.5038 -1.8579 6.3626
Ambiguous software safety requirements 0.3342 0.0364 -0.1574 0.3502
Inconsistent software safety requirements 0.4007 0.1628 -0.6379 1.8752
Incorrect software safety requirements 0.3697 0.0949 -0.3895 1.0084
Risk-prone software safety requirements 0.4150 0.1250 -0.4819 1.4912
Not confirming to standards 0.4397 0.0049 -0.0181 0.0622
Not implementable software safety 
requirements 0.3918 0.0437 -0.1735 0.4919
Superfluous software safety requirements 0.3178 0.0315 -0.1392 0.2880

7.2.7.2. Results Obtained for Hazard Rates

The assessment of hazard rates follows the method discussed in 7.2.6.2 and uses the observed 
defect data in Table 7.9.

For the defects determining a hazard rate together, we assume that one of the defects has a hazard 
rate of same order of magnitude as the total and other defects hazard rate contributions are small 
enough to be ignored (i.e. below the bound, BOUND). Various other assumptions may be considered 
in future research.

Table 7.13 Defects Hazard Rates

Hazard Rate
#Defects

—10-14
1

—10-13
1

—10-11
1

—10-9
1

—10-2
2

—0.9999
1

The technique used to assess the parameters for pj (x) and pD (x) is Maximum Likelihood Estimator 
(MLE). The variance of the estimator will be estimated in future research.
The coefficients of pi (x) and pd(x) are provided in Table 7.13. The curves for pd(x), pi(x), po(x)= 
pd(x) pi(x), and pr(x) are shown in Figure 7.6 to Figure 7.8.

Table 7.14 Coefficients of pi (x) and pn(x)
a: -1.07
a2 -1.61
b1 1.00
b2 1.80
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Figure 7.6 Curves for pd(x) and pi(x)
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Figure 7.8 Curve for pr(x)

Table 7.15 Average Hazard Rate of the Requirements Faults

Average hazard rate 
(/demand)

Remaining faults 4.33E-05
Faults introduced 1.048E-02
Faults observed 1.044E-02

Table 7.13 provides the average hazard rate of the faults introduced, observed and remaining in the 
requirements phase.

Table 7.16 Final Result for Number of Faults
Total number of faults 11.9
Number of missing requirements faults 6.4
Number of unanticipated operating conditions 3.6

Table 7.15 provides the number of defects in total, the number of defects caused by missing software 
safety requirements and the number of defects originate from unanticipated operating condition.

The results can inform the design of the requirements control gate. The gate should support 
decision-making (i.e. allows determination of whether to move forward in the development process). 
The gate should balance the ability to further improve detection in the requirements phase and the cost 
fixing the defects in later phases of the life-cycle. The gate can be expressed as G(number of 
requirements faults, hazard rate due to faults remaining, probability of improving detection, target 
hazard rate, cost of later fixes).

7.3 The second case study for another reactor protection system

7.3.1. Purpose

The ability of a system to deliver service that can be trusted is referred to as 
Dependability. Dependability is commonly considered as a general system-level concept that 
encompasses different attributes, e.g., reliability, safety, security, availability and
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maintainability. Different attributes can be emphasized in different contexts or by different 

stakeholders. Our review indicates that for a reactor protection system, safety is ranked as the 

most important attribute of dependability. A software safety quantification model was built 

based on the safety causal map to provide a quantified assessment of software safety. This 

case study is to verify the effectiveness of the software safety quantification model in 

previous section 7.2 in the requirements phase by comparing our predictions to actual data.

7.3.2. System description

The APP application under study is a component of a nuclear reactor protection 

system. Nuclear reactor protections systems fall into the reactive system2 category and in 

addition are safety critical systems. Figure 7.9 is extracted from [Smidts et al., 2011] and 

displays the main architectural features of the APP system. The system is composed of three 

main layers: an application software layer, a system software layer, and the infrastructure 

layer (i.e. computer hardware).

Subsystem 1'

Sensor* ActuatorVoter1

System-Software'

System-Software'

Application Software'

Application- Software1

Infrastructure'

Infrastructure'

Figure 7.9 The APP Architecture (extract from [Smidts et al., 2011])

On the top is the application software layer which implements designed functionality. 

When the APP application software receives inputs from the plant, it determines whether the 

reactor is operating normally. If not, it will send a trip signal to shut down the reactor. The 

second layer is the health-monitoring layer including online diagnostics for critical hardware 

components such as memory, the interface with the plant, etc. The lowest layer is the 

infrastructure layer, which is the infrastructure of the system. The normal operation of the 

safety critical system relies on the successful operation of this layer.

The APP application was developed using the waterfall model. The development lifecycle 
includes the following phases: the requirements phase, design phase, implementation phase, testing 
phase. A robust and thorough review and testing program were used to ensure that the APP application 
will perform when called upon. There were no known defects at the end of the process

2 A reactive system is a system that responds (reacts) to external events [Wieringa, 2003].
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7.3.3. Data Collection

To verify the effectiveness of the software safety quantification model in the 
requirements phase, three rounds of data collection were conducted by visiting the APP 
development team site location and through on line interviews. The first round of data 
collection took place from Sep 21, 2015 to Sep 26, 2015 and was carried out by the principal 
investigator, co-principal investigator and a graduate student. The second round of data 
collection was performed on line on December 14, 2015 and involved the principal 
investigator, co-principal investigator, a post-doctoral fellow and the graduate student. The 
third round of data collection took place from Dec 16, 2015 to Dec 22, 2015 by the co
principal investigator and the same graduate student.

Two methods were used for data extraction. The first one was to review the 
documentation. The documents reviewed included APP Software Requirements Specification 
(SRS), APP SRS Independent Validation and Verification Comments and the APP project 
document review comment sheet. The other method was expert elicitation. Questionnaires 
were designed to assess the Success Likelihood Index (SLI) factors such as development 
schedule, platform experience, programmer capability, etc.

The first round of data collection was used to understand the history of the project, 
meet the development team, scope the problem and identify the required documents. 
Development team members in different key positions assisted us in studying various 
documents, the organization of the documents and to understand the software development 
process. The second round was used to extract SLI factors online using the questionnaires 
given in Appendix J. The Independent V&V manager and the nuclear engineering manager of 
the development team were involved in this round. The third round of data collection was 
used to perform the actual data collection with assistance of the independent V&V manager.

7.3.4. Data Collected

Two questionnaires were designed (see Appendix J) for the data collection of the SLI 
factors. The questionnaires are based on the reference [Smidts et al., 2011] NUREG/CR 7042. 
The first questionnaire was designed to collect all SLI factors. Since it was determined in the 
first questionnaire that the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) was not used, an informal 
appraisal of maturity level (i.e. of “Measurement for Process Maturity Factor”) was 
conducted based on the SW-CMM Maturity Questionnaire [Herbsleb et al., 1994].Using the 
data collected, the SLI factors were calculated and are shown in Table 7.17.

Table 7.17 SLI values
SLI factor SLI value
Development Schedule Factor 0.85
Application Experience 0.5
Platform Experience 0.5
Language and Tool Experience 0.5
Analyst Capability 0.67
Personnel continuity 0.67
Development Site Factor 0.67
Team Cohesion Factor 0.5
Management Style Factor 0.25
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Process Maturity Factor 1
Tool Factor 0

Based on the APP SRS Independent Validation and Verification Comments, we 
collected data on NUMBER defects that had previously been identified by the IV&V team 
during the requirements review and fixed by the development team per the APP Software 
Development Plan. Out of these NUMBER defects, 36.72% were identified as severe (i.e. 
severity 1 and severity 2) defects [Smidts et al., 2011] that may potentially result in an 
accident3. These 47 defects were categorized into different categories such as missing 
requirements, incorrect requirements, ambiguous requirements, etc. The categorization was 
based on the description of the comments. Table 7.18 is an example of a comment in the SRS 
review documents. Using the comment description and comment resolution, the comment 
can be clearly categorized as a defect of type “missing requirements”. The percentage of 
comments/defects falling into different categories are shown in Table 7.19.

Table 7.18 Example of a defect in the SRS review documents
Document
section

Defect Description Defect resolution Defects
Type

9.1
Delta
Temperature-
Temperature
Average

This section is missing a 
requirement to specify the 
calculation of OTDT Flux 
imbalance f1.

f1 is defined in a figure added in the 
Controller Transfer Function
Specification. This figure is the 
requirement and calculation will be done 
in the SDD during Design phase

Missing

Table 7.19 Percentage of defects in each category

Category %
Defects

Ambiguous 17.02
Inconsistent 4.26

Incorrect 21.28
Missing 57.45

Superfluous 0.00
Unimplementable 0.00
Not confirming 

to standard 0.00

Risk-prone 0.00
Total 100

The hazard rate is the probability per demand that a defect would prevent one channel 
of the protection system from performing its safety function. The potential effects of each 
defect were analyzed based on the defect location and details provided in the APP Software 
Requirements Specification. The defect location is defined as the function in the protection 
system to which the requirement is related. The failure probability was estimated by matching 
the defect location and affected functionality to a risk scenario (such as LOCA, etc) and 
public accident probability data. The hazard rate was classified into 5 levels which are high, 
mid-high, mid, mid-low and low. Table 7.20 shows the analysis of the defect in Table 7.18.

3 This identification is based on severity levels in NUREG/CR 7042 [Smidts et al., 2011]. Only defects of severity level 1 
and level 2 are included.
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The percentage of defects that were found in each hazard rate category are shown in Table 
7.21.

Table 7.20 Hazard rate analysis example
Defects analysis Sequence Analysis HR Level
This defect is missing specific calculation of 
OTDT flux imbalance which may result in a 
wrong OTDT output.

This defect may cause a 
failure to trip the reactor in 
an OTDT trip.
The frequency of an over
temperature trip situation is 
assessed as mid-low, so the 
hazard rate is assessed as 
mid-low.

Mid-low

Table 7.21 Distribution of defects per hazard rate category (HR: Hazard rate)

Hazard rate category %
Defects

Low 6.38
Mid-low 34.04

Mid 31.91
Mid-high 19.15

High 8.51

Other data collected is shown in Table 7.22.

Table 7.22 Other data collected
Name Value
Number of staff hours for the requirements 
phase.

8320 hours

Requirements size 299 requirements

7.3.5. Analysis

The likelihood of observing defects in different categories is predicted using the data 
given in Table 1 and the software safety quantification model introduced in deliverable 
M3CA-13-OH-OSU_-0703-016 and in section 7.2.6 of this final report.

Table 7.23 provides the FLIs, Weights and Contributions (CTR) of all defect 
prediction factors.

Table 7.23 Defect prediction factors, their FLI, Weight and CTR
Defect prediction factors FLI Weight CTR
Development Schedule Factor 0.15 0.063519 -0.3443
Application Experience 0.5 0.084692 -0.2815
Platform Experience 0.5 0.084692 -0.2815
Language and Tool Experience 0.5 0.084692 -0.2815
Analyst Capability 0.33 0.039914 -0.1733
Personnel continuity 0.33 0.039914 -0.1733
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Development Site Factor 0.33 0.286695 -1.2450
Team Cohesion Factor 0.5 0.032618 -0.1084
Management Style Factor 0.75 0.063519 -0.1160
Process Maturity Factor 0 0.127039 -0.8029
Tool Factor 1 0.096137 -0.03158

Table 7.24 provides the FLIs, weights and CTRs and percentage of errors predicted 
for the various human error types.

Table 7.24 FLI, Weight, CTR and percentage of occurrences for the various types of
human errors

Type of errors FLI Weight CTR % Defects
PplE-communication 0.4158 0.3703 -1.4178 36.86875
PplE-domain knowledge 0.5000 0.0593 -0.1971 7.098438
PplE-concertration 0.1744 0.0735 -0.3877 3.070313
PplE-specific application knowledge 0.4080 0.0369 -0.1430 3.604688
PplE-participatition 0.4773 0.0499 -0.1727 5.703125
PrcE-analysis 0.4892 0.1066 -0.3614 12.49063
PrcE-elicitation 0.4892 0.1066 -0.3614 12.49063
PrcE-traceability 0.4755 0.1166 -0.4048 13.27969
DocE-no usage of standards 0.0000 0.0181 -0.1147 0
DocE-Orgnization 0.5144 0.0374 -0.1210 4.604688
DocE-specification 0.1171 0.0281 -0.1580 0.789063

Table 7.25 provides the FLI, weight, CTR, the percentage of defects predicted for the 
various categories of requirements faults.

Table 7.25 FLI, weight, CTR and percentage of occurrences of the various types of
requirements faults

Type of requirement defects FLI weight CTR % Defects
Missing software safety requirements 0.4205 0.5758 -2.1880 57.9812
Ambiguous software safety requirements 0.3278 0.0417 -0.1814 3.27031
Inconsistent software safety requirements 0.4232 0.1860 -0.7040 18.8515
Incorrect software safety requirements 0.4207 0.1084 -0.4120 10.9234
Risk-prone software safety requirements 0.4176 0.0000 0.0000 0
Not confirming to standards 0.1171 0.0056 -0.0316 0.15781
Not implementable software safety requirements 0.4773 0.0499 -0.1727 5.70312
Superfluous software safety requirements 0.3607 0.0360 -0.1498 3.1125

7.3.6. Results

7.3.6.1. Defects prediction in different categories

Using the software safety quantification model, we obtained the prediction of the 
number of remaining requirements defects per category (Table 9). The remaining defects are 
defined as the defects potentially remaining in the SRS rev 0 before it is first issued to the customer. 
We also obtained the number of defects observed in each category (Table 3). If one assumes
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that the distribution of remaining requirements defects per category and observed 
requirements defects per category follow the same distribution, then the percentage of 
remaining defects per category should be the same as the percentage of defects observed in 
different categories.

Table 7.26 provides a comparison between percentages of observed requirements 
defects per category (column 1) and percentage of predicted requirements defects per 
category (column 2). Column 3 provides the differences calculated as Difference (%) 
=%Defects observed - %Defects predicted. The standard deviation of the difference is 8.8%.

Table 7.26 Percentage of remaining requirements defects and observed requirements 
________________________ defects per category.________________________

Category %Defects observed %Defects predicted Differences (%)
Ambiguous 17.02 3.27 13.75
Inconsistent 4.26 18.85 -14.59

Incorrect 21.28 10.92 10.36
Missing 57.45 57.98 -0.53

Superfluous 0.00 3.11 -3.11
Unimplementable 0.00 5.70 -5.7
Not confirming to 0.00 0.16 -0.16standard

Risk-prone 0.00 0.00 0

Figure 7.9 displays the percentage of predicted defects and observed defects per 
category. The X axis is for the different defect categories. The Y axis is the percentage in the 
category. For missing, incorrect, superfluous, unimplementable, not confirming to standards 
and risk-prone requirements, the observed data follows the predicted data well. For 
ambiguous and incorrect requirements, differences exist. This may be caused by a lack of 
information in the defect description which does not allow proper categorization.

70.00

» %Defects observed » %Defects predicted

Figure 7.10 A comparison between predicted and observed defects.
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7.3.6.2. Hazard rate prediction in different levels

The case study in Chapter 7, (section 7.2.7 of this final report) demonstrated that the 
probability density distribution of the hazard rate should follow the pattern displayed in 
Figure 3.

Po
0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2-0.1

-0.2
Normalized hazard rate

Figure 7.11 Curve for probability density Po (Normalized Hazard rate)

While the hazard rate values in Figure 7.10 is given on a ratio scale, the hazard rate 
levels introduced in Table 7.21 Column 1 are defined on an ordinal scale. To allow 
comparison we map the hazard rate values of Figure 7.10 into the ordinal scale of Table 7.21. 
The first assumed mapping relation of hazard rate and hazard rate level is given in Table 7.27. 
To determine the sensitivity of these results to the mapping relation between normalized 
hazard rate and hazard rate level, a second and a third mapping relation are also built and 
displayed in Table 7.27.

Table 7.27 Mapping relations between normalized hazard rate and hazard rate level
Hazard rate level First mapping relation 

for the normalized 
hazard rate

Second mapping
relation for the
normalized hazard rate

Third mapping relation 
for the normalized 
hazard rate

Low (0, 0.2) (0, 0.25) (0, 0.15)
Mid-low (0.2, 0.4) (0.25, 0.45) (0.15, 0.35)
Mid (0.4, 0.6) (0.45, 0.65) (0.35, 0.55)
Mid-high (0.6, 0.8) (0.65, 0.85) (0.55, 0.75)
High (0.8, 1.0) (0.85, 1.0) (0.75, 1.0)

The percentage of requirements defects actually observed and defects predicted to be 
observed per hazard rate level are shown in Table 7.28 with different mapping relations. 
Figure 7.11 shows the distribution of defects predicted to be observed and defects actually 
observed with different mapping relations.
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Table 7.28 A Comparison for the percentage of defects in different hazard rate levels for
different mapping relations

HR level
%defects
observed

%defects predicted 
with the first 
mapping relation

%defects predicted
with the second 
mapping relation

%defects predicted 
with the third
mapping relation

Low 6.3829787 8.147628 13.31169 4.003042
Mid low 34.042553 24.71945 26.80874 21.86073
Mid 31.914894 28.98043 28.51238 28.88719
Mid high 19.148936 24.26097 22.0682 26.10062
High 8.5106383 13.89152 9.298977 19.14841

Mid low Mid_h igh

%defects observed

%defects predicted with the first mapping relation 

%defects predicted with the second mapping relation 

%defects predicted with the third mapping relation

Figure 7.12 Distribution of requirements defects predicted and requirements defects 
actually observed per hazard rate level (in %) with different mapping relations

From Figure 7.11, it can be seen that the hazard rate distributions of requirements 
defects predicted to be observed and actually observed are close and display a low sensitivity 
to the mapping relation between normalized hazard rate and hazard rate level. The differences 
between the prediction distribution and the observation distribution are acceptable since the 
hazard rate observation data is derived from a qualitative interpretation of the defects records 
narratives.

7.3.7. Summary for the second case study

The results obtained for this case study 2 demonstrate consistency between prediction 
and observation for both defects categorization and hazard rate distribution. The feasibility of 
basing software dependability quantification models on a systematic measurement framework 
for software dependability was verified for the limited scope of software safety quantification 
during the requirements stage.
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7.4 Control gate model

In this section, we define a preliminary control gate for safety for the requirements 
phase. The control gate can be used to make informed decisions about the duration of the life
cycle phases, here the duration of the requirements and requirements review phases if our 
objective is to optimize the life-cycle duration for a specific safety objective at the lowest 
cost. The following abbreviations appear in the section:

RQ: Requirements Phase
RR: Requirements Review
DE: Design Phase
DR: Design Review
CO: Coding/Implementation Phase
CI: Code Inspection
TE: Test Phase

7.4.1 Control gate

During the software development life-cycle, the total cost is influenced by many 
factors. In this model, the control gate CG is defined as the percentage of defects introduced 
in the requirements phase that should be removed in the requirements review phase, which is 
denoted as follows:

number of requirements defects removed during the requirements review phase
number of requirements defects introduced in the requirements phase 

Other requirements defects will potentially be removed in later phases of the software life
cycle. Our study focuses on appropriately deciding on the value CG should take to minimize 
the total life-cycle cost. The total cost consists of the sum of three different costs, i.e. the cost 
of removing requirements defects in different phases of the life-cycle, Cfixing; the review cost 
incurred by extending the requirements review phase, Creview; and the hazard cost which is 
the cost expectation of a hazard caused by requirement defects remaining at the end of the 
development life-cycle and which will make it into operation, Chazard. The total cost is 
expressed as follows:

^total = ^fixing + Creview + hazard
Where Ctotai is the total cost, Cfixing is the cost of fixes, Creview is the review cost and 
Chazard is the hazard cost.

7.4.2 Cost of Fixes

The cost of fixes is defined as the cost expended for fixing requirements defects 
through the software development life-cycle. The cost to fix one defect increases dramatically 
as the project matures. Let us assume that fixing a requirements defect in the “i+1”th phase
costs Yftc+g times more to fix than if it was fixed in the requirements phase. Yfix+f is the 
fixing cost multiplier in the “i+1”th phase. The cost of fixing a requirements defect in the 
“i+1”th phase is denoted as follows:

cW+i) _ vW+i) # C$(RQ)
fixing 'fixing L fixing

Reference [Neufelder, A. M., 1992] and [Stecklein, J. M., 2004] provide the value of 
Yfixing in different phases. The average is used when different multipliers values are provided 

in the same phase by different authors. The Yfixing values in different phases are shown in
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Table 7.29.

Table 7.29 yfixlng in different phases

Phase
0___

0(0 
yfixing

RQ 1
RR 1
DE 5.1
DR 5.1
CO 12.3
CI 12.3
TE 39.7

Reference [Stecklein, J. M., 2004] estimated that the average cost to fix a requirement 
defect in requirements phase is $343 (cf[^g = $343). The cost of fixes can therefore be 
expressed as follows:

C f ixing = ^ * cfixing

Where 0 = RQ, RR, DE DR, CO, Cl, TE, is number of defects removed in phase 0, cfixing
is the cost to fix one defect in the certain phase.

7.4.3 Hazard cost

The hazard cost is the cost expectation of hazards caused by remaining requirements 
defects. It consists of a monetary cost associated to potential core damage and large 
environmental release. The cost resulting from a core damage accident in [Khalaquzzaman, 
M, 2011] is used to determine the cost of an accident originating from a requirement defect, 
which is denoted as caccident. Only the electricity loss is considered for hazard cost. The 
hazard cost Chazard can thus be expressed as follows:

C'hazard = ^accident * Paccident
Where paccident is the probability that a RPS failure due to a software requirements defect 
can lead to a severe accident with core damage or large environmental release.
To calculate Paccident, two types of Reactor Protection System (RPS) failures need to be 
considered:

Type I: The RPS does not function when required.
Type II: The RPS functions when not required.

Type II failure can be neglected since a type II failure does not typically lead to severe 
accidents, the economic loss from not producing electricity will be considered in future work. 
So Paccident can be expressed as follows:

Paccident = p(core melt\RPS type I failure) * p(RPS type I failure) 
p(core melt\RPS type I failure) is the probability of a core melt/large environmental 
release accident given a RPS failure. The average core melt frequency given a RPS type 1 
failure is assumed as 3.9E-4 per hour based on [NUREG/CR 3385] and thus equal to 1 over a 
period of 40 years.

p(RPS type I failure) is the probability of a RPS type I failure. To calculate 
p(RPS type I failure), channels and RPS logic need to be taken into account. Based on 
[NUREG/CR 3385], 4 channels with a 2 out of 4 logic are assumed. The logic indicates that 
reactor will be tripped when 2 or more trip signals are received from 4 sensors. Only single 
type of trip signals are considered in this case, coupling of multiples types of trip signals will 
be studied in future work.
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The probability of a type I failure in one RPS channel can be denoted as Ptype™61 and 
be expressed as follows:

Vt$%eTl = nremain * M * 5*40 years ___
nremain is the number of defects remaining in the software during operation, HR is the 
average hazard rate of the remaining defects. HR is the average hazard rate of a failure of 
type I or type II per hour . 5 is the relative probability of type I failure verse the total of type 
I and type II failure. 8 could be calculated based on [NUREG CR/7042] as 9.7E-9.
Based on common cause failures model, the probability that the RPS has a type I failure due 
to 3 or more channels failures is:

p(RPS type I failure) = (3* p

Where is the beta factor. The documented value for for failures of hardware equipment in 
the nuclear industry is around 0.1. For software systems the beta factor can be higher since 
the dependent on the particular case. In this section, we will assume a value which can 
take values of 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9.

7.4.4 Review cost

A mechanism for eliminating requirements defects and the associated costs is to 
extend the duration of the requirements review phase.
The review cost is defined as the cost expended by the software development staff to review 
the documents which is expressed as follows.

5'review = ^staff * T
Where cstaff is the review cost per staff hour, T is the number of hours added to the 
requirements review phase.

7.4.5 Cost improvement

Let us denote the total cost without extra requirements review time as C°otal, the total 
cost with T extra requirements review hours as Cjotal. The cost improvement with T extra 
requirements review hours Cfmpr can be expressed as follows:

CLvr = C°°talr- CL,al * 100%
^total

The cost improvement indicates a decrease of the cost when extra requirements’ 
review time is introduced.

7.4.6 Case Study

The RPS APP system introduced in section 7.2.7 is also used as a case study for the 
control gate model. Table 7.30 displays the data used in this section. According to the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, the review cost per staff hour (cstaff) is assumed to be $46.87 as the 
category “Computer Systems Design and Related Services”. The average hazard rate of the 
remaining defects (HR) is modeled in section 7.2.7 and provided as 4.33E-5.

Based on the model connecting the number of remaining defects to the time spent in 
each phase in Reference [Chapter 13, NUREG CR/7042], Table 7.31 displays the number of 
requirements defects remaining, the number of requirements defects removed and the time 
duration for each phase in the development-lifecycle of the APP system when no extra 
requirements review time is considered. Based on the control gate model, the cost to fix one 
defect and the total cost for fixes in each phase are calculated in the following columns of 
Table 7.30.
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Table 7.30 Data used in the control gate case study

Cost factors Value
The cost to fix one defect in the requirements 

Phase (cnxinp)

$343

The review cost per staff hour (cstaff) $46.87
The cost of an accident that originates from the 

requirement defects (cnrripP71t)
$3.87E+11

The average hazard rate of the remaining 
requirements defects (HR)

4.33E-5 per hour

Beta factor for Common cause failures model
(P)

0.1, 0.5, 0.9

The probability of an accident given a RPS 
failure

(p(core melt\RPS failure of type I))

1.0

relative probability of type I failure verse the 
Ratio of type I to type II failure (5)

9.7E-9

Table 7.31 Defects information for the APP system in each phase

Phase
Duration

(hours)
# Existing 
Faults

#Faults
removed

Cost of a fix 
per fault ($)

Total fixing 
cost($)

RQ 400 112 73.2 3.43E+02 2.51E+04
RR 910 38.8 21.29 3.43E+02 7.30E+03
DE 1985 17.51 5.75 1.75E+03 1.01E+04
DR 2535 11.76 6.776 1.75E+03 1.19E+04
CO 3580 4.99 1.49 4.22E+03 6.29E+03
CI 3895 3.50 1.10 4.22E+03 4.64E+03
TE 5200 2.40 2.377 1.36E+04 3.24E+04

Table 7.32 shows the control gate, the remaining defects, the total fixing cost which is 
the value in the last column of Table 7.30, the hazard cost and the total cost without extra 
review time when 0 is assumed to take different values.

Table 7.32 Cost results without extra requirements review time

0 = 0.1 0 = 0.5 0 = 0.9

The control gate 54.8% 54.8% 54.8%
The remaining number of defects 0.019 0.019 0.019
The total fixing cost ($) 9.76E+04 9.76E+04 9.76E+04
The hazard cost ($) 7.21E+00 2.40E+01 4.33E+01
The total cost ($) 9.76E+04 9.76E+04 9.77E+04

Table 7.33 provides the relation between extra requirements review time and the 
corresponding total cost, the control gate and the cost improvement if one assumes that the 
requirements review efficiency remains constant. Also, different 0 values are considered for 
comparison.

Table 7.33 The relation between the extra requirements review time and the corresponding total

cost, control gate and cost improvement
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Extra RR 
time (hours)

Control 
Gate (%)

Total cost ($) Cost mprovement (%)
P = 0.1 P = 0.5 P = 0.9 P = 0.1 P = 0.5 P = 0.9

50 58.26 9.55E+04 9.56E+04 9.56E+04 2.15 2.15 2.16
100 61.39 9.38E+04 9.38E+04 9.38E+04 3.96 3.96 3.97
200 66.96 9.11E+04 9.12E+04 9.12E+04 6.65 6.66 6.67
300 71.74 8.96E+04 8.96E+04 8.96E+04 8.27 8.28 8.29
400 75.82 8.89E+04 8.89E+04 8.89E+04 8.95 8.97 8.98
430 76.92 8.88E+04 8.89E+04 8.89E+04 9.00 9.01 9.03
435 77.10 8.88E+04 8.89E+04 8.89E+04 9.00 9.01 9.03
440 77.28 8.88E+04 8.89E+04 8.89E+04 9.00 9.01 9.03
500 79.31 8.90E+04 8.90E+04 8.90E+04 8.84 8.86 8.88
600 82.30 8.98E+04 8.98E+04 8.98E+04 8.06 8.08 8.11
700 84.86 9.11E+04 9.11E+04 9.11E+04 6.69 6.72 6.75
800 87.04 9.29E+04 9.29E+04 9.29E+04 4.83 4.86 4.89

50 58.26 9.55E+04 9.56E+04 9.56E+04 2.15 2.15 2.16
100 61.39 9.38E+04 9.38E+04 9.38E+04 3.96 3.96 3.97

Figure 7.13 displays the relation between the extra requirements review time and the 
cost improvement with different P values. The 3 curves are very close to each other They 
show that to minimize the total cost (maximize the cost improvement), the extra requirements 
review time required is 430 hours when p = 0.1 and the corresponding control gate is 
76.92%, 435 hours when p = 0.5 and the corresponding control gate is 77.10%, 440 hours 
when p = 0.9 and the corresponding control gate is 82.30%. In all cases even if p is 
unknown the conclusion of this study shows that one should add 500 hours to the 
requirements review phase.
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Figure 7.13 Relation between the extra requirements review time and the cost improvement
with different p values

7.5. Conclusion
In this stage, the feasibility of basing software dependability quantification models on 

a systematic measurement framework for software dependability was verified for the limited
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scope of software safety quantification at the requirements stage.
An importance ranking of software dependability attributes according to the concerns 

of the nuclear stakeholders was established in the context of a reactor protection system. This 
ranking can provide guidance for management and certification of software dependability in 
the nuclear industry

A detailed quantification model for safety in the requirements phase was developed 
and applied to two case studies. The quantification obtained is a prediction for potential 
failures that would arise if the remaining requirements faults were not corrected in later 
stages of the software development life-cycle. The quantification framework allows us to 
pinpoint the number of remaining requirements faults, their impact on safety and the principal 
mechanisms responsible for the faults (e.g., communication issues leading to mostly missing 
requirements). A preliminary approach to developing a control gate that determines when to 
transition out of the requirements and requirements review phases was discussed. The control 
gate development relies on several assumptions that will need to be examined in future 
research.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion

This report discussed a systematic measurement framework for software dependability. This 
framework consists of two components: the Causal Mechanism Graph (CMG) and the Ontology of 
Measurement (OM). The CMG provides systematic solutions to “what concepts should be measured”, 
“why these concepts should be measured” and “when these concepts can be measured”; while the OM 
provides answers to “how these concepts should be measured”. The framework is an “integrated” 
framework that can be applied to different attributes due to its cause-effect perspective.

The results show that it is feasible to quantify various software dependability attributes using the 
integrated cause-effect framework developed in this project. The integrated framework allows us to 
elicit measures in a systematic way, and integrate evidence for various variables when quantification 
is developed hierarchically. Quantification models can be developed for prediction and/or estimation 
since the framework allows incorporation of evidence gathered during various phases of the software 
lifecycle, e.g. failures that occur during software operation, and process maturity at the time of 
development.

This research has contributed several significant innovations to the software dependability 
domain as well as to cause and effect modeling.

First, we have designed a new set of notations to elicit and model experts’ cognitive knowledge. 
These notations were proved to be suitable for representing mental models and causal mechanisms 
based on experts’ evaluation. The new causal maps based on these notations are more powerful than 
conventional causal maps. These maps allow researchers to model causal mechanisms in a “robust” 
manner. For example, when an expert’s knowledge on a causal mechanism is very accurate, notations 
are available to model the mechanisms accurately. When an expert’s knowledge is vague (e.g., only 
causal factors and their influence types are identified), the corresponding causal map can be reduced 
to a conventional causal map.

Second, we have proposed a new set of methods to merge and analyze the causal maps 
developed. A set of formal rules have been proposed to aggregate knowledge possessed by different 
experts without losing information. Since the new causal maps include more types of elements and 
have more complex structures than conventional causal maps, new analysis methods were proposed to 
identify major themes existing in a merged causal map.

Third, software dependability measures were extracted based on a systematic framework, i.e. 
following the causal mechanisms identified in the causal maps. Conventional software dependability 
measures either focus on operational failures or risk assessment at the early stages of the software 
development lifecycle. We extracted measures from a cause-effect perspective: the concepts to be 
measured are the important causal factors that influence software dependability. An “Ontology of 
Software Dependability Measurement (OM)” was proposed to systematically address the problem of 
how the concepts should be measured.

Fourth, we developed a method to assess the coverage of the causal maps via measures in order 
to determine whether the measures obtained are sufficient to quantify software dependability, or what 
measures are further required. The coverage indicators helped identify the missing measures and 
measurement approaches.

A method to extract the rankings of software dependability attributes to quantify their relative 
importance in the context of the reactor protection system was defined. Safety was determined to be 
the most significant attribute for this system, and should receive the most attention. While applied to 
the reactor protection solely the ranking method itself is universal and can be reused for other 
software-based systems with minimal amount of tailoring.

Finally, using the results from other stages of the research, and more specifically the causal map 
and ontology of measurement for safety, a detailed software safety quantification model and the 
corresponding control gate for the requirements phase were built. The control gate can be used to 
balance effort and minimize the cost associated to development. Two case studies were considered to 
assess the degree to which the methods provide accurate and meaningful results.

The models, methods and measures obtained in this project can be used in various ways to 
reduce software dependability risks in the nuclear industry. Take for example the importance rankings 
of software dependability attributes according to the concerns of the stakeholders. This importance
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ranking will provide guidance for the management and certification of software dependability in the 
nuclear industry. The large set of measures (265 in total) for quantifying software reliability, safety, 
security, availability and maintainability can be used to guide development, which will enhance 
dependability of the final software product, and help build a safety/dependability case. The causal 
mechanisms identified in this project (50 in total, 10 per attribute) can be further used to improve 
software dependability design, guide software dependability risk management, and ultimately reduce 
dependability risks of software-based safety critical instrumentation and control systems in nuclear 
power plants.

Future studies are appealing to develop and validate the detailed quantification models for all of 
the dependability attributes, making full use of the causal mechanism graphs and measures obtained in 
this project. These detailed quantification models will be a new generation of models that are designed 
from the cause-effect perspective, with promising advancements in assessment accuracy, cost 
management and other practical applications.
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Appendix A. Sample of individual causal maps

Software
reliabilityV? security

<,->

Scenario List

S1: Impact of the failure is non trivial.
S2: Impact of the failure exceed the threshold in terms of 
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.
S3: A proportion of defects is related to access control
S4: Higher reliability level imply a more mature development
process
S5: Specialized nature of vulnerabilities and specialized approached 
needed to exploit them, highly reliable software can be very 
insecure;
S6: Higher security level imply a more mature development process; 
S7: Higher security level implies testing for vulnerabilities can take 
effort away from testing for general defects

<S5 , - >

<S6,+ >

Figure A.55 Sample individual causal map (security-related No.1)
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Software
Safety

in

Software Dependability 5

Scenario list

S1: Fault tolerant mechanisms are properly designed and do not increase the 
attack surface
S2: Fault tolerant mechanisms increase the attack surface
S3: Additional complexity resulting from security detection and protection
mechanisms does not lead to new design and interaction faults
S4: Security checks may require in some specific scenarios the interruption
of service operation to provide protection against an ongoing attack or to
update software version or operational procedures
S5: An action from the user
S6: Physical access to the target machines
S7: Software is in a specific state, or at a given time

r'sofwcare'exetudion'N c'Spf'> CHHeklvaD
time exceeds a 
given threshold

Figure A.56 Sample individual causal map (security-related No.2)
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<S1 , + >

Scenario list

S1: Fault tolerant mechanisms are properly designed 
and do not increase the attack surface 
S2: Fault tolerant mechanisms increase the attack 
surface
S3: Additional complexity resulting from security 
detection and protection mechanisms does not lead 
to new design and interaction faults 
S4: Security checks may require in some specific 
scenarios the interruption of service operation to 
provide protection against an ongoing attack or to 
update software version or operational procedures

Figure A.57 Sample individual causal map (security-related No.3)
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Figure A.58 Sample individual causal map (security-related No.4)
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Appendix B. Merged causal maps
1) Availability aspect

Scenario lisl

SI : The resloration lime and resloralion |'rohal TiTy are conslanl

Figure B.59 merged causal map--availability aspect

2) Maintainability aspect
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Software Dependability

Software maintainability 
problems

Software reliability problems Software Safety 
problemsrequirements

Complexity

Structural quality 
of the existing

complexity

design

Quality of Complexity of the 
safety requirements

capability
Software Safety Missing safety

complexity

Scenario list
S1: Lack of software documentation causes incomplete bug fix;
S2: Inadequate code patch causes incomplete bug fix;
S3: Unstable personnel is changed for corrective actions, causing potential 
Software Maintainability problems;
S4: The more reliable a system is the less time and money can be spent on fixing 
failures; The less reliable the system, the more work is required in maintenance.
S5: When Software Reliability is high due to high reliability; requirement, which 
would increase the complexity of software;
S6: Less maintainable software may make software maintainers produce wrong 
patches;
S7 :When maintenance staff is unstable, correctness of maintenance actions may 

not be guaranteed, producing software faults which eventually causing Software 
Reliability problems;
S8: If maintenance actions change the software and violates the assumption on 
software operational environment, software may encounter failures, causing 
Software Reliability problems;
S9: If maintenance actions change the software fault tolerance design which 
becomes incorrect, then the defensive measure against faults may become 
ineffective, causing failures to occur.
S10: The required fix is made so the system is now reliable; the modification is 
done wrong and the system is now less reliable.
S11: The development capability remains constant and additional code complexity 
is added due to safety requirements.
S12: Assuming systems with significant safety requirements are developed by 
highly accomplished and experienced development teams

Figure B.60 merged causal map part-maintainability aspect
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3) Safety aspect

Software
Availability

Software
Maintainability

«7\

C (2) (2)

Scenario list

S1: The effects is safety-related and the severity exceeds the threshold 
of safety criticality;
S2: The effects is security-related and the severity exceeds the threshold 
of security criticality;
S3: The lower the rate of occurrence of software failures in general, the 
lower the rate of occurence of safety critical incidents;
S4: The lower the rate of occurrence of software failures in general, the 
lower the rate of occurence of security critical incidents;
S5: Reliability and Safety are positively related;
S6: Reliability and Security are positively related;
S7:When the system is not safe.

Figure B.61 merged causal map-safety aspect
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4) Security aspect

‘Tf'X -—f-.

Scenario list

S1: Fault tolerant mechanisms are properly designed and do not increase the attack surface.

S2: Fault tolerant mechanisms increase the attack surface.

S3: Additional complexity resulting from security detection and protection mechanisms does not lead 

to new design and interaction faults.

S4: Security checks may require in some specific scenarios the interruption of service operation to 

provide protection against an ongoing attack or to update software version or operational procedures. 

S5: An action from the user.

S6: Physical access to the target machines.

S7: Software is in a specific state, or at a given time.

S8: Impact of the failure is non-trivial.

S9: Impact of the failure exceeds the threshold in terms of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability. 

S10: A proportion of defects is related to access control.

S11: Higher reliability level implies a more mature development process.

S12: Specialized nature of vulnerabilities and specialized approached needed to exploit them, highly 

reliable software can be very insecure.

S13: Higher security level implies a more mature development process.

S14: Higher security level implies testing for vulnerabilities can take effort away from testing for 

general defects.

Figure B.62 Merged causal map-security aspect
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Appendix C. Software Security
Notes

Software security
failures E5

/
Z

\

Part C
I

I
/

Design for the 
detection/prevention E4 

of intrusion
' Vulnerabilities have '

\

Part B

I
/

^ /

< arg1, arg2 > Describes the scenario for which either a positive or a negative 
relation is present. Arg1 represents the scenario, while arg2 represents the positive or 
negative relation.

S1: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which an attack 
activates vulnerabilities.

S2: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which intrusions are 
not detected/prevented.

+ Positive influence: a “positive” influence is said to exist from A to B when an 
increase in A leads to an increase in B, and a decrease in A leads to a decrease in B.

- Negative influence: a “negative” influence is said to exist from A to B when an 
increase in A leads to a decrease in B, and a decrease in A leads to an increase in B.

Software security failure: the inability of a software system or component to protect 
from accidental or malicious access, use, modification, destruction, or disclosure. 

ai

^b Effect b is present when ai is in Conflict with a2. 

0 ► b Effect b is present when a2 Triggers/Activates ai.

2

?

E3 been exploited
^ \

< S1, + >

CFG3 Intermediate
Event/Variable

\
\

Part A

x^/Connection1 
(C1): Activate /

Event/Variable

1 (E1) Attacks
Vulnerabilities ______________

V V J

Causal factors 
group 1 (CFG1)

E2

CFG2

Figure C.1 Main causal mechanisms leading to Software Security Failure

The main causal mechanisms leading main concepts relevant to the occurrence of a security failure. 
The following results are organized according to the main concepts displayed in Figure 4.3.
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C.1 Measurements Part A

1) How should one measure vulnerability? Please list possible measures.

Table C.1 Results for Entity class "Vulnerabilities"

Entity class Vulnerabilities
Entity sub-class or Entity 
(Types)

Known vulnerabilities
Unknown vulnerabilities

Attributes Existence Probability of being activated Exposure risk Exploitability Impact
Measures Nominal variable

E={vulnerability is
present, vulnerability is 
not present}

Number of times it manifests 
itself in a running system (in a 
specified running time)

1. Attack surface
2. Awareness of the 

vulnerability

1. Access to resources 
required to exploit

2. Level of knowledge 
required to exploit

3. The number of times 
vulnerability is 
exploited

1. Impact on the system in terms of 
confidentiality, integrity or 
availability

2. Impact on the organization in 
economic or health terms

3. Impact on the attacker in term of 
potential reward

Measurement Approaches CVSS, CMSS, CCSS
Measurement instruments Public vulnerability databases, such as NVD by NIST
Causal factors 1. Availability of information/knowledge (about functionality/design/mode of operation/security policy)

2. Coupling/Dependencies (libraries, services dependencies, etc.)
3. (Modules/Mechanism) Complexity
4. Amount/level of privileges exposed/assigned
5. Flaws in the process
6. Poor requirements
7. Software development practices
8. Human factor is by far the biggest cause of vulnerabilities
9. Training: raise security awareness
10. Auditing/review of design, code, compliance
11. Experience of the development team
12. Quality processes for software development/configuration management
13. Use of COTS Products: lack of tight integration between software package and overall system
14. Software complexity/size, higher complexity/size increases chances of vulnerability, positive
15. Software author’s skills and experiences, more skilled/disciplined or security-aware authors reduce chances, negative
16. Reusing of components, more reused components will increase chances, positive
17. Functionality, more functionality, especially user-related, will increase the chance, positive
18. Life time, longer the software is in use, more likely to be fixed and patched, negative
19. Open source, this is complex, it may either be positive or negative
20. Correctness (implementation correctness) and effectiveness of security mechanisms
21. Software requirements standards
22. Software development standards
23. Software security standards
24. Software testing standards
25. Software configuration change controls
26. Software security patch management

Correlative factors Bugs count
Analyzer’s summary The experts provide comprehensive measures on multiple attributes of vulnerability. These measures can be very useful.
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2) How should one measure attack? Please list possible measures.

Table C.2 Results for Entity class "Attacks"

Entity class Attacks
Entity sub-class or Entity 
(Types) Attack

Attributes Likelihood Difficulty Impact
Measures 1. Probability of an attack;

2. Probability of it succeeding (in Exploiting a 
vulnerability);

3. Probability of it failing;
4. The number of observed attempts to exploit a 

known software vulnerability

1. Difficulty level;
2. Time required to carry the attack;
3. Resource required to carry the attack;
4. Accessibility level (insider, remote) for the 

attacker

1. Number of people and systems affected;
2. Severity (derived measure), S(A) = 

normalization [i(C) + i(I) + i(V)];
3. Cost of the attack for the attacker

Measurement Approaches Potential attacks can be measured in terms of available exploits using public sources of exploits, e.g., the Metasploit DB;
Attacks that already happened can be measured by consulting published statistics about security incidents, e.g., from CERT

Measurement instruments Public sources of exploits, e.g., the Metasploit DB;
Published statistics about security incidents, e.g., from CERT

Causal factors 1. Malicious motive
2. Access to resources (e.g. hardware and software tools) required to identify exploits
3. Access to technically-qualified human capital required to identify exploit(s)
4. Incentive (profit, rewards, value of information loss, accuracy or the loss of availability)
5. Presence of vulnerabilities: by far the greatest factor
6. Value of assets that need protection
7. Strength of protection mechanisms
8. Availability of information on target/asset
9. Cybersecurity legislation and law enforcement
10. The visibility of the market/environment where the software runs
11. The political situation
12. Increased visibility of other attacks (or direct announcement of vulnerabilities) the likelihood of attacks will increase
13. Software’s popularity, more popular a software is, more likely its vulnerability will be exploited
14. Vulnerability’s impact, more value is there in the vulnerability, more likely it is exploited
15. Software’s role in a system, more control the software has over the system or higher privileged it is, more likely exploited
16. Vulnerability’s easiness, easier to exploit vulnerability, e.g., SQL injection, might be popular
17. Vulnerability’s stealthiness, more stealthy means more interest to exploit

Correlative factors Number of times it has actually taken place in the past (and succeeded or failed).
Analyzer’s summary These measures are very clear and useful for attack assessment.

3) How should one measure the event “vulnerabilities have been exploited”? Please list possible measures.

Table C.3 Results for Entity class "the events ’vulnerabilities have been exploited’"
Entity class The events “vulnerabilities have been exploited”
Entity sub-class or Entity 
(Types) The event “a vulnerability has been exploited”

Attributes Existence | Quantity | Impact
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Measures Binary variable={occur, not occur} 1. The number of observed events where an attack 
(threat) source used a software vulnerability to 
compromise confidentiality, integrity or availability;

2. Subcategory/subset of a successful attack

1. Severity;
2. The amount of data damage to an organization
3. The cost to an organization
4. The reputation damage to an organization
5. The overall damage to an organization that result from 

the exploitation of vulnerabilities
Measurement Approaches Using published statistics about the incidents of vulnerability exploitation
Measurement instruments Public vulnerability databases
Causal factors

Correlative factors
Analyzer’s summary “Existence” can be a good measure for such an event for accurate measurements that aim to integrate all of the concepts in the causal maps.

4) Under what Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/ Contexts are vulnerabilities likely to be exploited?

Table C.4 Results for Entity class "scenarios/conditions/assumptions/contexts under which vulnerabilities are likely to be exploited"

Entity class S'cenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/ Contexts under which vulnerabilities are likely to be exploited
Entity sub-class or Entity 
(Types)

1. The conditions meet the nature of a specific vulnerability;
2. The necessary conditions(motive, vulnerability is known and the attacker has the access) are present
3. Awareness/knowledge of the vulnerabilities;
4. Effort/Time/Resource required to exploit the vulnerability is low;
5. Vulnerabilities with low footprint;
6. Human errors are present;
7. Degree of exposure of the vulnerability is high (well-known vulnerability)

8. The interest/rewards in software hosting the vulnerability is high
9. The easiness of a vulnerability is high;
10. Unknown types of vulnerabilities/attacks that might be present in a software;
11. Known vulnerability without protection mechanisms;
12. Vulnerability with inappropriate protection;

Attributes
Measures
Measurement Approaches
Measurement instruments
Causal factors

Correlative factors
Analyzer’s summary These scenarios are very helpful for determining the strength of the relations between vulnerability, attacker and the event “vulnerability has been exploited”.
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5) How can one measure the relations between “vulnerabilities”, “attacks” and “vulnerabilities have been exploited” in Part A? Please list possible measures.

Table C.5 Results for Entity class "relations between 'vulnerabilities', 'attacks', ’vulnerabilities have been exploited’"

Entity class relations between “vulnerabilities”, “attacks” and “vulnerabilities have been exploited”
Entity sub-class or Entity 
(Types) relation between “vulnerabilities”, “attacks” and “vulnerabilities have been exploited”

Attributes Components Structure Strength
Measures 1. Time; time between creation of vulnerability, the 

identification of the vulnerability and the time before a 
successful attack

2. Knowledge about the vulnerabilities;
3. Required resources;
4. Required technical knowledge/skills;
5. Information loss;
6. Accuracy or the loss of availability;
7. Type of attacker.

1) Derived measure:
Dimension 1: The score of V, S(V), represents the severe 
level of the vulnerability.
Dimension 2: The strength of an attack A, s(A), represents 
the sophisticated level of the attacker.
Dimension 3: Time line t, including historical compromise 
and remedies, current mitigation, and future prediction.
S(V) = J_^e(S(V), s(A))_t(v)2 dt
Note that t(v) is a time-dependent function of the 
vulnerability v.

1. The number of attacks;
2. The percentage of vulnerabilities that are exploited in 

a given number of dates after its publication
3. The ratio between successful exploitations and failed 

attempts;
4. The number of zero day vulnerabilities;
5. The extent of knowledge of the software;
6. The extent of access of the attacker to the vulnerability
7. The value of information loss, accuracy or the loss of 

availability

Measurement Approaches
Measurement instruments Public databases
Causal factors

Correlative factors
Analyzer’s summary The essence of measuring the relations between these three concepts is to capture the structure, the “time” dimension and other components that constitute the relations. Then the strength 

of the relations can be calculated based on the value of these components and the structure of the relations.
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C.2 Measurements Part B

Table C.6 Results for Entity class "software security failures"

1) How should one measure software security failures? Please list possible measures.

Entity class Software security failures
Entity sub-class or Entity 
(Types) Software security failure

Attributes Occurrence Time of occurrence Quantity Impact
Measures Binary variable={occur, not occur} 1. MTTF - Mean Time to Failure;

2. MTBF - Mean Time between failures.
1. Observed events of compromises in 

software confidentiality, integrity or 
availability;

2. P(E3 - E4), where P is a probability

distribution for this software product;

the difference “-“ denotes the

“resolution” of the conflict C2 in

Figure 4.3)

1. Degree of loss to the system:
• degree of loss of confidentiality;
• degree of loss of integrity;
• degree of loss of availability.

2. Degree of loss to the organization:
• Loss of the organization’s 

reputation;
• People affected
• Loss of value (of asset)

3. Mean effort required from the attacker
Measurement Approaches Using CVSS
Measurement instruments Impact score of CVSS standard
Causal factors Intentional defects;

Unintentional defects
Correlative factors
Analyzer’s summary Two experts propose to measure the quantity of software security failures based on our main causal mechanisms.

2) How should one measure “design for the detection/prevention of intrusion? Please list possible measures.

Table C.7 Results for Entity class "Designs for the detection/prevention of intrusion"

Entity class Designs for the detection/prevention of intrusion
Entity sub-class or Entity 
(Types)

Design for the detection/prevention of intrusion

Attributes Effectiveness
Measures 1. Attackability(covered vulnerabilities)

2. Covered security objectives
3. The number of observed detected or prevented events where an attack (threat) source successfully exploited a software vulnerability (detected)
4. The number of observed detected or prevented events where an attack attempted (prevented) to exploited a software vulnerability that would result in the compromise of defined 

software confidentiality, integrity or availability
Measurement Approaches Testing based on simulated attacks
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Measurement instruments
Causal factors 1. Quality of requirement analysis

2. Coupling between modules
3. Module/mechanism complexity
4. Environmental (context, platform, network) awareness
5. Amount of privilege available/exposed/assigned
6. Strength of individual/contained mechanisms
7. The effectiveness of that process to support “security analysis” and track the security solutions to security requirements
8. Technical competence of the system structure and behavior
9. A social awareness of the systems users and (potential) misusers
10. Understanding of threat and vulnerability exposure for the protected system (positive impact)
11. Threat and vulnerability analysis must guide the design and determine which mechanisms should be incorporated or implemented (positive impact)
12. Need to follow secure design principles (positive impact)
13. Follow best practice secure design techniques (positive impact)
14. Review design approach and documentation
15. Quality of the defense in depth implementation (at a requirements level)
16. Understanding of security by system architects.
17. Cost and Schedule constraints
18. Criticality level of the software
19. The life time of software
20. Security-related or not
21. Criticality level of targeted users
22. Adaptation ability
23. Uncertainty about future exploited vulnerabilities
24. Access to resources (e.g. hardware and software tools) required to develop detection/prevention tools
25. Software detection/prevention pattern recognition tools are reliable and do not generate false positives alarms
26. Vulnerabilities are well-known and accounted for in software detection/prevention pattern recognition tools
27. Access to technically-qualified, engaged human capital required to mitigate detected/prevented exploits

Correlative factors
Analyzer’s summary These measures and causal factors are very helpful for assessing the effectiveness of the intrusion detection/prevention mechanisms.

3) Under what Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/ Contexts are exploited vulnerabilities unlikely to be detected/prevented?
Table C.8 Results for Entity class "Scenarios/conditions/assumptions/contexts under which exploited vulnerabilities are unlikely to be 

_______________________________________________________________________detected/p revented "______________________________________________________________
Entity class Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/ Contexts are exploited vulnerabilities unlikely to be detected/prevented
Entity sub-class or Entity 
(Types)

1. The ratio between Attack patter and Design pattern relating to vulnerability signature is low;
2. Vulnerabilities that can be exploited without directly interacting with the target;
3. Vulnerabilities that require active exploitation but the attacker can delete the logs;
4. Human errors are presented;
5. Vulnerabilities will not be detected or prevented, of they are inside the design of detection/prevention mechanism itself;
6. Detection mechanisms have very limited scope or relies on strong assumptions;
7. Specific types of vulnerabilities that cannot be eliminated from a software;
8. Exploited vulnerability has no observable effect either by humans or technical systems;
9. The vulnerability is not well-known and understood;
10. Methods and tools to detect/prevent the exploit are either not available or are not reliable (false positives);
11. Personnel using or responding to the detection/prevention tool are not adequately trained and/or engaged.

Attributes
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Measures
Measurement Approaches
Measurement instruments
Causal factors

Correlative factors
Analyzer’s summary These scenarios are very help for us to identify the strong weights when we measure security failures based on causal mechanisms.

4) How can one measure the relations between “design for the detection/prevention of intrusion”, “vulnerabilities have been exploited” and “software 

security failures” in Part B? Please list possible measures.

Table C.9 Results for Entity class "The relations between ’design for the detection/prevention of intrusion’, ’vulnerabilities have been exploited’ and
’software security failures’"

Entity class The relations between “design for the detection/prevention of intrusion”, “vulnerabilities have been exploited” and “software security failures”
Entity sub-class or Entity 
(Types)
Attributes Components Structure (organization between components) Strength
Measures 1. The strength of the (inherent) security mechanisms

2. The presence of fail-safe mechanisms that achieve 
“security failure” tolerance in case of where 
“vulnerabilities” have been exploited”

3. Derived measure: the effort put into the design, the 
level of defense in depth versus the exploited 
vulnerabilities and the successful attacks

4. a binary measure for the existence of 
detection/prevention design

5. the number of exploited vulnerabilities
6. the effectiveness of detection/prevention design
7. the significance of exploits on the software;
8. Binary measure for “vulnerability (weakness) that has 

been exploited”;
9. Binary measure for “detection/prevention tool” that 

failed;
10. Reliability of the detection/prevention tools.

1. Measure the relation as the area of the surface of a 
polar coordinates, where design patters, attack 
patterns, and vulnerability signatures are represented 
by polar points.

2. Measure the relation as a probability distribution.
3. Measure the relation as a logic resolution in a logic 

system, where AP, DP, VS are described as first-order 
logic statements.

4. probabilistic model

1. The higher the number of “vulnerabilities have been 
exploited” , the higher the “software security failures”;

2. The higher the “design for the detection/prevention of 
intrusion” the lower the “software security failures” 
will be

Measurement Approaches Provide the adaptation necessary to keep track and enforce the relations
Measurement instruments
Causal factors

Correlative factors
Analyzer’s summary The proposed structure measures of the relations also have implications for other relation measurements.

C.3 Measurements Part C
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1) How should one measure Security? Please list possible measures.

Table C.43 Results for Entity class "Security"

Entity class
Entity sub-class or Entity 
(Types) Security

Attributes Quantity
Measures 1. Number of vulnerabilities;

2. Total impact of vulnerabilities in the software on confidentiality, integrity, and availability
3. Degree of harm (threat)
4. Likelihood of attacks (security risk) successfully exploiting types/numbers of vulnerability
5. Time to successful breach
6. Amount of resource (processing, storage, network bandwidth, skills) required for successful breach
7. Cost (financial, legal, etc.) for the attacker
8. Value/amount/criticality of asset compromised
9. Time of occurrence of breach
10. Amount/level of privilege gained by attackers
11. Security risk along each aspect (of confidentiality, integrity, and availability) =software security failures along each aspect * asset value along each aspect
12. Extent to which the software satisfies its security requirements
13. The degree of software fulfilling those requirements (through the measure of relevant security failures against those requirements)

Measurement Approaches Probabilistic analysis such as through SAPHIRE
Measurement instruments
Causal factors 1. Security analysis from the early stages of software development process

2. The elimination/reduction of non-technical security attacks
Correlative factors
Analyzer’s summary Software security is determined by its causal mechanisms. Generally, the experts think security should be measured by the entities that constitute these causal mechanisms. Therefore, the 

measures proposed by the experts pertain to variables leading to software security, e.g., vulnerability and attacks.

2) How can one measure the relation between “software security failures” and “security” in Part C? Please list possible measures

Table C.44 Results for Entity class "relations between ’software security failures’ and ’security’"

Entity class the relations between “software security failures” and “security”
Entity sub-class or Entity 
(Types) the relation between “software security failures” and “security”

Attributes Relation structure Relation strength
Measures 1. The impact/cost of the software security failure for the overall system security; 1. Derived measure based on the following measures:

2. A direct correlation of failures to security • The degree of understanding security requirements;
• The degree of security is understood in the context of the specific software
• The degree of the software fulfilling those requirements

2. Events of potential compromise in software confidentiality, integrity or availability
Measurement Approaches 1. Measure the relation as a logic system.

2. Measure the relation using game theory.
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Measurement instruments

Causal factors

Correlative factors
Analyzer’s summary “Direct correlation” exists between software security failures to security.
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Appendix D. Software Availability
The main causal mechanisms leading to software availability failures are shown in Figure 4.2. The following results are organized according to the main 
concepts contained in the figure.

D.1 Measurements Part A

1) How should one measure software residual defects? Please list possible measures.

The results are summarized in Table 4.6.
2) How should one measure operating environments? Please list possible measures.

Table D.45 Results for Entity class “Operating environments”

Entity class Operating environments

Entity sub
class or Entity 

(Types)

Hardware Software

Network Physical environment System status
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Measurement
Approaches

Assigning a given level to each attribute, so it is possible to measure the level of each attribute at the defect activation time. The idea here suggested of “operating environment profile” supplements 
the concept of “system mode profile” proposed by J. Musa.

Measurement
instruments

None.

Causal factors N/A.
Correlative
factors

N/A.

Analyzer’s
summary

The experts provide different types of variables that constitute “operating environments”. For most of these variables, it is easy to obtain their measures through literature review as they have standard 
parameters, e.g., hertz (Hz) for CPU speed. Others require extracting their measures in the follow-up stage.

3) How should one measure operating errors? Please list possible measures.

Table D.46 Results for Entity class "Operating errors"

Entity class Operating errors
Entity sub-class or 
Entity (Types) Operating error visible to the interface Misconfiguration

Attributes Quantity
Measures 1. Number of exception handling= number of erroneous input errors +number of setup command errors + number of startup/execution errors

2. Number of failures -failures due to software residual defects
Measurement
Approaches

Detect and count erroneous operating that drive the system into an 
unsupported state

Count the number of misconfiguration by comparing the configuration that has been provided and the one that is 
needed

Measurement
instruments

Function of interface software to detect and count erroneous operating

Causal factors 1. Training on operators
2. Unconventional usage pattern
3. Level of user knowledge/expertise on the software operation
4. Poor software documentation
5. Number of concurrent work flows
6. Number of “moving parts” in the working environment (e.g., external storage devices, remote servers, etc.)
7. Poor software maintenance policies (e.g., software updates)
8. Faulty infrastructure design (e.g., power supply and HVAC)

Correlative factors N/A.
Analyzer’s
summary

The experts provide measures and causal factors for operating errors.

4) How should one measure the intermediate variable “software failure”? Please list possible measures.

Table D.47 Results for Entity class "Software failures"

Entity class Software failures
Entity sub-class or 
Entity (Types) Performance degradation; Crash or hang; Timing errors, Incorrect results according to software specifications, Software aging
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Attributes Quantity Frequency
Measures The number of failures Failure rate | MTTF
Measurement
Approaches

N/A.

Measurement
instruments

N/A.

Causal factors Defects
Product, process and project characteristics

Correlative factors N/A.
Analyzer’s
summary

The experts provide the types of software system status that can be identified as software failures, and provide measures and causal factors.

5) Under what Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts are software residual defects likely to be triggered?

Table D.48 Results for Entity class ''Scenarios/conditions/assumptions/contexts under which software residual defects are likely to be triggered"

Entity class S1
Entity sub-class or 
Entity (Types) Overload(buffer overflows, memory leaks, network 

overflows, etc.) Software update Unexpected inputs Harsh physical conditions Human errors
Hostile

environment

Attributes Likelihood Frequency Quantity Temperature | Vibration | Humidity Error rate hostile attacks
Measures Derived measure calculated by two types of base 

measures:
Required resources: number of open files, multiplicity 
of users, etc.
Available resources (memory, network, disk space, 
CPU, etc.)

Likelihood of overload K (Required resources -
Available resources)

Measurement
Approaches

hostile attacks (malicious behavior), fault injection or 
stress tests

Measurement
instruments
Analyzer’s
summary

The experts enumerate the scenarios under which software residual defects likely to be triggered. When we model the relations between software residual defects, operating environments and 
software failures, the relation strengths should be weighted more when under these scenarios.

6) How can one measure the relations between “software residual defects”, “operating environments”, “operating error” and “software failure” in Part A? 

Please list possible measures.

Table D.49 Results for Entity class "Relations between software residual defects, operating environments, operating error and software failure"

Entity class The relations between “software residual defects”, “operating environments”, “operating error” and “software failure”
Entity sub-class
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or Entity
(Types)
Attributes Structure Strength
Measures Model structure Coefficients used in the model
Measurement
Approaches

a projection from the architecture 
space to the functionality space

Statistical correlative coefficients based on historical data Coefficients based on testing and fault injection on the current system

Measurement
instruments
Causal factors

Correlative
factors
Analyzer’s
summary

There are two approaches proposed to measure the relations: 1) build statistical correlations based on historical data, which should contain the information about the mapping between these factors 
through causal analysis; 2) develop estimating model based on the data of the current system, where the data can be obtained by testing and fault injection. Both of these approaches require a 
conceptual model to reflect the connections between these variables, which is proposed as the architecture.

D.2 Measurements Part B

1) How should one measure software availability failure? Please list possible measures. Software availability is measured by the number of attempted 

operations that do not generate a response.

Table D.50 Results for Entity class "Software availability failures"

Entity class Software availability failures
Entity sub-class or 
Entity (Types) Attempted operations that do not generate a response: Crash, Unexpected/incorrect output, process too slow or hang, CPU/network overloaded
Attributes Quantity Duration
Measures Number Average duration of an availability failure
Measurement
Approaches

Simulation studies

Measurement
instruments

N/A.

Causal factors N/A.
Correlative factors N/A.
Analyzer’s
summary

The experts provide answers on how to identify software availability failures, and the types of availability failures. Two measures are provided. Some measures given to this question are the 
measures relating availability failures to availability, which should be integrated to the question on the software availability measures.

2) How should one measure “design for the software failure detection and recovery? Please list possible measures.

Table D.51 Results for Entity class "Design for the software failure detection and recovery"

Entity class Design for the software failure detection and recovery
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Entity sub-class or 
Entity (Types)
Attributes Size Coverage Effectiveness

Measures

Base measures:
1. System size,
2. Number of supported 

functions

Base measures:
1. The number of exception handling routines;
2. Mean time to failures and recovery time;
3. The number of detection and recovery mechanism logs
4. The number of internal software states that are implied and 

not specifically enumerated

Derived measures:
1) Detection coverage
2) Recovery coverage

Weighted coverage by impact of defects 
that are covered (Indicator)

Measurement
Approaches

1. Code reviews
2. Fault injection for process, I/O, network and storage.
3. Failover testing
4. Disaster recovery testing

Measurement
instruments
Causal factors 1. Number of developers

2. Incorrect/insufficient specifications (+)
3. Inexperienced programming team (+)
4. Insufficient testing (+)
5. Wrong choice of programming languages or systems (+)
6. Insufficient development budget and/or time (+)
7. Limited hardware resource (+)
8. lack of process quality control--afterthought design and add on code
9. low motivation for failure detection and recovery design
10. Low understanding on the software architecture
11. Low understanding on the potential software failures to be detected/recovered

Correlative factors
Analyzer’s
summary

Based on the experts’ responses, failure coverage seems the most important measure for “Design for the software failure detection and recovery”, while understanding the potential software 
failures in turn is the most direct and important causal factor. There are four causal factors have been proposed by more than two experts.

3) Under what Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts are software failures unlikely to be detected and recover? (S2)

Table D.52 Results for the Entity class "Scenarios/conditions/assumptions/contexts under which software failures are unlikely to be detected and
recovered"

Entity class S2
Entity sub-class 1. The failure is a common mode failure
or Entity 2. No sufficient testing
(Types) 3. Incomplete specifications

4. Incorrect implementation
5. Insufficient system logs
6. Software aging
7. Human errors
8. Security attacks/compromised
9. Not enough error checking in the code
10. New class of defects
11. Unexpected environmental conditions
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12. Timing/synchronization problems
13. Real-time applications
14. Cyber-physical systems where physics is at play
15. Unpredictable behavior in presence of certain defects

Attributes

Measures

Measurement
Approaches
Measurement
instruments
Causal factors

Correlative
factors
Analyzer’s
summary

The experts provide the scenarios under which failures are unlikely to be detected and recovered. Such scenarios provide the implications on the weights of modelling in the future.

4) How can one measure the relations between “design for software failure detection/recovery”, “software failure” and “software availability failure”? 

Please list possible measures.

Table D.53 Results for Entity class "relations between ’design for software failure detection/recovery’, ’software failure’, ’software availability
failure’"

Entity class The relations between “design for software failure detection/recovery”, “software failure” and “software availability failure”
Entity sub-class 
or Entity
(Types)
Attributes Structure Strength
Measures 1. Number of injected errors tolerated.

2. Down time: total downtime, average downtime for all failures, average downtime for specific 
classes of failures

3. Maintainability: repair rate, MTTR
4. Mean-time to detect
5. Recovery time, Mean-time to recover

Measurement
Approaches Statistical/probabilistic approach applied to correlations

1. Fault injection testing
2. Number of code reviews
3. Stress testing

Measurement
instruments
Causal factors

Correlative
factors
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Analyzer’s
summary

The experts provide various measures. These measures require to be analyzed and organized based on the causal mechanisms.

D.3 Measurements Part C

1) How should one measure Software Availability? Please list possible measures.

Table D.54 Results for Entity class "software availability"

Entity class
Entity sub-class or Software Availability
Entity (Types)
Attributes Quantity
Measures 1. Steady-state availability

2. Instantaneous availability
3. Interval availability
4. Service availability
5. Customer problem reports (usually weighted by the number of users or licenses)
6. User satisfaction (over the number of users).
7. Mean time to failures (including crash, hang, timing, performance failures), MTBF
8. Recovery time MTTR,
9. Response time

Measurement 1. Black box models based on observations during testing or operations
Approaches 2. Software metric-based models

3. Architecture-based models
Measurement
instruments
Causal factors 1. Size (Halstead’s (later Belady’s) length of code)

2. Complexity (McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity)
3. Functional complexity
4. Operational complexity
5. Information and related Technology (CobiT)
6. Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL)
7. Capability Maturity Model (CMM)

Correlative factors Software Reliability
Analyzer’s The experts provided various “availability” types and factors that can be used to predict software availability. How to measure various availability indicators requires further confirmation.
summary
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Table D.11 Results for Entity class "Relations between ’software availability failure’ and ’software availability’"

2) How can one measure the relation between “software availability failure” and “software availability”? Please list possible measures.

Entity class Relation between “software availability failure” and “software availability”
Entity sub-class or Entity 
(Types)
Attributes Relation type Strength
Measures Nominal variable={Negative, Positive} Outage (downtime)

Number of failures and durations
MTTF, MTBF
MTTR,

Measurement Approaches 1. Fault injection
2. System log analysis
3. Statistical/probabilistic correlations

Measurement instruments
Causal factors
Correlative factors
Analyzer’s summary The measure of availability generally based on failure rate and failure repairing measures.
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Appendix E. Software Maintainability
Notes

< argl, arg2 > Describes the scenario for which either a positive or a negative 
relation is present. Argl represents the scenario, while arg2 represents the positive or 
negative relation.

Sl: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which the available 
maintenance resources and maintenance capability do not meet maintenance 
requirements.

Part B

maintainability

: VV
\

+ Positive influence: a “positive” influence is said to exist from A to B when an 
increase in A leads to an increase in B, and a decrease in A leads to a decrease in B.

- Negative influence: a “negative” influence is said to exist from A to B when an 
increase in A leads to a decrease in B, and a decrease in A leads to an increase in B.

Software Maintainability Failure: the inability of a software system or component 
being modified to change or add capabilities, correct faults or defects, improve 
performance or other attributes, or adapt to a changed environment in a specified 
time. al

^ Effect b is present when ai is in
a2 b Conflict with a2.

Intermediati
Event/Variabl

(El)

Software maintainability
failures

/
< Sl , + >

-0 a2 A set ai is a subset of a set a2.

\

Part A

A property ai is special quality or 
S characteristic of an entity, S.

Figure E.l Main causal mechanisms leading to Software Maintainability Failure
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E.1 Measurement Part A.

Table E.55 Results for Entity class "software maintenance requirements"

1) How should one measure software maintenance requirements? Please list possible measures

Entity class software maintenance requirements
Entity sub-class 
or Entity
(Types)
Attributes Effort Size Cost multiplier The quality of requirement
Measures • Financial cost

• time cost
• Maintenance requirements count
• Function Points (enhancement project)
• COSMIC Function Points (enhancement 

project)
• Number of software components
• Number of references
• Number of Use Cases
• Mark II
• Feature points

• maturity of the technologies needed
• development staff competencies needed
• number of tools needed
• types of tools needed

• Ambiguity
The dangling Else
Ambiguity of reference
Scope of action
Omissions
Ambiguous logical operators
Negation
Ambiguous statements
Random organization
Built-in assumptions
Ambiguous precedence relationships
Implicit cases
Etc.
I.E. versus E.G.
Temporal ambiguity
Boundary Ambiguity

Measurement
Approaches

1. Maintenance requirements count: Total 
requirements count, Maintenance 
requirements count per maintenance type 
(corrective, perfective, adaptive, ...), 
Maintenance requirements count per 
quality (e.g., ISO9126 qualities, such as 
functionality, reliability, usability, .)

2. Function Points (enhancement project): 
Total Function Points, Function Points 
(enhancement project) per maintenance 
type (corrective, perfective, adaptive, ...), 
number of function points added, deleted 
or changed

1. Quality testing
• Validate requirements against objectives
• Apply scenarios against requirements
• Perform initial ambiguity review
• Perform domain expert reviews
• Create cause-effect graph
• Logical consistency check by

BenderRBT
• Review of test cases by specification 

writers
• Review of test cases by users
• Review of test cases by developers
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3. COSMIC Function Points (enhancement 
project): COSMIC Function Points/Total 
COSMIC Function Points, COSMIC 
Function Points (enhancement project) 
per maintenance type (corrective, 
perfective, adaptive, .)

4. Number of Use Cases: Total Number of 
Use Cases, Number of Use Cases per 
maintenance type (corrective, perfective, 
adaptive, .)

5. Number of references from maintenance 
requirements to existing requirements

6. Number of software components: 
modules added due to maintenance 
requirements, modules deleted due 
maintenance requirements, modules 
modified by maintenance requirements

Measurement
instruments

ISBSG cost data base and ISBSG technology in 
general [ISBSG]

Causal factors Internal factors External factors

Negative
• Difficulty

Clarity
Completeness
Verifiability
achievability
Understandability
Ambiguity
Lack of detail

Positive
• Correctness
• Realistic
• Relevant to user needs
• Traceability
• Consistency

Positive
• environment
• human factors
• functionality
• interfaces
• data

Correlative
factors
Analyzer’s
summary
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2) How should one measure available maintenance resource? Please list possible measures.

Table E.56 Results for Entity class "available maintenance resources"

Entity class available maintenance resource
Entity sub
class or
Entity 
(Types)

Documentation Resource People Resource maintenance environment

Attributes Types of software
development documentation 
available

Quality of software 
development 
documentation 
available

Staff levels Human effort Type Maturity

Measures • source code,
• software design 

description,
• software 

requirements,
• system design 

description,
• system requirements,
• system operational 

description,
• user and acquisition 

needs

• Ambiguity
• Completeness
• Update 

frequency

• Staff amount
1. Number of software 

engineers having specific 
roles in maintenance

2. Number of managers 
involved

3. Number of 
analyst/designers 
involved

4. Number of programmers 
involved

5. Number of testers 
involved

6. Number of 
documentation specialists 
involved

7. Number of testers 
involved

8. Maximum maintenance 
team size

• Knowledge of system

• maintenance
personnel costs

Type of
maintenance 
environment 
used

• Number of years maintenance environment has 
been used

• Number of projects maintenance environment 
has been used

Measurement
Approaches 1. Existence of each 

documentation
2. Design measures, such 

as
• Number of 

components/mod 
ules

• Number of 
classes

• Chidamber and 
Kemerer metric 
suite

Gunning’s Fog
Index

1. Total man-hours 
per staff role/type 
per maintenance 
project phase
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3. Test measures, such as
• Number of test 

data
• Degree of 

(statement, 
branch, ...) 
coverage

4. Code measure
• Readability: 

Comments ratio
5. Existence of traceability 

between all
documentation (yes/no)

Measurement
instruments

• Projects in
ISBSG are 
measured in 
man-hours, 
providing a good 
benchmark to 
compare with

Causal
factors

Positive
1. Requirements of existing product
2. Design of existing product
3. Test suite
4. Maintenance tools for debugging, testing, regression testing, coverage evaluation
5. software development tools
6. software documentation
7. software development personnel

Correlative
factors
Analyzer’s
summary
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3) How should one measure maintenance capability? Please list possible measures.

Table E.57 Results for Entity class "Maintenance capability"

Entity class maintenance capability
Entity sub
class or Entity 
(Types)

Tool capability Staff capability

Attributes Availability/successful usage of tools experience Compatibility of maintenance process established
Measures • code complexity

• change impact
• re-engineering
• regression testing
• defect management

• Years of experience with the technology of the maintained 
system (e.g. years of experience with Java EE)

• Years of experience with the maintained system
• Years of experience with the specific role in the maintenance 

project (e.g. years of experience as analyst/designer)
• Years of experience with the software development tools used
• Years of experience with the maintenance software tools used
• Years of experience in the specific project

The degree to which the maintenance organization’s established 
processes are compatible with the specified or actual maintainability

Measurement
Approaches

1. code complexity analysis: complexity
measurement

2. change impact analysis: see [Change Impact]
3. re-engineering: bad smell detectors
4. regression testing: regression test repository
5. defect management (e.g. bug trackers)

Measurement
instruments
Causal factors Positive

1. Personnel
• The capability to edit the software source code;
• The capability to transform the source code into machine code;
• The capability to verify and validate the software as it is changed;
• The capability to maintain configuration control of the software during the change process;
• The capability to plan the maintenance effort;
• The capability to deploy/install the modified software to the target system;
• The capability to perform meaningful installation testing;
• The capability to revise the software documentation so that it is consistent with the modified software;

2. Specified maintenance process
Correlative
factors
Analyzer’s
summary
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4) How should one measure the intermediate variable “software maintainability failure”? Please list possible measures.

Table E.58 Results for Entity class "software maintainability failure"

Entity class software maintainability failure
Entity sub-class 
or Entity
(Types)

failures at the project level failures at the product level

Attributes Degree Defects rate
Measures differences between actual software maintenance results and specified software 

maintainability requirements
• time cost deviation from requirement
• financial cost deviation from requirement
• staff competency deviation from requirement
• software documentation scope deviation from requirement
• tool availability deviation from requirement
• structural change deviation from requirement
• Correctly implemented maintenance requirements
Failure of maintenance tasks
• Degree of failure/success of specific maintenance tasks and sub-tasks, in case of 

many sub-tasks

• Number of Defects in maintained parts of the system
• Number of defects per Function Point / thousand lines of code in maintained parts of the system
• Number of Defects in non-maintained parts of the system (i.e. defects that occur in the rest of the 

system caused by the maintenance activities)
• Number of defects per Function Point / thousand lines of code in non-maintained parts of the 

system
• Defect severity (e.g. by using the IBM defect severity scale)
• Documentation defects after maintenance

Measurement
Approaches

1. Absolute time overrun, ATO = actual time - planned time (meaningful only if 
positive)

2. Relative time overrun = ATO / planned time
3. Absolute cost overrun, ACO = actual cost - planned cost (meaningful only if 

positive)
4. Relative cost overrun = ACO / planned cost
5. Percentage of correctly implemented maintenance requirements within the 

estimated software maintenance effort
6. Percentage of correctly implemented maintenance requirements within the 

estimated software maintenance calendar time
Measurement
instruments
Causal factors Positive

1. Failure to deliver required changes/complete maintenance task by the specified deadline or budget
2. Failure to deliver required changes by not exceeding the estimated effort.
3. Failure to deliver a maintained product with satisfactory quality
4. Failure to keep all documentation up-to-date and aligned
5. Failure to plan a desired software change due to the unknown maintainability characteristic.
6. Failure to complete a planned software change due to not meet one or more requirements.

Correlative
factors
Analyzer’s
summary
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5) Under what Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts are the available maintenance resources and maintenance capability unlikely to meet 

maintenance requirements?

Table E.59 Results for Entity class "Scenarios/conditions/contexts under which the available maintenance resources and maintenance capability are
unlilznlir f a m aa^ m mn^-An an aa VAAiiivAmAiitc^

Entity class S'cenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts under which the available maintenance resources and maintenance capability are unlikely to meet maintenance requirements
Entity sub-class 
or Entity
(Types)

• The software did not satisfy the maintainability requirements at the time that development was stopped.
• The software was changed, or was allowed to change, in a way that caused it to stop satisfying its maintainability requirements.
• Maintainability requirements were increased but the software was not changed to meet the increased requirements (or was inadequately changed).

• Time pressure: the deadline is too close
• Underestimation: too few maintainers are allocated for the maintenance tasks
• Lack of knowledge: the maintainers are not familiar with the product or even with the technology used to build it (for instance, because the product is an old one)
• Low product quality: for instance, the source code is not well modularized, so ripple effects are likely
• Low documentation quality: for instance, there is no design documentation or it is not up-to-date
• Integration of new components into an existing system for perfective maintenance

• Failure to handle human factors. Experience has shown that several project management anti-patterns, that may also be related to maintenance activities, are responsible for curious, hard to 
explain with technical means, software project failures (see [Anti-patterns]).

• Low levels of maintenance capabilities and resources
• Failure to recognize implied (i.e. non explicitly stated in requirement documents) maintenance requirements
• Unanticipated maintenance requirement changes. Such scenario may occur in large, relatively long term maintenance projects.
• Insisting on corrective maintenance tasks, although what is actually needed is a major re-engineering project.
• Making the wrong decision when considering the “Keep or Change” question, i.e. whether one should maintain the existing system at all, or opt for replacing it with a modern system.

Attributes
Measures
Measurement
Approaches
Measurement
instruments
Causal factors
Correlative
factors
Analyzer’s
summary
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6) How can one measure the relations between “software maintenance requirements”, “available maintenance resources”, “maintenance capability” and 

“software maintainability failure” in Part A? Please list possible measures.

Table E.60 Results for Entity class "relations between 'software maintenance requirements', 'available maintenance resources', 'maintenance
capability' and 'software maintainability failure'"

Entity class relations between “software maintenance requirements”, “available maintenance resources”, “maintenance capability” and “software maintainability failure”
Entity sub-class 
or Entity
(Types)
Attributes Structure Strength
Measures • The number of:

1. maintenance requirements satisfied by available maintenance resources
2. maintenance requirements not satisfied by available maintenance resources
3. available maintenance resources that more than satisfy maintenance requirements
4. available maintenance resources that just satisfy maintenance requirements
5. available maintenance resources that partially satisfy maintenance requirements
6. available maintenance resources that play no role in satisfying maintenance requirements
7. maintenance capabilities that satisfy maintenance requirements, etc.
8. available maintenance resources that are used by a maintenance capability during maintenance

• The degree by which:
1. an available maintenance resource more than satisfies maintenance requirements
2. an available maintenance resource fails to satisfy maintenance requirements
3. a maintenance capability more than satisfies maintenance requirements, etc.

Measurement
Approaches

1. build predictive models with the measures 
(Bansiya model)

2. construct a suitable network that combine the 
available measure (Bayesian Belief Networks)

• use a weighted sum of measures to define the strength of relation

Measurement
instruments
Causal factors
Correlative
factors
Analyzer’s
summary

E.2 Measurement Part B.
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1) How should one measure software maintainability? Please list possible measures.

Table E.61 Results for Entity class "software maintainability"

Entity class software maintainability
Entity sub-class 
or Entity
(Types)
Attributes effort Strength
Measures • Monetary cost for maintaining the system

• Human effort for maintaining the system
• mean time to repair/ time to failure(problem recognition time, problem analysis time, change 

time, administrative delay)

• Maintenance failure rate

Measurement
Approaches

1. Number of maintenance requirements implemented and tested / Maintenance Effort
2. Number of maintenance requirements implemented and tested / Maintenance Time

1. Use of a model that estimates the probability of occurrence of failures (see Sandro : A
probability-based approach for measuring external attributes of software artifacts.
ESEM 2009: 44-55)

Measurement
instruments
Causal factors
Correlative
factors
Analyzer’s
summary

2) How can one measure the relation between “software maintainability failures” and “software maintainability” in Part B? Please list possible measures.

Table E.62 Results for Entity class "relation between ’software maintainability failures’ and ’software maintainability’"

Entity class relation between “software maintainability failures” and “software maintainability”
Entity sub-class 
or Entity
(Types)
Attributes Strength Structure
Measures • Maintainability failure rate

• the number of maintenance problems encountered will predict/affect the cost for maintaining 
the system next time

Measurement
Approaches

1. The ratio of the number of maintainability failures to the number of maintainability 
requirements.( Individual maintainability requirements could be weighted to account for 
greater or lesser impact on overall maintainability by individual requirements.)

2. Normalized Maintenance Failures over system size
3. Maintainability (t+1) = 1 / Maintenance Failures (t): (the more maintenance failures you 

observe at maintenance time t the less maintainable the system will be at maintenance time 
t+1. )

1. build predictive models with the measures
2. use a weighted sum of measures for software maintainability failure

Measurement
instruments
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Causal factors
Correlative
factors
Analyzer’s
summary
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Appendix F. Software Safety
In this section, when the measurement approaches are discussed, serial numbers mean that the steps 
are sequential; bullets mean that the approaches are proceeding in parallel. ANY means “any possible 
attribute”, which should be specified in the future either by expert elicitation or literature review. 
Figure 4.5 displays the causal map for software safety.

< argl, arg2 > Describes the scenario for which either a positive or a negative relation is 
present. Arg1 represents the scenario, while arg2 represents the positive or negative relation.

Sl: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which software functional 
failures become software safety failures.
S2: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which abnormal operating 
conditions produce software safety failures.

S3: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which software safety failures 
are not controlled.
+ Positive influence: a “positive” influence is said to exist from A to B when an increase in A 
leads to an increase in B, and a decrease in A leads to a decrease in B.

- Negative influence: a “negative” influence is said to exist from A to B when an increase in A 
leads to a decrease in B, and a decrease in A leads to an increase in B.
Software safety failure: a state of the software system which can lead to a system state in 
which human life, health, property, or the environment are endangered.

& b Effect b is present when a1 is in Conflict with %.
a2

■b Effect b is present when a2 Triggers/Activates a1. 

a2 Event a1 is the complement of event a2.

Part D

\
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Notes
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Figure F.1 Main causal mechanisms leading to Software Safety Failure
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F.1 Measurements Part A.

1) How should one measure missing, incorrect, ambiguous or inconsistent requirements? Please list possible measures.

Table F.63 Result for Entity class “Missing, incorrect, ambiguous or inconsistent requirements”
Entity class Missing, incorrect, ambiguous or inconsistent requirements
Entity sub
class or
Entity 
(Types)
Attributes Density Significance (Expert Denney, Expert Shaffer) Amount Change

Measures

• Number (of missing, incorrect, ambiguous, 
inconsistent) per baseline 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

• Level of requirements 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Ordinal

• Number of residual defects 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

• Number of change request 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

• Number (of missing, incorrect, ambiguous, 
inconsistent) per individual function 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

• Time at which incorrect requirements are 
identified 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

• Number (of missing, incorrect, ambiguous, 
inconsistent) per requirement category 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

Measurement
Approaches

• Counting
• By review of domain experts for missing 

or incorrect requirements
• By use of formal or semi-formal methods 

for ambiguous or inconsistent requirements

• High-level requirements are weighted more 
significantly

• Incorrect requirements that were identified 
late are weighted more significantly

• Can be derived from inspection results 
using Capture/Recapture technique

• By review of domain experts for 
missing or incorrect requirements

• By use of formal or semi-formal 
methods for ambiguous or inconsistent 
requirements

• Operational approach to the 
functional measurement of Change 
Requests

Measuring
Instruments

• Requisite Pro for requirement tracking 
(Response to D.1 question 2)

Causal
Factors

Positive:
1. Insufficient rationales for requirements (poor domain knowledge)
2. Unclear acceptance criteria
3. Failure to revisit requirements throughout project (poor work process)
4. Compressed schedule (poor work process)
5. Incomplete understanding of bearing of software on system safety (scenario: inexperienced software developers, or poor communication with system engineers) (poor domain 

knowledge)
6. Poor communication with stakeholders
7. Lack of established or agreed upon terminology
8. Lack of training
Negative:
1. Version control, baselining established for requirements
2. Tracing to ConOps
3. Grounding requirements in ontology
4. Clear notion of what constitutes a good requirement
5. Independent scrutiny of requirements
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6. Requirement characteristics (Response to D.1 question 4)
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

Some expert puts forward several characteristics (completeness, consistency, etc.) of the software collaterals (SRS for this question. SDD is also mentioned) which can be used to 
measure the quality. Some expert only provides measuring methods. There are also experts who provide measures and measuring methods.

2) How should one measure errors in design and implementation? Please list possible measures

Table F.64 Result for Entity class “Errors in design and implementation”

Entity class Errors in design and implementation
Entity sub-class 
or Entity (Types)
Attributes Density ANY Correctness Type

Measures

• Errors per function over software size/complexity 
measure
o Derived measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

• Errors per implementation unit over software 
size/complexity measure 
o Derived measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

Measurement
Approaches

1. Count errors per function or per implementation unit.
2. Divide by software size (eg. LOC), or by measure of 

complexity of software.
• By using formal methods • By using formal methods • Distinguish errors of 

commission and omission

Measuring
Instruments • For designing use Statechart Diagrams • For proving use PVS (Prototype 

Verification System)

Causal Factors

Positive:
1. Lack of tracing to requirements / ConOps
2. No prototyping
3. Poor understanding of target platform
4. Poor understanding of target environment
5. Insufficient discussion with stakeholders
6. Insufficiently justified reuse
Unspecified:
Capability Maturity Model Integration key performance area

Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary Expert still focuses on characteristics that can be used to quantify “quality”, which are irrelevant.
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3) How should one measure software faults? Please list possible measures

Table F.65 Result for Entity class “Software faults”
Entity class Software faults
Entity sub-class 
or Entity (Types)
Attributes Density Amount Severity Frequency Type Location ANY

Measures

• Errors per function divided by 
software size or measure of 
complexity of software 
o Derived measure 
o Scale type: Absolute • Error number 

o Base measure 
o Scale type: 

Absolute

• Impact on system 
dependability 
o Derived

measure 
o Scale type: 

Ordinal

• Frequency of 
occurrence as
failure
o Base measure 
o Scale type: 

Absolute

• Type
o Base measure 
o Scale type: 

Nominal

• Location 
o Base measure 
o Scale type: 

Nominal

• Number of failed 
test cases (Perhaps 
normalized to the 
total number of test 
cases run.) 
o Base measure 
o Scale type: 

Absolute

• Errors per implementation unit 
divided by software size or 
measure of complexity of 
software
o Derived measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

Measurement
Approaches

• Method 1
1. Count errors per function or 

per implementation unit.
2. Divide by software size (eg. 

LOC), or by measure of 
complexity of software.

• Software testing

• Can be derived 
from size metrics 
and complexity 
metrics

• Software testing

• Software testing • Software testing • Software testing • Software testing

Measuring
Instruments

• Interactive 
development 
(without hardware)

• Emulator

Causal Factors

Positive:
1. Lack of understanding of hardware (scenario: novel/experimental hardware)
2. Physical parameters not calibrated or justified (scenario: change in hardware requires re-calibration)
3. Poorly specified assumptions / characterized operating environment (scenario: novel environment)
4. Robustness, sensitivity issues not accounted for (scenario: extreme physical operating conditions)
5. Math equations not simulated in sufficient scenarios (scenario: using novel math)
6. Errors introduced by software tools
7. Deliberate and/or malicious acts during the development life cycle
8. Inappropriate software re-use
Negative:
1. Quality of people who are involved in developing software
2. Quality of working environment
3. Independent Verification and Validation
4. Working history of the developing organization
5. Capability Maturity Model Integration key performance area

Correlative
Factors
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Analyzer’s
Summary Experts focus on various testing methods. Some of them also proposed using metrics to measure software faults.

4) How can one measure the relations between “software faults’", “missing, incorrect, ambiguous or inconsistent requirements”, and “errors in 
design and implementation” in Part A? Please list possible measures.

Table F.66 Result for Entity class “Relations between ‘software faults’, ‘missing, incorrect, ambiguous or inconsistent requirements’, and 
______________________________________________________ ‘errors in design and implementation’”______________________________________________________
Entity class Relations between “software faults”, “missing, incorrect, ambiguous or inconsistent requirements”, and “errors in design and implementation”
Entity sub-class or 
Entity (Types)
Attributes Existence and strength Existence and strength Strength ANY ANY

Measures
• Traceability 

o Basic measure

• Correlation factor between 
requirements and software faults 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

• Trends of XXX (Analyst: XXX 
need to clarify) 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Ordinalo Scale type: Absolute

• Method 1
1. Establish traceability 

matrices from • Method 1
requirements to • Look for correlations between
design to
implementation units

2. Identify individual 
traces from

requirements characteristics and 
presence of corresponding design 
errors and faults 

• Method 2

Measurement
Approaches

requirements to 
design errors and 
implementation 
faults

3. Quantify over 
different categories 
of requirements and 
design units

• By review of domain 
experts for missing or 
incorrect requirements

• By use of formal or 
semi-formal methods 
for ambiguous or 
inconsistent

1. Assume a perfect correlation 
between < missing, incorrect, 
ambiguous, and incomplete 
requirements > and < software 
failure >;

2. Develop/Formalize the quality 
metrics for design collateral (SRS, 
SDD and code), and dynamic 
software testing early in the 
development life cycle;

3. Focus on developing methods to 
quantify system safety later in the 
development life cycle (system 
integration testing).

• Measure trends between 
baselines

(Software testing methods)
• By designing very careful test 

cases
• By using formal methods 

related to software test case 
generations

• Should be modeled by a 
series of cognition models

requirements

Measuring
Instruments

• Requisite Pro for 
requirement tracking 
(Response to D.1 
question 2)

Causal Factors Negative:
Human cognitive process

Correlative Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary Experts focus on correlation between different phases of the development. Software testing is mentioned as well.
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F.2 Measurements Part B.

Table F.67 Result for Entity class “Anticipated operating conditions”

1) How should one measure anticipated operating conditions4? Please list possible measures.

Entity class Anticipated operating conditions
Entity sub
class or
Entity 
(Types)
Attributes Operational profile

Measures
• Probability 

o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Ratio

• Operating modes 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Nominal

Measurement
Approaches

• Method 1
• Derived from the requirements specification

• Method 2
1. Use Markov model representative of the operating states
2. Apply fault-injection techniques against the software
3. The input stimuli would be represented by a statistical distribution for the likelihood of occurrence

Measuring
Instruments

• Requirements specification
• Markov model representative of the operating states

Causal
Factors

Positive:
1. Credible events likely to occur during the design/qualified life of the system
2. Simultaneous event
Negative:
1. Erroneous operator actions (mistakes, unintended)
2. Environmental conditions beyond design limits
3. Network/System load exceeds design limits

Correlative
Factors

Positive:
1. Cost factors
2. Rigorousness of design criteria

Analyzer’s
Summary

2) How should one measure software safety failures under anticipated operating conditions? Please list 
possible measures.

Table F.68 Result for Entity class “Software safety failures under anticipated operating conditions”

Entity class Software safety failures under anticipated operating conditions
Entity sub
class or
Entity 
(Types)
Attributes Existence

Measures
• Requirements deficiencies 

o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Ordinal

Measurement
Approaches • All safety analysis methods, including PRA

Measuring
Instruments
Causal
Factors
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

4 The operating conditions that have been defined in relevant specifications such as requirement specification or 
operational environment specification.
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3) Under what scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts are software faults likely to produce 
software safety failures under anticipated operating conditions?

Table F.69 Result for Entity class “Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts are software faults 
likely to produce software safety failures under anticipated operating conditions”

Entity class Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts under which software faults are likely to produce software safety failures under
anticipated operating conditions

Entity sub
class or
Entity 
(Types)

• The person who wrote the requirements specification misunderstands the phenomena and realistic behaviors
• Requirements specifications are misunderstood or misapplied by the programmer

Attributes
Measures
Measurement
Approaches
Measuring
Instruments
Causal
Factors
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

4) How can one measure the relations between “software faults’", “anticipated operating conditions” 
and “software safety failures under anticipated operating conditions” in Part B? Please list possible 
measures.

Table F.70 Result for Entity class “Relations between ‘software faults’, ‘anticipated operating 
conditions’ and ‘software safety failures under anticipated operating conditions’”

Entity class Relations between “software faults”, “anticipated operating conditions” and “software safety failures under anticipated
operating conditions

Entity sub
class or
Entity 
(Types)
Attributes Existence and strength
Measures
Measurement
Approaches

• The PIE based analytical approach
• Coefficient approach such as Musa’s fault exposure ratio

Measuring
Instruments
Causal
Factors
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary Expert Shaffer’s response is not clear.

5) What is the relationship between “anticipated operating condition” and “unanticipated operating 
conditions”?

Table F.71 Result for Entity class “relationship between ‘anticipated operating condition’ and 
________ ______________________ ‘unanticipated operating conditions’”_______________________________

Entity class Relationship between “anticipated operating condition” and “unanticipated operating conditions”

Entity sub
class or
Entity 
(Types)

• Complement to each other
o Anticipated operating conditions are those that are reflected in system requirements. 
o Unanticipated conditions are those not addressed in the requirements.
o Events in UOC potentially lead to dangerous undetected failures, while the ones in AOC will not.

• There is no relationship.
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Attributes
Measures
Measurement
Approaches
Measuring
Instruments
Causal
Factors
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

F.3 Measurements Part C.

1) How should one measure “software safety failures under unanticipated operating conditions”? 
Please list possible measures.

Table F.72 Result for Entity class “software safety failures under unanticipated operating
conditions”

Entity class Software safety failures under unanticipated operating conditions
Entity sub
class or
Entity 
(Types)
Attributes Existence
Measures

Measurement
Approaches

• Markov model and fault-injection techniques applied to 
generate failure mode failure rates

• Low-probability operating modes and low credibility 
conditions should be analyzed

• All safety analysis methods, including PRA

Measuring
Instruments

Causal
Factors

Positive:
1. Physical conditions - fire, flood, missiles
2. Environmental - extremely rare events (earthquakes, tsunamis)
3. Simultaneous occurrence of rare events and highly unlikely conditions

Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

2) How should one measure “unanticipated operating conditions”? Please list possible measures.

Table F.73 Result for Entity class “unanticipated operating conditions”

Entity class Unanticipated operating conditions
Entity sub
class or Entity 
(Types)
Attributes Size
Measures
Measurement
Approaches • Practically infinite, while it is possible to collapse the number of conditions what would be measured

Measuring
Instruments

Causal
Factors

Positive:
1. Malicious actions intended to cause damage
2. Deliberate actions undermining the safety function but not intended to cause damage

Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary
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3) How should one measure “hardware platform faults”? Please list possible measures.

Table F.74 Result for Entity class “hardware platform faults”

Entity class Hardware platform faults
Entity sub
class or Entity 
(Types)
Attributes

Measures

• Mean Time to Failure (MTTF) 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

• Probability of Failure on Demand (PFD) 
o Derive measure 
o Scale type: Ratio

Measurement
Approaches

• Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 
(FMEA) of the system configuration

• Reliability Calculations of the safety 
functions

• Can be conservatively modeled 
using failure rate

Measuring
Instruments

• Markov models
• Database for hardware component failure 

rates
Causal
Factors
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

4) How should one measure “faults originating from other systems”? Please list possible measures.

Table F.75 Result for Entity class “faults originating from other systems”

Entity class Faults originating from other systems
Entity sub
class or Entity 
(Types)
Attributes
Measures
Measurement
Approaches • FMEA of the other systems and resultant hazards against the safety-critical system at the interfaces

Measuring
Instruments
Causal
Factors
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

5) Under what Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts are unanticipated operating conditions 
likely to produce software safety failures under unanticipated operating conditions.

Table F.76 Result for Entity class “Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts under which 
unanticipated operating conditions are likely to produce software safety failures under

unanticipated operating conditions”

Entity class Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts under which unanticipated operating conditions are likely to produce software
safety failures under unanticipated operating conditions

Entity sub
class or Entity 
(Types)
Attributes

Measures
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Measurement
Approaches

• Using historical data
• Using prediction techniques such as Bayesian update to predict what will happen in the future

Measuring
Instruments • Historical data

Causal
Factors
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

6) How can one measure the relations between “hardware platform faults”, ""faults originating from 
other systems'”, “unanticipated operating conditions'”, “other unknown factors” and “software 
safety failures under unanticipated operating conditions”? Please list possible measures.

Table F.77 Result for Entity class “relations between ‘hardware platform faults’, ‘faults originating 
from other Systems’, ‘unanticipated operating conditions’, ‘other unknown factors’ and ‘software 

safety failures under unanticipated operating conditions’”

Entity class

Entity sub
class or Entity 
(Types) 
Attributes 
Measures

Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts under which unanticipated operating conditions are likely to 
produce software safety failures under unanticipated operating conditions

Measurement
Approaches • Using fault injection simulation techniques

Measuring
Instruments
Causal
Factors
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

F.4 Measurements Part D.

1) How should one measure “system safety failures/accidents”? Please list possible measures

Table F.78 Result for Entity class “System safety failures/accidents”

Entity class 
Entity sub
class or Entity 
(Types)

System safety failures/accidents

Attributes
Measures
Measurement
Approaches
Measuring
Instruments
Causal
Factors

• Scenario based safety and risk assessment. • A massive fault-injection campaign against the system.

Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

2) Are “system safety failures” equivalent to “accidents”? 

Yes they are.
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3) How should one measure “safety design to control software safety failures”? Please list possible 

measures.

Table F.79 Result for Entity class “Safety design to control software safety failures”

Entity class Safety design to control software safety failures
Entity sub
class or Entity 
(Types)
Attributes Coverage Redundancy Diversity

Measures

• System fault “coverage” 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

• Safety coverage 
o Basic measure 
o Scale type: Absolute

Measurement
Approaches • Fault injection testing

Measuring
Instruments

Causal
Factors

Positive:
1.Development process
2.System (software and hardware) diagnostics
3.System diversity
4. Redundancy
5. Fault coverage

Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

4) Under what scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts are software safety failures under anticipated 
operating conditions unlikely to be controlled?

Table F.80 Result for Entity class “Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts under which 
software safety failures under anticipated operating conditions are unlikely to be controlled”

Entity class Scenarios/Conditions/Assumptions/Contexts under which software safety failures under anticipated operating conditions
are unlikely to be controlled

Entity sub
class or Entity 
(Types)

• Malicious acts
• Multiple-failure scenario
• Extremely rare events (one-hundred year earthquake followed by the 100-year tsunami)

Attributes
Measures
Measurement
Approaches
Measuring
Instruments
Causal
Factors
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary
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5) How can one measure the relations between “software safety failures under anticipated operating 
conditions”, “safety design to control software safety failures”, “software safety failures under 
unanticipated operating conditions” and “system safety failures/accidents”? Please list possible 
measures.

Table F.819 Result for Entity class “relations between ‘software safety failures under anticipated 
operating Conditions’, ‘safety design to control software safety failures’, ‘software safety failures 

under unanticipated operating conditions’ and ‘system safety failure/accidents

Entity class Relations between “software safety failures under anticipated operating conditions”, “safety design to control software 
safety failures”, “software safety failures under unanticipated operating conditions” and “system safety failures/accidents”

Entity sub
class or Entity
(Types)
Attributes
Measures
Measurement
Approaches • Such relationships can be captured using fault injection simulation techniques.

Measuring
Instruments
Causal
Factors
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

F.5 Measurements Part E.
1) How should one measure “safety”? Please list possible measures.

Table F.82 Result for Entity class “Safety”

Entity class Safety
Entity sub
class or Entity 
(Types)
Attributes
Measures
Measurement
Approaches

• Markov model of the system
• Fault inject campaign

Measuring
Instruments
Causal
Factors
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary

2) How can one measure the relation between “system safety failures/accidents” and “safety” in Part E? 
Please list possible measures.

Table F.831 Result for Entity class “Relation between ‘system safety failures/accidents’ and
‘safety’”

Entity class Relation between “system safety failures/accidents” and “safety”
Entity sub
class or Entity 
(Types)

Attributes

Measures
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Measurement
Approaches • Scenario based safety and risk assessment.

Measuring
Instruments
Causal
Factors
Correlative
Factors
Analyzer’s
Summary
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Appendix G. Causal Maps Used in Panel #3 Questionnaires
Notes

< arg1, arg2 > Describes the scenario for which either a positive or a negative 
relation is present. Arg1 represents the scenario, while arg2 represents the positive or 
negative relation.

S1: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which the system is 
attackable.

S2: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which intrusions are 
not detected/prevented.

+ Positive influence: a “positive” influence is said to exist from A to B when an 
increase in A leads to an increase in B, and a decrease in A leads to a decrease in B.

- Negative influence: a “negative” influence is said to exist from A to B when an 
increase in A leads to a decrease in B, and a decrease in A leads to an increase in B.

Software security failure: the inability of a software system or component to protect 
from accidental or malicious access, use, modification, destruction, or disclosure.

b Effect b is present when a, is in Conflict with a2.

b Effect b is present when a2 Triggers/Activates a,.

Entity a, AND entity a2 form the intersection a, 0a2,
b

which is connected to the entity b.

X
\
\

Part A
I
/

/
/

/

Figure G.1 Main causal mechanisms of Software Security failures and Security
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Notes

Part D

< arg1, arg2 > Describes the scenario for which either a positive or a negative relation is 
present. Arg1 represents the scenario, while arg2 represents the positive or negative relation.

S1: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which the available 
maintenance resources and maintenance capability do not meet maintenance requirements.

+ Positive influence: a “positive” influence is said to exist from A to B when an increase in 
A leads to an increase in B, and a decrease in A leads to a decrease in B.

- Negative influence: a “negative” influence is said to exist from A to B when an increase 
in A leads to a decrease in B, and a decrease in A leads to an increase in B.

Software Maintainability: the ease the ease with which a software system or component 
can be modified to change or add capabilities, correct faults or defects, improve 
performance or otheraattributes, or adapt to a changed environment.

b Effect b is present when ai is in Conflict with a2.

■% a2 A set ai is a subset of a set a2.

A property a1 is special quality or 
S characteristic of an entity, S.

b a implies b, directed correlation exists between a and
b, i.e. one can make inference about b according to a.

Part A

Part B

Figure G.2 Main causal mechanisms of Software Maintenance Failures and Maintainability
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< arg1, arg2 > Describes the scenario for which either a positive or a negative 
relation is present. Argi represents the scenario, while arg2 represents the positive or 
negative relaion.

S1: The scenarios/contexts/circumstances/pre-conditions under which the available 
maintenance resources and maintenance capability do not meet maintenance 
requirements.

+ Positive influence: a “positive” influence is said to exist from A to B when an Part E
increase in A leads to an increase in B, and a decrease in A leads to a decrease in B.

- Negative influence: a “negative” influence is said to exist from A to B when an 
increase in A leads to a decrease in B, and a decrease in A leads to an increase in B.

Missing 
software safety 
requir em entsA dashed symbol (e.g., 4 in Figure 1) indicates that the

concept is identical to the corresponding concept drawn with a solid line in the 

causal map. Such dashed symbols are used to achieve a clearer layout of a causal map.

Notes (2)

•b Effect b is present when a? Triggers/Activates ai.

b Entity a2 is the complement of entity ai 

at the entity b.

a2 A set ai is a subset of a set a2.

b Entity ai AND entity a2 form the intersection ai Aa2, 
which is connected to the entity b.

Entity ai OR entity a2 form the union ai U a2 , which is

/

Part A
/

Part D

/

Software safety 
failures under 

anticipated operating 
conditions

Software safety
failures under 
unanticipated 

operating conditions

Software failures 
under anticipated 

operating conditions

Software failures 
under unanticipated 
operating conditions

Anticipated
operating

_____y /

Incorrect, 
inconsistent and 

ambiguous software 
\safety requirements/

Correct software 
safety

requirements

x Unanticipated
°peratmg Software faults °perating
conditions conditions

Missing
software

requirements

Incorrect, 
inconsistent and 

ambiguous software 
requirements y

Missing Incorrect,
software safety inconsistent and
requirements ambiguous software

safety requirements

Faulty software 
safety design

X

Part C

Part B

Notes (1)

Figure G.3 Main causal mechanisms of Software Safety Failures and Safety
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Appendix H. Tables Summarizing New Experts’ Responses to the New
Questionnaires.

H.1. Software Security Tables

Table H.1 Missing measures of attack surface

Entity class Attack surface

Definitions 1. Intuitively, a system’s attack surface is the set of ways in which the system can be attacked. Formally, it is a triple, the sets 
of methods, channels, and data items that can be used by an attacker in attacks on the system. (Pratyusa Manadhata)

Entity sub
class/ Entity/ 
Types

From Pratyusa Manadhata
1. Method attack surface
2. Channel attack surface
3. Data attack surface

Attribute #1: Attribute #2:
Attributes Resources (methods, channels, data items) (Pratyusa 

Manadhata)
A resource’s contribution (Pratyusa Manadhata)

Measures
(Pratyusa
Manadhata)

1. Counts (Base measure) 1. Damage potential-effort ratio (Derived measure)

Measurement
Approaches
(Pratyusa
Manadhata)

1. Identify the methods, channels, and data items that are 
part of the attack surface. Then count them.

1. Assign a numeric value to a resource’s damage potential. 
Assign a numeric value to the resource’s effort. Compute 
the ratio

Causal 
factors or
mechanisms

1. A system’s attack surface usually depends on the features or functionalities provided by the system. The more the features, 
the larger the number of methods, channels, and data items, and hence larger the attack surface. Some of these features 
may not be necessary and hence should not enabled. Also, the methods/channels/data items may be running with higher 
privilege than necessary and lower access rights than necessary. (Pratyusa Manadhata)

Correlative
factors

1. A larger attack surface may lead to easier exploitations of vulnerabilities and more damage may be caused to a system via 
exploitations. (Pratyusa Manadhata)

Table H.2 Missing measures of attack

Entity class Attack

Definitions 1. An attempt to exploit vulnerabilities in a system. A vulnerability could mean a design error or a coding error. (Pratyusa 
Manadhata)

Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

From Pratyusa Manadhata
1. There are several ways classify attacks. One way is to consider the type of vulnerability being exploited, e.g., buffer 

overflow and SQL injection.
2. Another way is to consider the impact- privilege escalation, data stealing, performance degradation, etc.

Attributes
(Pratyusa
Manadhata)

Attribute #1:
Quantity

Attribute #2:
Likelihood

Attribute #3:
Impact

Measures
(Pratyusa
Manadhata)

1. Count (Base measure) 1. Probability (Derived measure) 1. Severity (Base measure)

Measurement
Approaches
(Pratyusa
Manadhata)

1. Count the number of attacks for each
category.

1. Measures the likelihood that an 
attack succeeds
Likelihood = number of successful
attacks/number of total attacks

1. Define a severity scale. Assign 
an attack a severity based on 
the potential of damage to the
system

Causal
factors or
mechanisms

1. A larger attack surface increases the success likelihood and impact of attacks (Pratyusa Manadhata).

Correlative
factors

1. Defense mechanisms- various security defense mechanisms, whether in software or in the network, have been designed for 
different types of attacks (Pratyusa Manadhata).

Table H.3 Missing measures of vulnerabilities have been exploited

Entity class Vulnerabilities have been exploited
Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

1. Types of degradation/changes in system function (Richard Kuhn)

Attributes Attribute #1:
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Impact (Richard Kuhn, Matt Bishop)

Measures
(Richard
Kuhn)

1. Usage anomalies
a. Changes in binaries;
b. Changes in permission sets

2. System inaccessibility
a. Proportion of system not accessible/reachable
b. Response latency
c. Transaction rate changes

Measures
(Matt
Bishop)

1. Level of privilege of processes
2. Number of resources accessed that have greater than authorized privilege level of use

Measurement
Approaches
(Richard
Kuhn)

1. Comparison with archived data;
2. Comparison with known numbers

Measurement
Approaches
(Matt
Bishop)

1. For level of privilege of processes: identify maximum security level that process can access, modify, or delete data or 
resources at (or, if partial ordering, LUB of these)

2. For number of resources accessed that have greater than authorized privilege level of use: Count

Causal
factors or
mechanisms

From Matt Bishop
1. Environment factors:

a. Incorrect configuration of software privileges,
b. Configuration files, etc.

2. Programming errors
3. Incompatibility with both environment and security requirements

Correlative
factors

From Matt Bishop
1. Detection mechanisms are correlated with exploiting of vulnerabilities because they are constructed on the assumption that 

exploits will succeed. If they do not focus on the measures listed above, then unanticipated exploits might go undetected.

Table H.4 Missing measures of design for the detection/prevention of intrusion

Entity class Design for the detection/prevention of intrusion

Entity sub
class/ Entity/ 
Types

From Matt Bishop:
1. Monitoring entities,
2. Blocking entities,
3. Restricting entities

Attributes

Attribute #1: 
Effectiveness (Strength 
of access/permission 

controls) (Richard Kuhn)

Attribute #2: 
Effectiveness 

(Configuration variability 
(e.g., in “moving target” 

and related designs)) 
(Richard Kuhn)

Attribute #3:
Effectiveness 

(Configuration size) 
(Richard Kuhn)

Attribute #4:
Effectiveness 

(Entry coverage) 
(Matt Bishop)

Attribute #5:
Effectiveness 
(Containment) 
(Matt Bishop)

Measures
(Richard
Kuhn)

1. Separation of duty/n- 
way control - number 
of roles, permission 
sets requiring SOD;

2. Degree of overlap 
among permission sets

1. Speed of configuration 
changes;

2. Number of possible 
configurations

3. Percentage of 
externally accessible 
configuration (e.g., IP 
addresses) subject to 
variability

1. Size of potential 
input space, in terms 
of number of 
variables, number 
combinations of 
variable values that 
can be potentially 
input to the system

Measures
(Matt
Bishop)

1. Fraction of those 
monitored times 
the degree to 
which the point is 
monitored

1. Count of number 
of system
resources to
which there are 
failed accesses

Measurement
Approaches
(Richard
Kuhn)

1. Analysis of permission 
sets. Must be shown 
that no combination of 
mutually exclusive 
roles or permission 
sets can be obtained by 
a single subject 
through combinations 
of other permission 
sets.

1. Calculate the speed of 
configuration changes: 
number of config 
changes/hour

1. Analysis of packets, 
transactions 
processed as input; 
number of variables 
and t-way
combinations (for
small levels of t; 
failures typically
result from single 
variable flaws or 2 - 
4 variables
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interacting)

Measurement
Approaches
(Matt
Bishop)

1. Place monitoring 
devices/ agents at 
each entry point 
to record
(successful and 
unsuccessful) 
attacks

1. Count the
number of failed 
access attempts

Causal
factors or
mechanisms

Causal factors (Richard Kuhn):
1. non-security specific features that have a security impact when they fail; and
2. Security mechanisms implemented with insufficient strength.

Causal mechanism for detection/prevention of intrusion (Matt Bishop):
1. Something detects the intrusion or prevents it from occurring.
Casual factors (Matt Bishop):
1. Quality of sensing mechanisms to detect the attack
2. Knowledge of how the system is supposed to work (specifications)
3. Knowledge of what the sensors detect under normal (ie, non-attack) conditions
4. Knowledge of what the sensors will report under known attacks
5. Ability of the analysis engine to aggregate information from sensors

Correlative
factors

Design features clearly correlate with vulnerabilities (Richard Kuhn).

From Matt Bishop:
1. Knowledge of the specifications correlates with what the sensors will report under known attacks
2. Knowledge of normal behavior correlates with knowledge of how the system is supposed to work

Notes
From expert Eduardo Fernandez:
1. Should start with high level attackers’ goals and see how to prevent these goals
2. Don’t think anything can be measured

Table H.5 Missing measures of software security failures

Entity class Software security failures
Definitions 1. The inability of a software system or component to meet security requirements (Matt Bishop)

Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

1. A superset of the class “vulnerabilities have been exploited”, assuming any exploitation of a vulnerability represents a security 
failure; (Richard Kuhn)

2. A valuable asset is compromised (Eduardo Fernandez)
3. Granting excess privileges (Matt Bishop)
4. Accessing system or user data or resources without authorization (Matt Bishop)
5. Modifying system or user data or resources without authorization (Matt Bishop)
6. Deleting system or user data or resources without authorization (Matt Bishop)

Attributes Attribute #1:
Duration (Richard Kuhn)

Attribute #2:
Magnitude (Richard Kuhn)

Attribute #3:
Quantity (Matt Bishop)

Attribute #4:
Impact (Matt Bishop)

Measures
(Richard
Kuhn)

1. Vulnerability exposure 
duration (inclusion of a 
vulnerability in a system is 
a security failure)

1. Proportion of system 
functions compromised or 
degraded

Measures
(Matt
Bishop)

1. Failure rate 1. Type of failure

Measurement
Approaches
(Richard
Kuhn)

1. Count the time from 
introduction of a 
vulnerability to its 
discovery

1. Analysis of failure with 
respect to entire system 
functions

Measurement
Approaches
(Matt
Bishop)

1. Count the number of 
failures per unit time

1. Identify the privilege 
level after failure,

2. Identify the privilege 
level of system data, 
user data, or resource 
illicitly accessed, 
modified, or delete

Causal
factors or
mechanisms

1. Some security failures may result from accidents, non-malicious events; this is especially true for denial of service failures. 
(Richard Kuhn)

2. Completeness of security requirements (Matt Bishop)
3. Quality of software, affected by experience of programmers and software development process (Matt Bishop)
4. Supporting security services provided by environment (operating system, network, etc.) in which software is used (Matt
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Bishop)

Correlative
factors

From Matt Bishop:
1. Failure recovery mechanisms
2. Anticipation of failures that software may encounter from environment, programming errors
3. Those factors missed are not likely to be compensated for by recovery mechanisms

Notes

From Eduardo Fernandez:
1. Talk about wrong decision, where the system allowed to read or write information to a subject who should not have had it 

(Eduardo Fernandez)
2. Not talk about security failures but about misuses, abuses, or security violations

Table H.6 Missing measures of security

Entity class 
Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

Security

Attributes Attribute #1:
Quantity (Eduardo Fernandez)

Measures
(Eduardo
Fernandez)

1. Degree

Measurement
Approaches
(Eduardo
Fernandez)

1. First enumerating threats and then counting how many of these threats have been controlled

Causal
factors or
mechanisms

Correlative
factors

Table H.84 Measurements of relations between “attack” and “attack surface”

Entity class

Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

The relations between “attack” and “attack surface”

Attributes

Measures

Attribute #1:
Strength

Measurement
Approaches
(Pratyusa
Manadhata)

Take two versions of a software system. For each version, measure the attack surface. Also, measure the likelihood and the 
impact of each possible attack on both versions. Then show that for the version with the larger attack surface, there are attacks 
with higher likelihood and/or larger impact.

Table H.85 Measurements of relations between “design for the detection/prevention of intrusion”, 
“vulnerabilities have been exploited” and “software security failures”

Entity class

Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

The relations between “design for the detection/prevention of intrusion”, “vulnerabilities have been exploited” and
“software security failures”

Attributes
Attribute #1:

Strength
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Measures
(Richard
Kuhn)

Measurement
Instruments 1. Risk analysis

(Richard
Kuhn)

2. Attack surface
3. Attack graph

H.2. Software Maintainability Tables 

Table H.86 Missing measures of Code Characteristics

Entity class Code Characteristics
Entity sub
class/
Entity/
Types

Attributes

Attribute #1: 
Complexity 
(Paul Oman, 

Nicolas 
Anquetil)

Attribute
#2:
Size 
(Paul 

Oman) 
Size of 

the
system

(Nicolas
Anquetil)

Attribute #3: 
Control 

Structure 
(Paul Oman)

Attribute #4: 
Information 

Structure (Paul 
Oman)

Attribute #5: 
Typography 
(Paul Oman)

Attribute
#6:

Naming
(Paul

Oman)

Attribute #7: 
Commenting 
(Paul Oman) 
Readability 

(Yogesh 
Singh)

Attribute #8: 
Understandabil 

ity (Yogesh 
Singh)

Measures
(Paul
Oman)

1. Halstead‘s 
volume 
metrics

2. Extended 
Cyclomati 
c
Complexit
y

1. Lines 
of code

1. Modularit
y

2. Complexi 
ty
(System)

3. Consisten 
cy

4. Nesting 
(System)

5. Control 
Coupling

6. Encapsula 
tion

7. Module 
Reuse

8. Control 
Flow 
Consisten
cy

9. Complexi 
ty
(Compon
ent)

10. Use of 
Structured 
Construct
s

11. Use of 
Unconditi 
onal
Branching

12. Nesting 
(Compon 
ent)

13. Span of 
control
structures

14. Cohesion

1. Global 
data types

2. Global 
data
structures

3. System 
coupling

4. Data flow 
consistenc
y

5. Data type 
consistenc
y

6. Nesting 
(System)

7. I/O 
Complexit
y

8. I/O
Integrity

9. Local data 
types

10. Local data 
structures

11. Data 
coupling

12. Initializati
on
integrity

13. Span of 
data

1. Overall 
program 
formatti 
ng

2. Module 
separati 
on

3. Stateme 
nt
formatti
ng

4. Vertical 
spacing

5. Horizon 
tal
spacing

1. Namin
g

2. Symbo 
ls and
case

1. Percent 
comments

2. Overall 
program 
commenti
ng

3. Intramodul
e
commenti
ng

Measures 1. Comme 1. Code
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(Yogesh
Singh)

nts
Ratio
CR)

spatial
complexit
y

2. Data 
spatial 
complexit
y

Measures
(Nicolas
Anquetil)

1. Number 
of
program 
ming 
language 
s used

2. Average 
cycloma 
tic
number
per
program

3. Average 
number 
of
indirecti 
on per 
program

4. Percenta 
ge of
LoC
with
commen
ts

5. Average 
Halstead 
effort
measure
per
program

Measureme
nt
Approache
s

* The highlighted measures in the above cells have measurement approach in the original papers. But because there are too many 
of them, the measurement approaches are not listed.

Causal 
factors or 
mechanism
s

Correlative
factors
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Table H.87 Missing measures of Software Architecture

Entity class Software Architecture

Entity sub
class/ Entity/ 
Types

Attributes

Attribute #1:
Class Coupling (Nicolas 

Anquetil)

Attribute #2:
Class cohesion (Nicolas 

Anquetil)

Attribute #3:
Size (PerOlof Bengtsson)

Attribute #4:
Class Complexity (Nicolas 

Anquetil, PerOlof 
Bentsson)

Measures
(Nicolas
Anquetil)

1. Coupling Between Object 
classes

2. Coupling Factor
3. Message Passing

Coupling

1. Lack of Cohesion in 
Methods 1

2. Lack of Cohesion in 
Methods 2

3. Lack of Cohesion in 
Methods 3

4. Lack of Cohesion in 
Methods 4

5. Lack of Cohesion in 
Methods 5

6. Tight Class Cohesion
7. Loose Class Cohesion

Measures
(PerOlof
Bengtsson)

1. MPCa (Message Passing 
Coupling)

1. SIZE2a (number of 
properties)

1. NOMa (Number of 
methods)

2. RFCa (Response For a 
Class)

3. DITa (Depth in 
Inheritance Tree)

4. NOCa (No Of sub
Classes)

5. DACA (Number of 
abstract data 
types(ADT) in a class)

Measurement
Approaches

* The highlighted measures in the above cells have measurement approach in the original papers. But because there are too 
many of them, the measurement approaches are not listed.

Causal
factors or
mechanisms
Correlative
factors

Table H.88 Missing measures of Software Documentation

Entity class Software Documentation
Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

Attributes Attribute #1:
Type

Measures

Existence for the following documentation:
• Work product:
• Requirement specification
• Design specification
• Logical model
• Physical model
• Product specification
• Process document:

(Nicolas
Anquetil)

• Test plan
• Configuration plan
• Quality assurance plan
• Software development plan
• Support documentation:
• User manual
• Maintenance manual
• Hardware manual
• Operation manual
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Measurement
Approaches
Causal
factors or
mechanisms
Correlative
factors

Table H.89 Missing measures of Software Maintenance Tool

Entity class Software Maintenance Tool
Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

Attributes Attribute #1:
Fitness (Mark T Dishaw)

Measures 
(Mark T
Dishaw)

1. Intrinsic Fit
• Accuracy
• Reliability

1. Contextual Fit
• Currency
• Level of Detail

1. Representational Fit
• Compatibility
• Meaning
• Presentation
• Lack of Confusion

1. Accessibility Fit
• Accessibility
• Assistance
• Ease of Use
• Locatability

Measurement
Approaches
Causal
factors or
mechanisms
Correlative
factors

Table H.903 Missing measures of Software Maintenance Requirements

Entity class Software Maintenance requirements

Entity sub-
class/ Entity/ 
Types

Attributes Attribute #1:
Complexity

Measures 1. Effort
Measurement
Approaches
(Magne
Jorgensen)

1. Effort=constant+a Size+ b Cause+ d Mode + e Conficence

Measurement 
Approaches 
(David B
Wile)

1. Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO)

Measurement 
Approaches 
(Mark De
Chazal)

1. McCabe’s complexity (Mark De Chazal)

Causal factors 
or mechanisms
Correlative
factors

Table H.91 Missing measures of Software Maintenance Personnel Capability

Entity class Software Maintenance Personnel capability

Entity sub-
class/ Entity/ 
Types

Attributes Attribute #1:
Expertise
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Measures 
(Rajiv D.
Banker,
Srikant M.
Datar )

1. LOWEXPER(the extensive use of developers lacking experience with the application being modified)
2. SKILL (The percentage of developer hours billed by the most highly skilled class of developers)

Measurement
Approaches
Causal factors 
or mechanisms
Correlative
factors

Table H.92 Missing measures of Software Maintenance Process Capability

Entity class Software Maintenance Process capability

Entity sub
class/ Entity/ 
Types

Attributes Attribute #1:
Process Type (Magne Jorgensen)

Measures
(Magne
Jorgensen)

1. Adaptive - modifying the system to cope with changes in the software environment (DBMS, OS)

2. Perfective - implementing new or changed user requirements which concern functional enhancements to the software

3. Corrective - diagnosing and fixing errors, possibly ones found by users

4. Preventive - increasing software maintainability or reliability to prevent problems in the future

Measurement
Approaches
Causal factors 
or mechanisms
Correlative
factors

H.3. Software Safety Tables

Table H.93 Missing measures of software safety failures

Entity class Software Safety Failures

Definitions

1. The concept is confused. The definition on page 1 includes “bugs”, per se, as software safety failures; however bugs are 
states not events (failures are events). The diagram at Figure 1 tries to combine “bugs” and failures, but it appears 
incoherent, see below. Thus two definitions, measures, etc. are needed. (John McDermid)

2. Quoting from the Avizienis taxonomy*: “Correct service is delivered when the service implements the system function. A 
service failure, often abbreviated here to failure, is an event that occurs when the delivered service deviates from correct 
service. A service fails either because it does not comply with the functional specification, or because this specification did 
not adequately describe the system function.” Safety is an element of service that can be used immediately in this 
definition. (John Knight)

Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

1. No meaningful sub-classes (John Knight)
2. Answers from John McDermid are not really relevant.

Attributes Attribute #1:
Likelihood (John McDermid)

Attribute #2:
Quantity (John Knight)

Measures
(John
McDermid)

1. Failures per operational hour (for hazardous failures)

Measures
(John
Knight)

1. Estimated residual risk can be used to quantify software 
safety

Measurement
Approaches
(John
McDermid)

1. Failures per operational hour (for hazardous failures): 
Failures that are safety significant/operational time

Measurement 1. Expert judgment either by direct assessment or
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Approaches
(John
Knight)

assessment of a claim that the residual risk has been 
reduced As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP)

Causal
factors or
mechanisms

Correlative
factors

Table H.94 Missing measures of Operating Conditions

Entity class Operating Conditions

Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

1. The combination of the state of the system environment, the state of the system and the state of the software (John 
McDermid)

2. Hardware platforms (computation, storage, communications), physical location(s) of expected use, mission profiles, 
operator/user characterization, anticipated degradation faults to which system is subject, anticipated operator/user faults to 
which system is subject, anticipated faults in mission profiles to which system is subject (John Knight)

Attributes

Attribute #1:
Operational profile (State of 
the environment, system and 
software) (John McDermid)

Attribute #4:
Completeness (John Knight)

Attribute #5:
Consistency (John Knight)

Attribute #6:
Accuracy (John Knight)

Measures
(John
McDermid)

1. For software: Value 
assignment to variables 
and program counter(s)

Measures
(John
Knight)

1. Degree of belief that
stated operating 
condition are complete

1. Degree of belief that 
stated operating 
condition are 
consistent

1. Degree of belief that 
stated operating 
condition are accurate

Measurement
Approaches
(John
McDermid)

1. For software: State of 
the software: {Var x
Val} U {Task x PC}

Measurement
Approaches
(John
Knight)

1. Expert judgment: Proof 
of the absence of faults 
to the extent that the 
operating conditions 
can be modeled in a 
formal model

1. Expert judgment:
Proof of the absence of 
faults to the extent that 
the operating 
conditions can be 
modeled in a formal 
model

1. Expert judgment: Proof 
of the absence of faults 
to the extent that the 
operating conditions 
can be modeled in a 
formal model

Measurement
Instrument
(John
Knight)

1. Formal models of 
operating conditions

1. Formal models of 
operating conditions

1. Formal models of 
operating conditions

Causal
factors or
mechanisms

1. Human error, because the determination of operating conditions is: (1) informal, (2) largely lacking in any form of 
mechanical analysis or assessment, (3) a critical element of the requirements. and (4) completely within the application 
domain. (John Knight)

Correlative
factors

Table H.95 Missing measures of software safety requirements

Entity class Software safety requirements

Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

1. Requirements for prevention of failures (John McDermid)
2. Requirements for detection and mitigation of failures. (John McDermid)
3. Requirements to specify “integrity” (many standards include safety integrity levels, or similar) (John McDermid)

Attributes
Attribute #1:

Integrity (John McDermid)
Attribute #2:

Completeness (John Knight)
Attribute #3:

Consistency (John Knight)
Attribute #4: 

Accuracy (John Knight)

Measures 1. Safety Integrity Level
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(John
McDermid)

(SIL)
2. Automotive Safety

Integrity Level (ASIL)
3. Development Assurance 

Level (DAL)
4. Evidence Safety

Assurance Level (ESAL)
- there are lots and they 
are not defined 
consistently

Measures
(John
Knight)

1. Degree of belief that 
stated requirements are 
complete

1. Degree of belief that
stated requirements are 
consistent

1. Degree of belief that
stated requirements 
are accurate

Measurement
Approaches
(John
McDermid)

Measurement
Approaches
(John
Knight)

1. Expert judgment: Proof
of the absence of faults 
to the extent that the 
requirements can be 
modeled in a formal 
model

1. Expert judgment: Proof
of the absence of faults 
to the extent that the 
requirements can be 
modeled in a formal 
model

1. Expert judgment:
Proof of the absence 
of faults to the 
extent that the 
requirements can be 
modeled in a formal 
model

Measurement
Instrument
(John
Knight)

1. Formal models of 
requirements

1. Formal models of 
requirements

1. Formal models of 
requirements

Causal
factors or
mechanisms

1. Human error, because the determination of requirements is informal and largely lacking in any form of mechanical analysis 
or assessment. This limitation is fundamental, because a formal statement of requirements relies upon an interpretation of 
the associated logic, and this interpretation further relies upon the meanings that humans give to terms and phrases in 
natural languages.

Correlative
factors

Table H.96 Missing measures of software safety design

Entity class Software safety design

Definitions
1. No idea how to define this or measure it. If it is meaningful at all it would be something like fault coverage for anticipated 

faults. (John McDermid)
2. The logic function that the software computes. (John Knight)

Entity sub
class/ Entity/ 
Types

Attributes Attribute #1:
Quality

Measures
(John
McDermid)
Measures
(John
Knight)

1. Software faults

Measurement
Approaches
(John
McDermid)

Measurement
Approaches
(John
Knight)

1. Static analysis
2. Comprehensive testing
3. Proof of functionality
4. Coverage of software fault classes coupled with likely fault avoidance or elimination by the techniques listed above

Causal
factors or
mechanisms

1. Human error in reasoning about desired software properties during development. (John Knight)
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Correlative
factors

Table H.97 Missing measures of hazards originating from software

Entity class Hazards originating from software

Definitions

1. This is not a meaningful concept. Software might be able to cause a hazard, but software is not, of itself, hazardous and 
cannot originate hazards. (John McDermid)

2. Hazards are a system concept. Software can lead to a system state that subsequently leads to a system hazard. The concept 
that is sometimes referred to as a software hazard is an unfortunate mislabeling. That being said, the term is used to mean a 
system state generated by software that could lead to a system hazard. That is the notion that I will assume is intended.
(John Knight)

Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

1. None. (John Knight)

Attributes Attribute #1:
Severity

Measures
(John
McDermid)
Measures
(John
Knight)

1. Software defects that can lead to system hazards.

Measurement
Approaches
(John
McDermid)
Measurement
Approaches
(John
Knight)

1. Well-informed expert judgment coupled with a careful assessment of confidence in the judgment.

Causal
factors or
mechanisms

1. Complex interactions between software elements. Absence of software hazards is really an emergent property that cannot 
be easily measured or modeled. (John Knight)

Correlative
factors

Table H.98 Missing measures of safety

Entity class Safety

Definitions

1. I define safe as “Freedom from unacceptable or intolerable levels of harm.” The OED says for safety “The condition of 
being protected from or unlikely to cause danger”. Most standards have their own definitions, so it is not realistic to give a 
common view. (John McDermid)

2. Quoting again from the Avizienis taxonomy: “safety: absence of catastrophic consequences on the user(s) and the 
environment.” (John Knight)

Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

1. None. (John Knight)

Attributes Attribute #1:
Residual Risk (John McDermid, John Knight)

Attribute #2:
Conformance to established standards (John Knight)

Measures
(John
McDermid)
Measures
(John
Knight)

1. Expert judgment and confidence therein 1. Expert judgment and confidence therein

Measurement
Approaches
(John
McDermid)
Measurement
Approaches
(John
Knight)

1. Assessment by experts. See, for example, U.K. MoD 
standard 00-56 release 4.

1. Experience with systems developed according to the selected 
standards. See, for example, RTCA DO-178B
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Causal
factors or
mechanisms

1. Requirements defects (John Knight)
2. Design defects (John Knight)

Correlative
factors

Table H.99 Measurements of relations between “software safety failures”, “software safety 
requirements”, “software safety design”, “hazards originating from software” and “safety”

Entity class The relations between “software safety failures”, “software safety requirements”, “software safety design”, “hazards originating
from software” and “safety”

Entity sub- 
class/ Entity/ 
Types

Attributes
Attribute #1:

Existence (John Knight)

Measures

Measurement
Approaches
(John
Knight)

Assume 100% correlation through any of the dependencies. Thus, if a software fault exists, there is a non-zero probability that 
the system will enter a hazardous state.
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Appendix I. Questionnaire for the ranking of the importance of the
software dependability attributes

Importance of Software Dependability 
Attributes for the Nuclear Industry * •

Background

The US Department of Energy has initiated a funded research activity on the topic of Software 

Dependability Quantification. This questionnaire seeks to collect the opinion of experts on the goals of 

nuclear stakeholders and the relative importance of software dependability attributes with respect to these 

goals. In previous research we determined that software dependability consists of software reliability, 

software availability, software maintainability, software/system safety and software security. The 

responses to this questionnaire will allow us to rank software dependability attributes, and, thereby 

determine how to most efficiently utilize available resources and optimize effort.

You have been selected to participate in this study because of your expertise in the nuclear industry. Your 

contribution will benefit all safety-critical domains and we are thankful for your time and effort.

• Please answer all the questions to your fullest ability.

• The answers will remain anonymous.

• An honorarium will be provided for your contribution.

• The participants will be acknowledged in all the publications and reports, unless the 

participants do not wish to disclose their identity. Do you wish to disclose your identity in 

future publications/reports?

(Yes or No)
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General Instruction: In this section two candidate goals for nuclear stakeholders are provided. The 
specific definitions for these goals are extracted from relevant literature. Please review the goals 
and their definitions and confirm whether you are in agreement with the definitions. If not, please 
provide revised definitions. Furthermore, if you believe additional goals should be considered, 
please list them with the definitions.

I.1 Goal 1. Public Safety

Definition [Okrent, 1987]: “

• Individual members of the public should be provided a level of protection from the 

consequences of nuclear power plant operation such that individuals bear no significant 

additional risk to life and health

• Societal risk to life and health from nuclear power plant operation should be comparable to 

or less than the risks of generating electricity by viable competing technologies and should 

not be a significant addition to other societal risks.

• Quantitative Design Objectives (QDOs):

o Early and latent cancer mortality risk should not exceed 0.1% of the normal 

background accident or cancer mortality risk. 

o The cancer risk was to be averaged over the population within a 10-mile radius of 

the plant.”

Do you agree with our definition? If yes, please say so. Otherwise please provide your own definition. 

Answers:

Question I. Identification of the Goals of Nuclear Stakeholders

I.2 Goal 2. Electricity Production

Definition: Produce electricity at maximum achievable capacity

Do you agree with our definition? If yes, please say so, and provide your definition for “Maximum 
Achievable”. Otherwise please provide your own definition for “Electricity Production”.

Answers:

I.3 Are there any additional goals for nuclear stakeholders that should be considered as well? If so, please 
provide these goals with their definitions.

A. Missing goal 1.

Name:

Definition:

B. Missing goal 2. 

Name:
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Definition:

C. Missing goal N. 

Name:

Definition:
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Question II. Ranking of the Goals of Nuclear Stakeholders

General Instruction: In this section you will rank the goals identified in Question I, which include 
the ones we provided and the ones you added. The ranking will be conducted through pair wise 
comparisons.

11.1 Multiple choices. Please choose your affiliation(s) from the following stake holders groups.

( )
A. Utility
B. Government
C. Vendor
D. International Expert
E. Developer of Standards
F. Other__________________

11.2 As a representative of the stakeholder group(s) determined in the last question, please rank the 
importance of the goals identified in Question I using Table 7.17. More specifically, you should compare 
the goals in pairs and assign an intensity index to each based on Table 7.16. The ranking should be based 
on the objective of this study, which is the perceived importance of the goals for the nuclear industry and 
your stakeholder group in particular.
For instance, if you think that “Public Safety” is moderately more important than “Electricity Production” 

for your stakeholder group, you may want to put “3” in the Intensity cell for “Public Safety” and “1” in 

the Intensity cell for “Electricity Production”.

If you identified any missing goals in Question I, please replace the corresponding cells in Table 7.17 
with the name of the missing goals.

Table I.100 The fundamental scale for pairwise comparisons

Intensity of 
Importance Definition Explanation

1 Equal importance Two elements contribute equally to the objective
3 Moderate

importance
Experience and judgment moderately favor one element over 
another

5 Strong
importance

Experience and judgment strongly favor one element over another

7 Very strong
importance

One element is favored very strongly over another, its dominance 
is demonstrated in practice

9 Extreme
importance

The evidence favoring one element over another is of the highest 
possible order of affirmation

Intensities of 2, 4, 6 and 8 can be used to express intermediate values. Intensities of 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, etc. 
can be used for elements that are very close in importance.

Table I.2 Relative importance of the goals for nuclear stakeholders

Goal 1 Intensity Goal 2 Intensity Explanation

Public
Safety

Electricity
Production
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Public
Safety

Missing 
goal 1

Public
Safety

Missing 
goal 2

Public
Safety

Missing 
goal N

Electricity
Production

Missing 
goal 1

Electricity
Production

Missing 
goal 2

Electricity
Production

Missing 
goal N

Missing 
goal 1

Missing 
goal 2

Missing 
goal 1

Missing 
goal N

Missing 
goal 2

Missing 
goal N
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Question III. Ranking of the Software Dependability Attributes

General Instruction: In this section you will rank the importance of each software dependability 
attribute with respect to the goals identified in Question I. However, the domain of interest is 
restricted to Reactor Protection Systems (RPSs). The ranking is still conducted through pair wise 
comparisons as in Question II.
The definitions for the various software dependability attributes are provided below:

Software Reliability: “The ability of a software system or component to perform a required function 

under stated conditions for a specified period of time” (Adapted from: IEEE Std 610.12-1990, IEEE 

Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology).

Software Availability: “The degree to which a software system or component is operational and 

accessible when required for use” (Adapted from: ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765:2010(E), Systems and software 

engineering-Vocabulary).

Software Maintainability: “The ease with which a software system or component can be modified to 

change or add capabilities, correct faults or defects, improve performance or other attributes, or adapt to a 

changed environment” (Adapted from: ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765:2010(E), Systems and software engineering- 

Vocabulary).

Software Safety: “The contribution of software to the freedom of system from endangering human life, 

health, property, or the environment (Adapted from “safety” definition in ISO/IEC 15026:1998).

Software Security: “The contribution of software to the protection of information and data so that 

unauthorized persons or systems cannot read or modify them and authorized persons or systems are not 

denied access to them” (Adapted from: IEEE STD 12207-2008).

Software Dependability: “The ability of software system to deliver service that can justifiably be 

trusted” [Avizienis, 2001].

III.1 The RPS definition follows: [Wikipedia, 2015]:

“A reactor protection system (RPS) is a set of nuclear safety components in a nuclear power plant 
designed to safely shut down the reactor and prevent the release of radioactive materials. The system 
can "trip" automatically (initiating a scram), or it can be tripped by the operators. ”

Do you agree with our definition for the RPS? If yes, please say so. Otherwise please provide your 

own definition.

Answers:

III.2 Please consider the following situations which specify the software dependability attributes in the 

context of the RPS:

1) The RPS possesses a reasonably achievable reliability (i.e., Rere)

2) The RPS possesses a reasonably achievable availability (i.e., Avre)

3) The RPS possesses a reasonably achievable maintainability (i.e., Mare)

4) The RPS possesses a reasonably achievable safety (i.e., Sare)

5) The RPS possesses a reasonably achievable security (i.e., Sere)

A. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “reasonably achievable reliability” for a 

RPS? Is it meaningful?

Answers:
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B. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “reasonably achievable availability” for a 
RPS? Is it meaningful?

Answers:

C. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “reasonably achievable maintainability” for a 
RPS? Is it meaningful?

Answers:

D. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “reasonably achievable safety” for a RPS? Is 
it meaningful?

Answers:

E. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “reasonably achievable security” for a RPS? 
Is it meaningful?

Answers:

III.3 For the goal “Public Safety”, please rank the software dependability attributes in terms of the 
situations discussed in Question III.2 by filling Table 3.

Table 3 Ranking of software dependability attributes with respect to "Public Safety"

Attribute 1 Intensity Attribute 2 Intensity Explanation

Rere Avre

Rere Mare

Rere Sare

Rere Sere
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Avre Mare

Avre Sare

Avre Sere

Mare Sare

Mare Sere

Sare Sere

III.4 For the goal “Electricity Production”, please rank the software dependability attributes in terms of 
the situations discussed in Question III.2 by filling Table 4.

Table 4 Ranking of software dependability attributes with respect to "Electricity Production"

Attribute 1 Intensity Attribute 2 Intensity Explanation

Rere Avre

Rere Mare

Rere Sare

Rere Sere

Avre Mare

Avre Sare

Avre Sere

Mare Sare

Mare Sere

Sare Sere

III.5 For the goal “Missing goal 1”, please rank the software dependability attributes in terms of the 
situations discussed in Question III.2 by filling Table 5.

Table 5 Ranking of software dependability attributes with respect to “...................... ” (Please provide
the name of Missing goal 1)

Attribute 1 Intensity Attribute 2 Intensity Explanation

Rere Avre

Rere Mare

Rere Sare

Rere Sere

Avre Mare

Avre Sare
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Avre Sere

Mare Sare

Mare Sere

Sare Sere

III.6 For the goal “Missing goal 2”, please rank the software dependability attributes in terms of the 
situations discussed in Question III.2 by filling Table 6.

Table 6 Ranking of software dependability attributes with respect to “...................... ” (Please provide
the name of Missing goal 2)

Attribute 1 Intensity Attribute 2 Intensity Explanation

Rere Avre

Rere Mare

Rere Sare

Rere Sere

Avre Mare

Avre Sare

Avre Sere

Mare Sare

Mare Sere

Sare Sere

III.7 For the goal “Missing goal N”, please rank the software dependability attributes in terms of the 
situations discussed in Question III.2 by filling Table 7.

Table 7 Ranking of software dependability attributes with respect to “...................... ” (Please provide
the name of Missing goal N)

Attribute 1 Intensity Attribute 2 Intensity Explanation

Rere Avre

Rere Mare

Rere Sare

Rere Sere

Avre Mare

Avre Sare

Avre Sere

Mare Sare
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Mare Sere

Sare Sere
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General Instruction: In this section you will consider whether your ranking of software 
dependability attributes would change if the situation defined in Question III changes.

IV.1 Please consider the following situations that are variants of those introduced in Question III:
1) The RPS possesses a maximum achievable reliability (i.e., Rema)
2) The RPS possesses a maximum achievable availability (i.e., Avma)
3) The RPS possesses a maximum achievable maintainability (i.e., Mama)
4) The RPS possesses a maximum achievable safety (i.e., Sama)
5) The RPS possesses a maximum achievable security (i.e., Sema)

A. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “maximum achievable reliability” for a RPS? 
Is it meaningful?
Answers:

Question IV. Variation in Your Ranking of the Software Dependability Attributes

B. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “maximum achievable availability” for a 
RPS? Is it meaningful?
Answers:

C. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “maximum achievable maintainability” for a 
RPS? Is it meaningful?
Answers:

D. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “maximum achievable safety” for a RPS? Is 
it meaningful?
Answers:

E. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “maximum achievable security” for a RPS? 
Is it meaningful?
Answers:
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F. For the goal “Public Safety”, would your ranking of software dependability attributes in Table 3 
change? Please explain.

G. For the goal “Electricity Production”, would your ranking of software dependability attributes in 

Table 4 change? Please explain.

H. For the goal “..............................” (Please provide the name of Missing goal 1), would your ranking of

software dependability attributes in Table 5 change? Please explain.

I. For the goal “...............................” (Please provide the name of Missing goal 2) would your ranking of

software dependability attributes in Table 6 change? Please explain.

J. For the goal “...............................” (Please provide the name of Missing goal N), would your ranking of

software dependability attributes in Table 7 change? Please explain.

IV.2 Please consider the following situations that are variants of those introduced in Question III:

1) The RPS possesses a minimal reliability allowed by regulations (i.e., Remi)

2) The RPS possesses a minimal availability allowed by regulations (i.e., Avmi)

3) The RPS possesses a minimal maintainability allowed by regulations (i.e., Mami)

4) The RPS possesses a minimal safety allowed by regulations (i.e., Sami)

5) The RPS possesses a minimal security allowed by regulations (i.e., Semi)

A. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “minimal reliability allowed by regulations” 

for a RPS? Is it meaningful?

Answers:
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B. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “minimal availability allowed by 
regulations” for a RPS? Is it meaningful?
Answers:

C. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “minimal maintainability allowed by 
regulations” for a RPS? Is it meaningful?
Answers:

D. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “minimal safety allowed by regulations” for 
a RPS? Is it meaningful?
Answers:

E. In your domain of concern, what is the definition of “minimal security allowed by regulations” 
for a RPS? Is it meaningful?
Answers:

F. For the goal “Public Safety”, would your ranking of software dependability attributes in Table 3 
change? Please explain.

G. For the goal “Electricity Production”, would your ranking of software dependability attributes in 
Table 4 change? Please explain.

H. For the goal “..................... ” (Please provide the name of Missing goal 1), would your ranking of
software dependability attributes in Table 5 change? Please explain.
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I. For the goal “......................” (Please provide the name of Missing goal 2), would your ranking of
software dependability attributes in Table 6 change? Please explain.

J. For the goal “......................” (Please provide the name of Missing goal N), would your ranking of
software dependability attributes in Table 7 change? Please explain.
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Appendix J. Questionnaires for Success Likelihood Index Factors
Assessment

Questionnaire: Background Information about 
Development of Reactor Protection System

Instructions: Please fill the following questionnaire. If you 
do not know the answer to the question, please skip the

question.

J1.: Background Factors 

J1.1. Experience Factors

J1.1.1. Application Experience (APEX): the rating scales for APEX are defined in terms of the project 
team’s level of experience with this type of application.
Please rate your team’s expertise level with Application Experience on the scale given below. (For 
example, if you believe your team’s expertise level is less than 2 months, check the box).___________________

APEX 2 Months □ 6 Months □ 1 Year □ 3 Years □ 6 Years □
Description

J1.1.2. Platform Experience (PLEX): the rating scales of PLEX are defined in terms of the projects 
team’s equivalent level of experience with the development platforms, including Graphical User Interface 
(GUI), database, Operating System, hardware platform, networking platform etc. 5 
Please rate your team’s expertise level with Platform Experience on the scale given below.
PLEX Descriptors 2 Months □ 6 Months □ 1 Year □ 3 Years □ 6 Years I I

J1.1.3. Language and Tool Experience (LTEX): LTEX is a measure of the level of programming 
language and software tool experience of the project team developing the software system or subsystem. 
Please rate your team’s expertise level with Language and Tool Experience on the scale given below.
LTEX Descriptors 2 Months □ 6 Months □ 1 Year □ 3 Years □ 6 Years □

J1.2. Capability Factors

J1.2.1. Analyst Capability (ACAP):
Analysts are personnel who work on requirements, high-level design, and detailed design. The rating 
scales for ACAP are expressed in terms of percentiles with respect to the overall population of analysts. 
The major attributes that should be considered in this rating are:

a. Analysis and design ability
b. Efficiency and thoroughness
c. Ability to communicate and cooperate 

Note:
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• These attributes should be approximately equally weighted in the evaluation
• The evaluation should not consider the level of expertise of the analysts; experience effects are 

covered by other factors
• The evaluation should be based on the capability of the analysts as a team rather than as 

individuals.

Please rate your team’s expertise level with Analyst Capability on the scale given below. (For example, if 
you believe your team’s expertise level is in the 15th percentile of the overall population, check the first 
box).__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ACAP 15 th percentile 35 th percentile 55 th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile
Descriptors □ □ □ □ □

J1.2.2. Programmer Capability (PCAP):
The rating scales for PCAP are expressed in terms of percentiles with respect to all overall population of 
programmers. Unit testing is regarded as one of the tasks performed by the programmers. The major 
factors that should be considered in the rating are:

a. Programmer ability
b. Efficiency and thoroughness
c. Ability to communicate and cooperate

Note:
• These attributes should be approximately equally weighted in the evaluation.
• The evaluation should not consider the level of experience of the programmers; experience 

effects are covered by other factors.
• The evaluation should be based on the capability of the programmers as a team rather than as 

individuals.

Please rate your team’s programmers’ capability on the scale given below. (For example, if your team’s 
programmers are in the 15th percentile out of the population of programmers, check the. first box)._________

PCAP 15 th percentile 35 th percentile 55 th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile
Descriptors □ □ □ □ □

J1.2.3. Tester Capability (TCAP):
The rating scales for TCAP are expressed in terms of percentiles with respect to all overall population of 
testers. Unit testing is regarded as one of the tasks performed by the programmers, not the testers. The 
major factors that should be considered in the rating are:

a. Tester ability
b. Efficiency and thoroughness
c. Ability to communicate and cooperate

Note:
• These attributes should be approximately equally weighted in the evaluation.
• The evaluation should not consider the level of experience of the testers; experience effects are 

covered by other factors.
• The evaluation should be based on the capability of the testers as a team rather than as 

individuals.

Please rate your team’s testers’ capability on the scale given below. (For example, if your team’s testers
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are in the 15th percentile out of the population of testers, check the. first box).
PCAP 15 th percentile 35 th percentile 55 th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile

Descriptors □ □ □ □ □

J1.2.4. Personnel Continuity (PCON)
The rating scales for PCON measures the project’s annual personnel turnover.

Please rate your team’s Personnel Continuity on the scale given below. (For example, if your team’s 
Personnel Continuity is less than 48% per year, check the. first box).________________________________________

ACAP 15 th percentile 35 th percentile 55 th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile

Descriptors □ □ □ □ □

J1.3. Measurement for Development Tools Factor

The Major factors that should be considered in this rating are:

a. Capability of the tools employed within the life cycle of a project

b. Maturity of the tools

c. Integration of the tools

Please rate your team’s development tool factors on the scale given below. (For example, if your team 
utilizes only the basic tools. for document editing, coding etc., check the. first box).__________________________
Tool Descriptors Minimal tools Simple life- Basic life-cycle Strong, mature Strong, mature,

for document cycle tools, tools, life-cycle tools, proactive life

editing, coding, little moderately moderately cycle tools, well

compiling, and 

debugging □

integration |___| integrated |___| integrated |___| integrated with 

processes, 

methods, and 

reuse □

J1.4. Measurement for Development Site Factor (SITE)

Determining the rating of the SITE factor involves the assessment and combination of two factors: site 

collocation and communication support.

Please rate your team’s development site factors on the scale given below. (For example, if your team’s 
development site collocation is international, check the. first box).__________________________________________

Site International Multi-city Multi-city or Same City or Same Fully

Collocation
Descriptors

□ and Multi

company □

Multi

Company □

metro area |___| building or 

complex □

cooperative

□

Site Some Individ. Narrow-band Wideband Wideband e- Interactive

Communication phone, mail Phone, FAX e-mail | | e-comm. comm. Occas. multi-media

Descriptors □ □ □ Video

conference □

□

J1.5. Measurement for Team Cohesion Factor (TEAM)

TEAM accounts for the sources of project turbulence and extra effort caused by difficulties in
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synchronizing the project’s stakeholders: users, customers, developers, maintainers, and others.

Please rate your team’s TEAM characteristics on the scale given below.(For example, if the consistency
of stakeholder objectives and cultures is little, check the first box).

Characteristic Very Low Low Nominal High Very High Extra
High

Consistency of stakeholder Little Some Basic Considerable Strong Full
objectives and cultures n □ n n n n
Ability, willingness of Little Some Basic Considerable Strong Full

stakeholders to 
accommodate other 

stakeholders’ objectives

□ □ □ □ □ □

Experience of stakeholders None |__| Little Some Basic Considerable Extensive
in operating as a team □ n n n n

Stakeholder team building None □ Little Some Basic Considerable Extensive
to achieve shared vision 

and commitments
□ □ □ □ □

Taking into the consideration the levels of the characteristics you rated above, please rate your team’s 
overall Team Cohesion Factors on the scale given below. (For example, if the majority of your team’s 
characteristics. fell under “Very Low ”, check the “Very difficult interactions ” box).________________________

TEAM
Descriptors

Very difficult 
interactions 

□

Some
difficult

interactions
□

Basically
cooperative
interactions

□

Largely
cooperative

□

Highly
cooperative

□

Seamless
interactions

□

Rating Levels Very Low Low Nominal High Very High Extra High

J1.6. Measurement for Management Style Factor (STYLE)

This factor captures the impact of management style on the quality of a project.

Please rate your team’s management style on the scale given below. (For example, if your superiors are 
highly intrusive, check the.first box).________________________________________________________________________
Style Descriptors Highly Moderately Neither Intrusive Moderately Highly

Intrusive |__| Intrusive |__| nor Supportive 
□

Supportive |__| Supportive |__|

J1.7. Measurement for Process Maturity Factor (PMAT)

PMAT captures the capability level of an organization based on the software Engineering Institute’s 
Capability Maturity Model (CMM).
Did you follow the CMM in your development?

Yes I I_______No I I

If YES, please rate your team’s Process Maturity Factors on the scale given below. (For example, if your 
team has the CMM level 1 lower half, check the. first box).__________________________________________________

PMAT CMM CMM level 1 CMM level 2 CMM level 3 CMM level 4 CMM level 5
Descriptors Level1 

(lower half)
(upper half) 

□
□ □ □ □
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□

J1.8. Measurement for Requirements Evolution Factor (REVL)

Different from the definition given by COCOMO II, REVL here is defined in terms of the percentage of 
code change due to the evolution of requirements since the initial SRS baseline.

Please rate your team’s Requirements Evolution Factors on the scale given below. (For example, if your 
team only changed 5% of codes, check the first box).

REVL 5% code 20% code 35% code 50% code 65% code 80% code
Descriptors change |__| change

□
change

□
change

□
change

□
change

□

J1.9. Code Factors

The code factors will be assessed for 4 different types of code: new code, adapted code, reused code and 
COTS.

J1.9.1. New Code

New code is code developed from scratch.
9.1.1 Size of New Code
What is the Size of New Code (in Number of Blocks)?____________________________.
What is Size of New Code (in Kilo Lines Of Code (KLOC))?____________________________ .

J1.9.2. Adapted Code

Adapted code is preexisting code that is treated as a white-box and is modified for use with the product. 
J1.9.2.1. Size of Adapted Code
What is the Size of Adapted Code (in Number of Blocks)?___________________________ .
What is the Size of Adapted Code (in KLOC)_?____________________________ .

J1.9.2.2. Reuse Parameters for Adapted Code
Please assess the reuse parameters for adapted code using the definitions given below the table.

Reuse Parameters

DM (%) CM (%) IM(%)
Adapted

code

Where

DM Percentage of Design Modified

CM Percentage of Code Modified

IM Percentage of Integration Effort Required for Integrating Adapted or Reused Software
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J1.9.2.3 . Assessment and Assimilation (AA)
Assessment and assimilation assess the degree of effort (“increment”) necessary to determine whether a 
reused software module is appropriate for the application, and to integrate its description into the overall 
product description.
The rating scales for Assessment and Assimilation Increment (AA) are given below.
Please rate the Assessment and Assimilation Increment.

Level of AA Effort

□N.one
□Basic module search and documentation
□Some module Test and Evaluation (T&E), documentation
□Considerable module T&E, documentation

□Extensive module T&E, documentation

J1.9.2.4. Software Understanding increment (SU)

Software understanding increment (SU) is the degree to which software understanding is eased or 
challenged and depends on: 1) Code structure; 2) Application Clarity; 3) Self-Descriptiveness 
Please rate the adapted code’s Software Understanding Increment on the scale given below. (For 
example, if your team’s structure is very low, check the first box).

Very Low Low Nominal High Very High
Structure Very low 

cohesion, high 
coupling, 

spaghetti code 
□

Moderately low 
cohesion, high 
coupling □

Reasonably 
well-structured; 

some weak 
areas □

High cohesion, 
low coupling 

□

Strong modularity, 
information 

hiding in 
data/control 

structures | |
Application

clarity
No match 
between 

program and 
application 
worldviews 

□

Some 
correlation 
between 

program and 
application □

Moderate 
correlation 
between 

program and 
application □

Good 
correlation 
between 

program and 
application □

Clear match 
between program 
and application 

worldviews 
□

Self
descriptiveness

Obscure code; 
documentation 

missing, 
obscure or 

obsolete □

Some code 
commentary 
and headers; 
some useful 

documentation 
□

Moderate level 
of code 

commentary, 
headers, 

documentation 
□

Good code 
commentary 
and headers; 

useful
documentation; 

some weak 
areas □

Self-descriptive
code;

documentation 
up-to-date, well- 
organized, with 
design rationale 

□

J1.9.2.5. Unfamiliarity with the Software (UNFM)
Unfamiliarity with the software (UNFM) is an indicator for the programmer’s relative unfamiliarity 
with the software
Please rate your programmer’s unfamiliarity with the adapted code on the scale below by checking the 
relevant box. ________________________________________________________

Level of UNFM ~
I I Completely familiar________________________________
I Mostly familiar____________________________________
I I Somewhat familiar_________________________________
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I I Considerably unfamiliar
I Mostly unfamiliar______
I I Completely unfamiliar

J1.9.3. Reused Code

Reused code is preexisting code that is treated as a black-box and plugged into the product without 
modification.
J1.9.3.1. Size of reused code
What is the size of reused code in Number of Blocks?____________________________ .
What is the Size of Reused Code (in KLOC)?____________________________ .

J1.9.3.2. Reuse parameters for reused code
Please assess the reuse parameters. for reused code using the definitions given below the table.

Reuse Parameters

DM (%) CM (%) IM(%)
Reused code

Where

DM
CM

IM

Percentage of Design Modified 
Percentage of Code Modified

percentage of Integration Effort Required for Integrating Adapted or Reused Software

J1.9.3.3. Assessment and Assimilation (AA)
Assessment and Assimilation parameters assess the degree of effort (“increment”) necessary to 
determine whether a reused software module is appropriate for the application, and to integrate its 
description into the overall product description.
Please rate the Assessment and Assimilation Increment.

Level of AA Effort

□None
□Basic module search and documentation

□Some module Test and Evaluation (T&E), documentation
□Considerable module T&E, documentation
□Extensive module T&E, documentation

J1.9.3.4. Software Understanding increment (SU)

Software Understanding increment is the degree to which software understanding is eased or 
challenged and depends on: 1) Code structure; 2) Application Clarity; 3) Self-Descriptiveness 
Please rate the reused code’s Software Understanding Increment on the scale given below. (For example, 
if your team’s structure is very low, check the first box).

Very Low Low Nominal High Very High
Structure Very low 

cohesion, high 
coupling, 

spaghetti code 
□

Moderately low 
cohesion, high 
coupling □

Reasonably 
well-structured; 

some weak 
areas □

High cohesion, 
low coupling 

□

Strong modularity, 
information 

hiding in 
data/control 

structures □
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Application
clarity

No match 
between 

program and 
application 
worldviews 

□

Some 
correlation 
between 

program and 
application □

Moderate 
correlation 
between 

program and 
application □

Good 
correlation 
between 

program and 
application □

Clear match 
between program 
and application 

worldviews 
□

Self
descriptiveness

Obscure code; 
documentation 

missing, 
obscure or 

obsolete □

Some code 
commentary 
and headers; 
some useful 

documentation 
□

Moderate level 
of code 

commentary, 
headers, 

documentation 
□

Good code 
commentary 
and headers; 

useful
documentation; 

some weak 
areas □

Self-descriptive
code;

documentation 
up-to-date, well- 
organized, with 
design rationale 

□

J1.9.3.5 Unfamiliarity with the Software (UNFM)

Unfamiliarity with the software is an indicator for the programmer’s relative unfamiliarity with the 
software

Please rate your programmer’s unfamiliarity with the reused code on the scale below by checking the 
relevant box. ________________________________________________________

Level of UNFM ~
I I Completely familiar________________________________
I Mostly familiar____________________________________
I I Somewhat familiar_________________________________
I I Considerably unfamiliar___________________________
I Mostly unfamiliar__________________________________
I I Completely unfamiliar_____________________________

J1.9.4. COTS

COTS is code off-the-shelf software. There may be some new interface code associated with it, which 
also needs to be counted as new code.

J1.9.4.1. COTS Size
What is the Size of off-the-shelf software (in Number of Blocks)_________ .
What is the Size of off-the-shelf software (in KLOC)?____________________ .

J1.9.4.2. Reuse Parameters for COTS

Please assess the reuse parameters for COTS using the definitions given below the table.
Reuse Parameters

DM (%) CM (%) IM(%)
COTS

Where

DM
CM

Percentage of Design Modified 
Percentage of Code Modified
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IM percentage of Integration Effort Required for Integrating Adapted or Reused Software

J1.9.4.3. Assessment and Assimilation (AA)
Assessment and Assimilation assess the degree of effort (“increment”) necessary to determine whether a 
reused software module is appropriate for the application, and to integrate its description into the overall 
product description.

Please rate the A ssessment and Assimilation Increment._____________________
Level of AA Effort 

□None
□Basic module search and documentation 

□Some module Test and Evaluation (T&E), documentation 
□Considerable module T&E, documentation 

□Extensive module T&E, documentation

J1.9.4.4. Software Understanding increment (SU)

Software Understanding increment is the degree to which software understanding is eased or 
challenged and depends on: 1) Code structure; 2) Application Clarity; 3) Self-Descriptiveness 
Please rate the COTS’ Software Understanding Increment on the scale given below. (For example, if your 
team’s structure is very low, check the.first box).____________________________________________________________

Very Low Low Nominal High Very High
Structure Very low 

cohesion, high 
coupling, 

spaghetti code 
□

Moderately low 
cohesion, high 
coupling □

Reasonably 
well-structured; 

some weak 
areas □

High cohesion, 
low coupling 

□

Strong modularity, 
information 

hiding in 
data/control 

structures | |
Application

clarity
No match 
between 

program and 
application 
worldviews 

□

Some 
correlation 
between 

program and 
application □

Moderate 
correlation 
between 

program and 
application □

Good 
correlation 
between 

program and 
application □

Clear match 
between program 
and application 

worldviews 
□

Self
descriptiveness

Obscure code; 
documentation 

missing, 
obscure or 

obsolete □

Some code 
commentary 
and headers; 
some useful 

documentation 
□

Moderate level 
of code 

commentary, 
headers, 

documentation 
□

Good code 
commentary 
and headers; 

useful
documentation; 

some weak 
areas □

Self-descriptive
code;

documentation 
up-to-date, well- 
organized, with 
design rationale 

□

J1.9.4.5. Unfamiliarity with the Software (UNFM)
Unfamiliarity with the Software is the indicator for the programmer’s relative unfamiliarity with the 
software
Please rate your programmer’s unfamiliarity with the COTS on the scale below by checking the relevant 
box. ________________________________________________________

Level of UNFM ~
I I Completely familiar________________________________
I Mostly familiar____________________________________
I I Somewhat familiar_________________________________
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I I Considerably unfamiliar
I Mostly unfamiliar_____
I I Completely unfamiliar

J2.: Number of requirements faults of different types
J2.1. During software development, what is the total number offaults that were found in the 

requirements phase?

J2.2. During software development, what was the total number of requirements faults that were found 
after the requirements phase?

J2.3. For one requirement fault, what hazard rate* do you think is small enough to ignore? Why?

*Hazard rate: the probability per demand that a fault will lead to a failure.
For the requirements faults found in the requirements phase in Question 1, please assess their hazard 

rates and provide the number offaults for different hazard rate levels.

Hazard rate level (per demand)
Number of requirements 

faults

Low (below10-9)

Moderate (between 10-9~10-4)

High (between 10-4~1)

J2.4. For the requirements faults found after the requirements phase in Question 2,please assess their 
hazard rates and provide the number offaults for different hazard rate levels.

Hazard rate level (per demand)
Number of requirements 

faults

Low (below10-9)

Moderate (between 10-9~10-4)

High (between 10-4—1)

J2.5. Based on Question 4, could you provide a more accurate distribution for hazard rate levels of the 
requirements faults found in the requirements phase?

Hazard rate level 
(per demand)

Number of requirements 

faults

10-14—10-13

10-13—10-12

10-12—10-11
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10-11~10-10
10-10—10-9

10-9—10-8

10-8—10-7

10-7—10-6

10-6—10-5

10-5—10-4

10-4—10-3

10-3—10-2

10-2—10-1
10-1—1

J2.6. Based on Question 5, could you provide a more accurate distribution for hazard rate levels of the 
requirements faults found after the requirements phase?

Hazard rate level 
(per demand)

Number of requirements 
faults

10-14—10-13

10-13—10-12

10-12—10-11
10-11—10-10
10-10—10-9

10-9—10-8

10-8—10-7

10-7—10-6

10-6—10-5

10-5—10-4

10-4—10-3

10-3—10-2

10-2—10-1
10-1—1

J2.7. The requirements faults can be divided into different types. What is the number of requirements 
faults of each type? Please provide your answer in the table below.

Type of requirements faults Definition

Number of 
software 

requirements 
faults

Missing software
requirements

Necessary information related to the problem 
being solved by the software has been omitted 
from the requirements document or is not 
complete

Ambiguous software
requirements

The information written in the requirements 
document has more than one interpretation

Inconsistent software One part of the requirements document is
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requirements inconsistent with other part/s or with the problem 
that the SRS solves

Incorrect software
requirements

Some information in the SRS contradicts other 
information about the same or relevant 
information in the domain knowledge or conflict 
with preceding documents

Risk-prone software
requirements

Some requirements are risk prone due to unstable 
requirements or requirements with high 
interdependence

Not confirming to standards.

Some items in the requirements are written in a 
way that is not conforming to the standards 
determined by the quality assurance
representatives

Not implementable software 
requirements

Some requirements are not implementable due to 
system constraints, human resources, budget, or 
technology limitation

Superfluous software
requirements

Some of the requirements specified in the SRS 
document is not relevant to the problem being 
solved or will not contribute to the solution

Other
Other requirements faults not covered by previous 
types
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Questionnaire: Additional Background Information about 
Development of Reactor Protection System

Date:
Assessor:

J3.: Key Process Areas Assessment

J3.1. Measurement for Requirements Management
Requirements Management is a key process area described as follows:

• System requirements allocated to software are controlled to establish a baseline for 
software engineering and management use.

• Software plans, products, ad activities are kept consistent with the system requirement 
allocated to software.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Requirements Management practices on the 
scale given below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first box).______________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.2. Measurement for Software Project Planning
Software Project Planning is a key process area described as follows:

• Software estimates are documented for use in planning and tracking the software project.
• Software project activities and commitments are planned and documented.
• Affected groups and individuals agree to their commitments related to the software project,

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Software Project Planning practices on the scale 
given below. (For example, if your team. follow this almost always, check the. first box).____________________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.3. Measurement for Software Project Tracking and Oversight
Software Project Tracking and Oversight is a key process area described as follows:

• Actual results and performances are tracked against the software plans.
• Corrective actions are taken and managed to closure when actual results and performance 

deviate significantly from the software plans.
• Changes to software commitments are agreed to by the affected groups and individuals.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Software Project Tracking and Oversight 
practices on the scale given below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first 
box)._________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.4. Measurement for Software Subcontract Management
Software Subcontract Management is a key process area described as follows:

• The prime contractor selects qualified software subcontractors.
• The prime contractor and the subcontractor agree to their commitments to each other.
• The prime contractor and the subcontractor maintain ongoing communications.
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• The prime contractor tracks the subcontractor’s actual results and performance against its 
commitments.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Software Subcontract Management practices on 
the scale given below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first box).__________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.5. Measurement for Software Quality Assurance (SQA)
Software Quality Assurance (SQA) is a key process area described as follows:

• SQA activities are planned.
• Adherence of software products and activities to the applicable standards, procedures, and 

requirements is verified objectively.
• Affected groups and individuals are informed of software quality assurance activities and 

results.
• Noncompliance issues that cannot be resolved within the software project are addressed by 

senior management.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Software Quality Assurance (SQA) practices on 
the scale given below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first box).__________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.6. Measurement for Software configuration Management (SCM)
Software configuration Management (SCM) is a key process area described as follows:

• SCM activities are planned.
• Selected work products are identified, controlled, and available.
• Changes to identified work products are controlled.
• Affected groups and individuals are informed of the status and content of software 

baselines.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Software configuration Management (SCM) 
practices on the scale given below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first 
box)._________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.7. Measurement for Organization Process Focus
Organization Process Focus is a key process area described as follows:

• Software process development and improvement activities are coordinated across the 
organization.

• The strengths and weaknesses of the software processes used are identified relative to a 
process standard.

• Organization-level process development and improvement activities are planned.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Organization Process Focus practices on the 
scale given below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first box).
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t
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Level Always □ □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know □

J3.8. Measurement for Organization Process Definition
Organization Process Definition is a key process area described as follows:

• A standard software process for the organization is developed and maintained.
• Information related to the use of the organization’s standard software process by the 

software projects is collected, reviewed, and made available.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Organization Process Definition practices on the 
scale given below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first box).______________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.9. Measurement for Training Program
Training Program is a key process area described as follows:

• Training activities are planned.
• Training for developing the skills and knowledge needed to perform software management 

and technical roles is provided.
• Individuals in the software engineering group and software-related groups receive the 

training necessary to perform their roles.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Training Program practices on the scale given 
below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first box).__________________________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.10. Measurement for Integrated Software Management
Integrated Software Management is a key process area described as follows:

• The project’s defined software process is a tailored version of the organization’s standard 
software process.

• The project is planned and managed according to the project’s defined software.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Integrated Software Management practices on
the scale given below. (For example, if your team. follow this almost always, check the. first box).
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.11. Measurement for Software Product Engineering
Software Product Engineering is a key process area described as follows:

• The software product engineering tasks are defined, integrated, and consistently performed 
to produce the software.

• Software work products are kept consistent with each other.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Software Product Engineering practices on the
scale given below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first box).
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.12. Measurement for Intergroup Coordination
Intergroup Coordination is a key process area described as follows:
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• The customer’s requirement s are agreed to by all affected groups.
• The commitments between the engineering groups are agreed to by the affected groups.
• The engineering groups identify, track, ad resolve intergroup issues.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Intergroup Coordination practices on the scale 
given below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first box).____________________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.13. Measurement for Peer Reviews
Peer Reviews is a key process area described as follows:

• Peer review activities are planned.
• Defects in the software work products are identified and removed.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Peer Reviews practices on the scale given below. 
(For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first box).________ _____________ ____________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.14. Measurement for Quantitative Process Management
Quantitative Process Management is a key process area described as follows:

• The quantitative process management activities are planned
• The process performance of the project’s defined software process is controlled 

quantitatively.
• The process capability of the organization’s standard software process is known in 

quantitative terms.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Quantitative Process Management practices on 
the scale given below. (For example, if your team. follow this almost always, check the. first box).__________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.15. Measurement for Software Quality Management
Software Quality Management is a key process area described as follows:

• The project’s software quality management activities are planned.
• Measureable goals of software product quality and their priorities are defined.
• Actual progress toward achieving the quality goals for the software products is quantified 

and managed.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Software Quality Management practices on the 
scale given below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first box).______________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.16. Measurement for Defect Prevention
Defect Prevention is a key process area described as follows:

• Defect prevention activities are planned.
• Common causes of defects are sought out and identified.
• Common causes of defects are prioritized and systematically eliminated.
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Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Defect Prevention practices on the scale given 
below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first box).__________________________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.17. Measurement for Technology Change Management
Technology Change Management is a key process area described as follows:

• Incorporation of technology changes are planned.
• New technologies are evaluated to determine their effect on quality and productivity.
• Appropriate new technologies are transferred into normal practice across the organization.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Technology Change Management practices on 
the scale given below. (For example, if your team. follow this almost always, check the. first box).__________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|

J3.18. Measurement for Process Change Management
Process Change Management is a key process area described as follows:

• Continuous process improvement is planned.
• Participation in the organization’s software process improvement activities is organization 

wide.
• The organization’s standard software process and the project’s defined software process are 

improved continuously.

Please rate the frequency with which your team follows Process Change Management practices on the 
scale given below. (For example, if your team follow this almost always, check the first box).______________
Assessment Almost Frequently About Occasionally Rarely if Does not Don’t

Level Always |_| □ Half □ □ Ever □ Apply □ Know |_|
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